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Executive Summary 

 

Management of strategic alliances and networks is a rapidly growing academic area. Firms 

have to be aware of how they manage these topics in order to exploit their network positions 

to the fullest in order to improve their competitive advantages. Most published studies are 

conducted on dyadic relationships within networks.  

We found it interesting to look at more complex networks. Therefore our research problem for 

this thesis is "How will a change in the structure of a strategic alliance affect the competitive 

advantage?". The cooperative organization of Kopenhagen Fur and 

Danskpelsdyravlerforening is ideal for such a study with a highly complex structure of roles 

and interests. 

The analysis of the case is conducted using the two major theoretical areas of the Relational 

View (RV) and the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing Group (IMP). The RV applies a 

more classic economical approach where the IMP focuses on a social network factor.  

The analysis suggests that we are dealing with an organization containing a very high degree 

of trust between the actors. At the same time the organization is able to apply technology and 

as such lower the transaction costs to the benefit of the whole network. We then suggest two 

changes to the strategic alliance (a specific new technology - the RFID-chip - and a new 

financial opportunity for the members of KF. The two suggestions will both have positive 

impact on the organization, however on separate areas.  

We believe that the study of the complex organization helps shed further light on the research  

topic of Management of strategic alliances and networks due to the fact that we attempt to 

combine two of the major theoretical areas, and manage to apply the result in a practical 

complex case. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Strategic alliances and networks is areas of growing interest within economic research. A long 

list of researchers has shared their contribution to the topic. Of these various theories, we have 

found it interesting to look at two main theories.  

1. Relational View (RV) 

2. Industrial Marketing and Purchasing Group (IMP) 

The two theories have overlapping areas, but also shed light on different areas. Where the 

IMP is thorough on the social network analysis, then the RV is applying a more classic 

economical perspective due to the Transaction Cost Economic and Resource Based View 

influences.  

 As such the two theories are being tied together in many resent studies such as Svane's " 

Strategiske Alliancer Organisering og Koordinering" (2008) and Wratschko's "Theoretical 

underpinnings of alliance and network research" (2009) seeking to build a bridge between the 

two major theoretical areas. 

The theory available tends to focus on the major organizational structures for collaboration. 

These being either a dyadic approach between a supplier and a buyer or a joint-venture. 

During time in classes we briefly touched these areas and was intrigued by the processes and 

possibilities within networks. Therefore we decided to look into this and once we got into a 

more intimate degree of knowledge on the area, we began wondering why there are a limited 

focus (if any at all) on cooperative organizations. The focus we have encountered has always 

been on a very limited amount of actors on a few levels. The following question sprang to 

mind:  

"What if we have organizations with a large number of actors involved placed at multiple 

levels (a complicated network)?" 

We found a very complex organizational structure in the organization of Dansk 

Pelsdyravlerforening and Kopenhagen Fur. This was a perfect case for conducting our 

research, and they proved more than happy to partake in our project. 
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1.1 Research problem 
 

Throughout this paper we will deal with a complex business network with multiple layers of 

interests and contradicting interests. The "Dansk Pelsdyrsavlerforening"
1
 (DP) is comprised of 

nearly 1.500 companies of various sizes, which are joined up in a horizontal network 

(cooperative) in order to gain vertical competitive advantages through the firm Kopenhagen 

Fur (KF). 

 

In light of the above, we have therefore decided to work with the following research problem 

 

 How will a change in the structure of a strategic alliance affect the competitive 

advantage? 

 

In our problem statement we have used 3 particular important key words for this thesis. 

"Structural changes", "Strategic alliance" and "Competitive advantage". We will build our 

thesis around these 3 terms, and apply proper theory on each topic.  

The research question is mean to analyze on how the changes will impact on the relations 

between KF owners and also within KF itself. The analysis will be done via two main 

theories; "Relational View" by Dyer and Singh, and the IMP theory by Snehota and 

Håkonsson et al. The relational view offers a model of determinants of relational rents which 

are seen as a source of competitive advantage. The IMP will be used as an in-depth analysis 

of the social ties and networks employed in the strategic alliance. 

The owner group of KF is the same as the supplier group for the firm. This means that any 

change in the upstream value chain at KF would directly impact the owner group. Therefore 

one has to take several things into consideration if one wants to make some serious changes in 

the frontline of the value stream. Various interests and conflicting interests, and in particular 

the opposed attitude towards changes found embedded in many old routines, must be taken 

                                                           
1
 The Danish Skin Breeders Association 
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into consideration. Proper governance of these issues can often lead to a general competitive 

advantage. This leads to the following two sub-questions for our research problem 

 

 Which determinants of relational rent, should a strategic alliance focus on when 

making structural changes? 

 Will these changes affect the social networks competitive ability? If so how? 

 

1.2 Purpose and target group 
 

The Purpose of this thesis is to shed light on a complex organization which has evolved over 

many years into a highly successful organization, which defies the current general market 

tendency throughout the world. In particular we hope to shed light upon the governing of the 

organization and the handling of all the many levels of interests and contradicting interests 

seen in an organization such as this. 

We are intrigued by how complexity can become the wining model seen on the market today. 

With this paper, we will show how the series of strategic alliances between the farmers can 

end up with a seemingly continuous competitive advantage, through careful governing of the 

social ties within the whole upstream value chain for KF. We hope to learn through our 

process, how a change in the existing structure can help KF, but only if the change is dealt 

with in a proper and careful manner. The drawing of the inter-organizational network will be 

clarified during the process.  

The practical part will be particularly interesting for the owner groups, and the theoretical part 

will help the senior managers of KF with strategic structural planning over the next couple of 

years. The target group is also meant to be anyone that would be interested in highly complex 

networks, and observations made within these networks. 

All in all we aim at three very different target groups. The owners (DP), the senior officers at 

KF and the general theorists interested in complex network handling and strategic alliances. 
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2. Methodology 
 

In this section, we will explain our methodology and the assumptions we have applied on this 

thesis. These assumptions are essential since they are the main source of influence on our 

problem statement during our work process. A thorough consideration of choice of 

methodology is important, since this choice will help and guide the work throughout the 

project. The following method is not a goal in itself, but rather a way to organize the thesis in 

a constructive fashion. The chosen methodology is a series of tools used to address the 

problem statement. 

 

2.1 Research method 
 

The majority of our information is gathered as primary qualitative data. This was done as it 

was not possible for us to get our information about our chosen research problem applied on 

our chosen firm. We had to conduct a series of interviews in order to uncover the information 

we needed at all the different levels of the organization. A strategic alliance cannot be 

investigated through mere desk research if it is to be completed in a proper fashion, since one 

has to find embedded information as well as dig behind people's personal feelings. However 

we will still apply quantitative data where necessary and in those areas that will further our 

analysis. 

 

2.2 The Case study 
 

Various methods are available to chose from. We have chosen to let Robert K. Yin (1994) be 

our inspiration on this area. Yin says that the choice of method depends on the type of 

questions you wish to ask, the researchers degree of control over the project and the degree of 

focus on present versus the past
2
. Yin also believes that a revelatory case study often is best 

done as a single-case study. This makes sense to us, as what we seek to do is exactly a 

revelatory case study. We intend to perform several interviews, but all within the same 

organization, in order to get the best possible in-depth research extracted. The validity in our 

                                                           
2
 Yin (1994) p. 4-9 
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thesis is based on the range of multiple interviews
3
 and we trust that the approach will show 

us a good picture of how the horizontal perspective of the strategic alliance works. 

 

2.3 Theoretical outline 
 

The main theoretical areas we are dealing with in this paper address alliances and the dealings 

with these. Therefore we have decided to work primarily with Dyer & Singh's Relational 

View (1998) as our framework for the analysis, followed by Håkånsson, Snehota and Ford's 

IMP theory as our in-depth tool. The point is to use the Relational View to describe and 

analyze the general situation for the strategic alliances within KF, and then focus on change in 

practical dealings using the IMP theory. 

Through Relational View we intend to analyze the continuous competitive advantages, which 

a strategic alliance can bring to bear. We will then analyze and comment on the effect of 

possible changes in the current structure, with a particular focus on the logistics. 

The Relational View will be applied with the following focal points: 

 Interfirm asset specificity 

 Knowledge-sharing routines 

 Complementary resources 

 Effective governance 

Once we have completed that task we will then move on to the IMP and apply our problem 

statement (in particular the first of the two questions) within the alliance. This should allow us 

to see exactly how the entire network can be affected by a possible change in the value chain. 

The IMP adresses the following points: 

 Actor bonds 

 Ressource ties 

 Activity links 

 

                                                           
3
 Yin (1994) p. 46 
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2.4 Data gathering 
 

When we started the work on this thesis, we faced a series of issues we needed to address. 

Our ideas had to be tested, and our information needed to be generated in a valid and 

methodologically correct way. We have used both primary and secondary data throughout the 

project.  

Our primary qualitative data consists of two separate series of interviews. The first series of 

interviews are comprised of 6 farmers (Annelise Vest, Frank Andersen, Kim Søndergaard, 

Franz Strunze, Jens Wistoft og Ole Christensen). The second series of interviews consists of a 

number of interviews with three representatives from KF (CPO Jesper Christensen, Sven Erik 

Hansen from handling and CEO Torben Nielsen), which were conducted at various stages of 

the thesis process. Each interview lasted around 90 minutes, and can be considered in-depth 

interviews.  

Our secondary qualitative data comes from a series of books and articles we have read during 

our educational program at CBS (can be found in the bibliography) 

Our secondary qualitative data is gathered by KF, generally via their internal data sharing 

system named "Lexen" 

Our secondary quantitative data is found at various homepages - mainly KF's homepage (can 

be found in the bibliography) 

A lot of effort and time has been spent on gathering our primary data information since this 

case has a high degree of practical approach. The data we needed in order to address our 

problem statement is often a hidden or directly embedded knowledge, that we would have to 

dig out of the existing work routines, and social networks. This explains why we have been 

engaged in a fair share of interviews. We would simply not have been able to generate the 

needed data from mere desk research. It has been a long process to have all our interviews 

planned and processed, but we feel that it has been well worth the effort. 
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2.5 Generally about the interview 
 

We read the article "The Great Interview: 25 strategies for Studying People in Bed" by Joseph 

C. Hermanowicz (2002) as our main preparation for the interviews. This in combination with 

Kvale
4
  provided us with what we felt was a solid theoretical background, which would 

enable us to deal with our interviews. We work with five main phases in our interviews.  

The first phase is our introduction. We used this phase to engage in a bit of small-talk with the 

subject. When we visited the farms, the farmers were in general very open and friendly, 

however once the interview started they would change and become somewhat suspicious 

(most likely due to the general attitude people have towards the industry). Therefore we used 

the first phase to ask a series of easy and fairly general questions. We were also very aware of 

our body language during the interviews thus helping to keep the respondent sat their ease. 

Examples of the questions we used are; "How big is your farm", "Why are you a member of 

Kopenhagen Fur", "How did you become a farmer?" etc.   

The second phase is where we started to move from the easy questions to the more interesting 

questions. We entered this phase carefully and usually once we when we had the feeling that 

the respondent had started to relax (and in some cases it took as much as 20 minutes before 

we got that feeling). We then addressed the farmers professional finances by looking at the 

value chain/flow.  

The third phase emerged naturally from the second, and by this time stage in the interviews 

we had managed to open up our respondents, and were now able to talk freely about the 

farmers interests in KF. During this phase we started digging deeper, and asking questions 

such as "You previously said you was a member of Kopenhagen Fur because..... Let's talk a 

bit about that". We also dealt with the issue of interest alignment during this part of the 

interview 

The fourth phase logically deals with the corporation that is the upstream value chain for KF, 

also known as the "Skin breeders association". We ask questions about areas such as 

cooperation and processes with a focus on the perspective from the farmer towards KF, and 

also towards their fellow farmers. 

                                                           
4
 Kvale, Interview, Hans Reitzels forlag, 2005 
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The fifth phase deals with specialization/competencies and perspectives on the industry. We 

used this as an end process for our interviews. By this point our respondents were usually a bit 

tired, and had laid down their guards, and we felt that this was the optimal time for us to ask 

the most probing questions, which dealt with changes in the organizational structure, without 

the respondents growing defensive. 

 

The figure below illustrates the process we have followed during our interviews: 

 

Figure 1 Interview model 
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The entire process was designed in order to allow us to extract the underlying opinions and 

attitudes amongst the farmers. It is a delicate process, where we had to be careful and weigh 

every step taken during the process. The obvious reason is that in general the Danish 

population is very attentive towards animal welfare, and as such they are highly critical when 

hearing stories about animal mistreatment. A lifetime of experience dealing with this sort of 

attitude naturally places the farmers in a defensive corner. We have even had farmers that 

didn't wanted to partake in our interviews when we explained, what we wanted to talk about 

during the interviews, as we are dealing with sensitive areas. 

With our plan made, we asked KF to facilitate the contact to the farmers we needed. We are 

well aware that KF may have been biased when connecting us with a farmer. They may have 

chosen someone who would only speak warmly about KF and their activities. As farmer Ole 

Christensen said just prior to the interview "You are aware that KF has chosen us, and they 

might have a chosen only the right farmers for you". We did indeed debate this amongst 

ourselves before we asked KF to facilitate the connections. We concluded, that should KF 

have decided to pick and choose someone with a highly bias opinion in favor of KF, and not 

have some counterweight in our portfolio of respondents, then it would in essence only serve 

as a nemesis for them in the outcome of our analysis as they would have tainted their own 

results. The processes we undertake for our analysis and research would be the same either 

way, and therefore we would be able to do our work no matter how our respondents was 

chosen. This said, we naturally informed our contact at KF about the issue, and emphasized 

the fact that in order to make a better and more valid analysis that KF could use, we required a 

range of interests to be represented in our portfolio of respondents.  

 

2.6 The process 
 

Once we started the interviews we found that the respondents were very friendly and open 

towards us once we met them. The first respondent we met was a tough one. The respondent 

was used to dealing with the press from a farmers point of view, and while we learned a lot 

about the job the farmers perform, we didn't really manage to penetrate the respondents 

defenses. Nonetheless we learnt a lot that we used in order to prepare us for our the next 

interview.  
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The second interview was much more successful. The respondent was less defensive and less 

experienced with public attention. We managed to get some interesting information, and also 

learned more about how to conduct our next series of interviews. The rest of the interviews 

we conducted with farmers went smoothly and we had learnt from experience how to reassure 

the respondents quickly and how to get to the core of the issues we hoped to discuss with 

them.  

We believe we have experienced a natural learning curve in regards to the process and how to 

act and perform during an interview. We aimed to conduct each interview as neutrally as 

possible, and tried to convert each interview into a long talk similar to that of two or more 

friends in order to make the most of it
5
. We paid attention to body language as well as 

external factors such as phones etc, and took proactive actions towards these interruptions.  

We see our results as valid, and therefore we decided to move forward with our project after 

we had interviewed 6 farmers. We were often given the same information from the different 

farmers but we also learnt about the contradiction of the present versus the future, as well as 

the interest conflicts going on within the greater organization. The general perception was that 

the industry would indeed survive and thrive in the future, however the implementation of 

change was viewed with some skepticism. Whenever we mentioned that we had visited the 

skinning plant up north, we met a varying degree of ill-favored moods. This forced us to try 

and change the mood with a series of questions we designed specifically for the purpose. This 

will be debated more thoroughly in our theoretical section. 

During our interviews with in particular the farmers we was faced with a general degree of 

skepticism once we put forth our Dictaphone. With the Dictaphone on the table we found it a 

tough process to get the interviews beyond the first superficial phase. However once we 

turned the Dictaphone off, and used a pen and note block our respondents started relaxing and 

obliging. We went through the same process during the first 3 interviews and then decided to 

skip the Dictaphone entirely at the remaining interviews. Therefore our interviews located in 

our appendix are structured in an atypical form using short/sections/quotes and bullets to 

highlight the pointers from each interview. One has to keep in mind that most of our 

interviews was conducted within a fairly short time span after the television show on TV2 

                                                           
5
 Hermaniwicz, 2002 
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called "Operation X", where a critical approach to the industry was applied by the journalist 

Morten Spiegelhauer
6
.  

The Interviews we conducted with the KF representative Jesper Christensen were somewhat 

different in style and approach. Firstly and most significantly, we were dealing with an 

individual at our own level in regards to theoretical understanding and knowledge, meaning 

we could use our theories directly in our interviews with him. Another important factor is that 

Jesper Christensen served as a catalyst for our information search, as it was in his own interest 

to share as much information as possible with us from the beginning, which he did. On a few 

occasions Jesper brought in some other employees from KF to our meetings, which helped us 

understand the specific issues we needed to address.  

 

2.7 Validity and reliability 
 

This section debates the validity and reliability of our thesis. It is important to keep in mind 

that our thesis will naturally have some sort of colouring and will never be able to achieve 

complete objectivity. We are aware of the subjective perceptions of the various theories, and 

our personal perception of the information we have gathered. 

Validity is obtained via triangulation of various information sources
7
. We have sought to 

obtain this validity through a series of interviews with multiple respondents in order to ensure 

our chain of evidence. Thereby we seek to minimize a one-sided information foundation for 

our thesis. We also used this to filter out any information that might have been perceived 

incorrect by our respondents and then passed on to us. Finally, the validity is derived and 

enhanced from the choice of method that we have applied throughout the thesis and it's ability 

to investigate the initial problem statement in a valid fashion
8
.  

Reliability is meant as an expression to determine whether or not the thesis investigation 

would generate the same result if repeated.
9
 For a project to be reliable, anyone using the 

method applied should be able to obtain the same result (to a certain degree). However, even 

though a paper should have high reliability, it doesn't necessarily mean that the paper has a 

                                                           
6
 http://blog.tv2.dk/operation.x/entry344702.html?ss 

7
 Yin (1994) p. 32-37 

8
 Yin (1994) p. 32-37 

9
 Yin (1994) p. 32-37 

http://blog.tv2.dk/operation.x/entry344702.html?ss
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high degree of validity. Therefore we found that it was important to show a thorough 

procedure and to document exactly what we did in the different stages of the thesis, in order 

to achieve the high level of reliability that we want. 

The assessment of the validity of our research is an expression for the degree of generalization 

of our results. Our results from the specific case-study cannot be generalized in a statistical 

sense, however the results can be generalized in the sense that they can be applied using 

various theories
10

. This is done by simply defining the presumptions indicating the general 

context where the results are applicable.  

In general we believe that our project is both reliable and valid. Using our thesis chosen case, 

KF, we have been fortunate to have the possibility to conduct several interviews with the CPO 

Jesper Christensen. Jesper has a thorough insight into both the strategic and the operational 

levels of the firm. Jesper's knowledge about all the various activities along the entire 

production line has been very helpful. On the other hand, Jesper may have forgotten some 

information, or perhaps he excluded data that he didn't think would be relevant for us, thereby 

possibly excluding valuable data. The more triangulation you get of your information sources 

the better, however due to time limitation, we decided that we could not conduct more 

interviews than those used in this thesis. We don't believe that there are any other significant 

factors, which we need to mention in regard to validity or reliability that could cause 

problems for us further on. 

 

2.8 Delimitation 
 

For this thesis we have chosen to focus only on the Danish supply chain for KF. We are aware 

that there is a growing market outside the Danish, but since the owner group is Danish, we 

feel that a focus on that part alone is valid for our case. 

Furthermore we have chosen the IMP theory for the case analysis. However while we have 

chosen to explain the theory in full, we have chosen not to apply the full theory in our case 

analysis. We only apply the Actor Bond (see theoretical outline later in the project) on our 

practical analysis as we feel this is where there is a significant beneficial difference added that 

cannot be explained proper by the use of RV alone. On the other hand we believe that the 

                                                           
10

 Yin (1994) p. 32-37 
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Resource Ties and Activity Links are so similar to the points the RV put forth that applying 

these would only serve to explain the same point twice.  

Our case and theory is applied in a highly specific context for this case. We are dealing with a 

rather unique organization in terms of social structure and as such our results are somewhat 

bound to this exclusive case alone. The data generated throughout this thesis and the fashion 

we have applied theory is not likely to be applicable in situation where the conditions differ 

much from the specific case of KF. 

 

2.9 The thesis disposition 
 

The disposition of this thesis follows a simple classic layout. We start with the introduction to 

our research questions, and explain why we find this particular project interesting. We then 

move on and explain how we have chosen to investigate the research problem, and what 

theories we have chosen to work with. 

Once that has been clarified we will move on to elaborating on the chosen theories, pointing 

out the key elements within each theory. With the theoretical background in place, we will 

build and explain our theoretical model we wish to apply on the case firm. Once that has been 

done we will introduce the case firm and apply the theory on the specific case firm. 

With the analysis in place we will then propose two changes to the existing organization, and 

use the theory to investigate the outcome of this and conclude on the entire project and round 

it off with a perspective on the future research within the area of strategic alliances.  

 

3. Strategic alliances and network research 
 

This section argues how the use of selected theories such as RV and IMP, could be useful for 

the subject at hand. The purpose is to acknowledge how these theories and their origins, could 

be useful as a general discussion to the theme of our paper and to argument why these 

particular perspectives has been omitted. This section is structured as follows; First, we will 

introduce the reader into the diverse field of strategic alliance and network research, though 
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all related to our main thesis of competitive advantage with such an alliance. Second, we will 

explain further on some of the theories we feel have contributed to our understanding of 

strategic alliances and discuss the implications of using these. Third, we will dig deeper into 2 

of the current theories on strategic alliances, the relational view and the actor-resource-

activity model of the Swedish IMP group, as these two theories are the foundation for our 

later analysis. 

 

3.1 What is a strategic alliance? 
 

In order to establish a good platform for our further analysis, we feel that it’s important to 

define how we perceive a strategic alliance. Due to the vast literature on strategic alliances 

and networks, the meaning differs across a variety of different key concepts and definitions. 

We have chosen the following definition: 

 “A strategic alliance is a voluntary arrangement between firms involving exchange, sharing 

or co-development of products, technologies or services”
11

. 

The above definition of a strategic alliance clearly states that such an agreement should be 

voluntary, not as a part of mergers, acquisitions or fusions. The voluntary aspect is important 

because in situations where mergers etc are the key driver behind alliance formation, the focus 

moves from a cooperative agreement between two or more firms to enhance joint 

performance, to a focus where the most dominant firm can optimize their investment. Since 

our focal point in this thesis is set around business relations and their impact on strategic 

alliances, the voluntary motive of strategic alliance formation and coordination is crucial
12

.  

Furthermore, Gulatis' definition emphasizes activities such as sharing and co-development 

following a voluntary agreement, which are also very dependent on business relations. As 

previously mentioned, the ability to co-develop capabilities and competences, integrating 

these processes to all members, and exploit these optimally, all comes down to the 

relationship between the actors.  
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The same argument can be used when viewing resources, and the firm’s access to these within 

an alliance. The reason for establishing a strategic alliance could for instance be based on 

synergies between two imperfectly mobile resources controlled by each firm.  

Another important point in this definition is the missing notion of capital structure in strategic 

alliances, especially equity vs. non-equity alliances. Although we recognize that the capital 

structure within an alliance is of great influence on the alliances formation, coordination, 

governance and performance, we will in the following not be dealing with this particular 

aspect of strategic alliance. Again, this is done because of our focus on relationships that 

effect and influence strategic alliance performance
13

.  

Since most alliances are formed to enhance firm performance and capabilities, we feel it is 

also necessary to comment on this aspect. The formation of alliances is a way of generating 

above normal rents, but most have idiosyncratic investments and thus be rare to imitate.   

In order to generate above normal rents, interorganizational relationships have to be 

idiosyncratic and thus rare and difficult to imitate.  

1) The ownership of unique resources is a pre-condition for rent generation.  

2) If these resources are skillfully specialized to firm specific needs and combined with 

other unique resources, the firm can earn firm-specific rents 

3) Transaction specific resources and rents derive from co-specialization of the partners 

assets 

These rents tend to be more sustainable then pure “Ricardian” rents, as they create not only 

resource selection, but also capability building by the firm, which is difficult to imitate
14

.  

 

3.2 Theoretical underpinnings of strategic alliance research 
 

In the field of inter-organizational relationships (IOR), several studies have pointed out the 

competitive advantages following a cooperative agreement amongst two or more firms
15

. 

Firms that are looking across organizational barriers in order to sustain competitive 
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advantage, seems to enter cooperative agreements, joint ventures or strategic alliances
16

. 

Especially two broad questions have interested the scholars: 1. Why firms decide to join a 

strategic alliance and what determinants influence coordination and organization of activities. 

2. The creation and management of the strategic alliance and the problems and results arising 

with this.  

Organizational theory and social sciences, seems all to point out the importance of 

relationships on several levels within an organization, as well as to its external entities. Within 

this context we find that there is a need for long term orientation in the relationship
17

, 

enabling development over time
18

. This leads to the term of relationship quality, where trust
19

, 

commitment
20

 and adaption
21

 are key drivers. For a complete review of this literature, see 

Ritter and Gemünden, 2003.  

The design and use of control systems within the joint venture rely in some cases heavily on 

transaction cost economics perspective
22

 or on agency theory
23

 to eliminate opportunistic 

behavior through contractual settings. The behavioral attributes of the selected partner(s) and 

the chosen strategy of corporate governance, will in some way determine the future of the 

relationship. Another important factor credited by researchers is the issue of trust among 

partnering firms. How to collaborate and the management of this collaboration, all comes 

back to the level of trust among these firms
24

.  

The same argument is seen in inter organizational control systems and the design of the 

governance structure of the cooperative agreement, where trust seems to strongly influence 

the strength of association between the relationships control problems and the use of control 

mechanisms
25

.  

Network theory also has the relationship between two or more actors, as its focal point of 

investigation. In this case, the social context in which these agreements are embedded, have 
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effect on the relationship and affect other relationships, both inside the network as well as 

outside
26

.  

The resource-based view
27

 of the firm and its capabilities describes how firms can utilize their 

resources and thereby also their relationships, into value creating process with outcomes of 

competitive advantages. Within strategic alliances the organizational learning can foster 

certain dynamic capabilities
28

, again closely related to relationships as a capability. Where 

transactional economics
29

 have a limited scope i.e. the minimization of costs in interfirm 

transactions, the resource-based view offers a broader scope and focus on value creation, 

when resources are pooled together in a relational view
30

. However, the integration of 

complementary resources from different firms in order to create value to the customer, have 

several difficulties involved with it
31

.  

 

In the following, we will present two theories used in the strategic management literature, 

which we fell has contributed the development of the relational view. The two theories are 

Transaction Cost Economies and the Resource based View of the firm. Although much used 

in strategic alliance research, we consider the two more as building blocks in the further 

understanding of the relational view. So in order to complete use the relational view in a case 

analysis, it is important that the characteristics of the two building blocks are explained.   

 

3.3 Transaction Cost Economies 
 

Several scholars have contributed to the understanding of how relational rents in alliances are 

created. One of the most prominent approaches to analyzing inter-organizational relationships 

is Transaction Costs Economics (TCE). TCE has been widely used to study make-or buy 

decisions, opportunism and choice of governance structure. 

 

Building upon Coase seminal article “The nature of the firm” (1937), which studied why 

organizations exist, i.e. organizing either in internal hierarchy or in the market. When the 
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costs of managing exchange across markets outweigh the costs of organizing the activity 

internally, the firm is more efficient to manage economic exchange than markets
32

. TCE 

traditionally doesn’t focus on value creation (synergies within inter organizational 

relationships), but focuses on cost reduction. Its application to the field of strategic alliances is 

however very useful, since TCE also builds upon contract law, which is very common in 

strategic alliances and partnerships.   

 

The theory is highly influenced by Oliver Williamson. TCE combines institutional economics 

and organization theory, in order to identify and explicate the key differences between 3 types 

of organizations: Market, hybrid and hierarchy, all with different control systems and 

coordinating mechanisms
33

. As Williamson argues, the attributes of the transactions involved, 

are a determinant factor for the cost effective choice of organization and thereby also very 

useful when applied by partnering firms or alliances.  

TCE has some clear assumptions in regards to behavioral characteristics. Bounded rationality 

and opportunism. The two concepts correlate to the level of certainty involved in a given 

transaction. Ex ante information gathering and safeguarding is possible under conditions of 

certainty, just as ex post control of agreements is. In conditions of uncertainty however, 

bounded rationality and opportunistic behavior needs safeguarding and thus results in 

complex contracts and costly enforcement for both parties involved
34

.   

Furthermore, TCE argues that factors such as site location, human know-how and specialized 

machinery has an impact on the degree of asset specificity, either raising or lowering the 

complexity of contracts and monitoring costs.  

In Williamsons TCE terminology, assets specificity can be arranged into 4 major groups: 

1. Site specificity  

2. Physical asset specificity 

3. Human asset specificity 

4. Dedicated Assets  
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Asset specificity refers to the degree to which, the assets can be redeployed to alternative uses 

and by alternative users without the sacrifice of productive value
35

. 

 

Besides asset specificity, the frequency of transactions plays a major role. Firms engaging in 

more inter-firm intensive exchanges can afford to exchange special purpose assets with 

general-purpose assets and thereby increasing the efficiency between inter-firm exchanges
36

.  

In summary, TCE contributes to our understanding of strategic alliances, in the way that 

governance structure should be aligned with the transactional characteristics; Asset 

specificity, frequency and uncertainty, and with the behavioral assumptions of opportunism 

and bounded rationality in mind.  

 

3.4 The Resource based View  
 

The resource-based model of the firm examines the link between firm resources and sustained 

competitive advantage. The model attacks two assumptions within previous strategic 

management literature, namely a) that firms (or firms within a strategic group) posses 

homogenous resources and b) should resource heterogeneity occur within an industry, the 

competitive advantage is short-lived as firm resources are mobile
37

. 

 

However, this is not the case as barney argues: 

 

“ These assumptions effectively eliminate firm resource heterogeneity and immobility as 

possible sources of competitive advantage
38

.” 

 

So based upon the study of fertile land as a productive factor by Ricardo, 1817, the notion of 

inelastic resources becomes crucial in the application of RBV. In today’s terms, RBV 

suggests that a firm controls a bundle of resources, many of which are inelastic in supply and 

there is a potential source of economic rent.  
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Barney states that firm resources are; include all assets, capabilities, organizational processes, 

firm attributes, information, knowledge etc. controlled by the firm that enable the firm to 

conceive of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness. For firm 

resources to be a source of competitive advantage, they have to be valuable, rare, difficult to 

imitate and difficult to substitute. Barney explains that these firm resource attributes, are used 

as indicators of how heterogeneous and immobile a firms resources are, and therefore 

highlights how useful these resources are in order to sustain competitive advantage
39

.   

 

Traditional RBV sees alliances as means to access strategically relevant, otherwise 

unavailable resources. 3 distinct means to obtain new strategic resources: 

 

1. Internal development 

2. Acquisition 

3. Co-operation  

 

Of the 3, we are interested in the third option and stated as by Barney, leads us directly to the 

relational view: 

 

“When the total costs of integration are higher than the total costs of co-operative 

approaches, a firm will choose to ally, even if this choice involves significant transaction 

specific investments and the threat of opportunism” (Barney, 1999).  

 

The RBV perspective thus highlights important aspects of performance enhancement in 

alliances focusing on the positive effects of resource synergies across partners. The potential 

for generating and sustaining rents is embedded in interfirm networks and not in individual 

firm level resources only. So a firm’s critical resources may extend beyond firm boundaries 

(Dyer & Singh, 1998) and here the RBV is limited in its view. It is however, recognized that 

much of the theoretical underpinnings in the RBV is transferred to the relational view.  

In summary, we consider TCE and RBV as building blocks in the relational view. Where 

TCE focuses on transactions from a make-or-buy point of view, RBV favors more attention to 

the various sources for competitive advantages inside the firm. We therefore consider the 
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relational view as a theory, which offers “the best of both worlds” and highly relevant when 

analyzing interfirm collaboration in strategic alliances.  

 

3.5 The Relational View 
 

With the relational view (RV), Dyer & Singh argues that a successful cooperative strategy and 

sources of inter organizational advantages, can be created, if partnering firms can choose an 

efficient way of structuring resources, capabilities and governance to fit each other. This fit 

between firm activities enables relational rent generating and if constructed properly, makes 

the strategic alliance valuable, rare and difficult to imitate for competitors. 

 

Dyer and Singh, define a relational rent “as a supernormal profit jointly generated in an 

exchange relationship that cannot be generated by either firm in isolation and can only be 

created through the joint idiosyncratic contributions of the specific partners”
40

. 

 

As above statement shows, the RV differs from TCE and RBV by focusing on the dyadic or 

network of firms as basic unit of analysis. So although the RV builds upon concepts within 

TCE and RBV, it extends these theories further into the entire network of actors within a 

strategic alliance.  

 

3.6 IMP 
 

IMP is a tool and train of thought enabling the user to understand how two (or more) firms 

cooperate and how the relationship between the firms evolves. IMP is a tool with which we 

can understand the Inter Organizational Systems.  

The background for the IMP group theory is based on a series of antiquated theoretical 

perceptions (according to the IMP group) of how firms network and relationships are built. 

The three so called myths: 
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 The myth of action 

 The myth of Independence 

 The myth of completeness 

All three myths address the importance of understanding that there is a reaction to each 

action. Sometimes a firm act, but other times a firm react to the actions of other firms. 

Therefore there is a serious need for understanding just how this new pattern function. 

According to the IMP group none of the other current theories manage to deal with this socio-

economical perspective.  

The IMP group states that any and all firms or managers are bound by their network, which 

defines their market position. This binding within the greater network is the entity that defines 

the firm's ability to act or react in the modern market. However, the IMP group sets up three 

paradoxes that the modern organization has to balance in order to meet success. 

 The network is both opportunities and limitations 

 Relationships are both developed and defined by companies, but companies are also 

developed and defined by relationships 

 Companies seek control over the network, but control is destructive 

Based on the above, the IMP group has come up with three focal points, which the analyst 

(internal or external) should focus on.  

 Actor bonds 

 Activity links 

 Resource ties 

Actor bonds deal with the degree of trust and commitment between two actors involved in a 

relationship. Activity links touch the area where two firms build their relationship, starting 

with first contact and so forth. Resources ties is the term used for describing when the activity 

links are taken to the next level, and both firms in a relationship begin to invest particularly in 

the specific relationship 
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3.6.1 IMP and Strategic Alliances  

 

Most strategic alliances are created over time, as a means to minimize risk and cost. This 

concept in relation to the IMP group's train of thinking is in short the build of trust (the 

including of the social aspect
41

), and the outcome of this trust, if it is taken to the next level. 

The focus on the social aspects and social embeddedness is where the basic difference is 

between the classic TCE and RBV theories and the IMP group's points of view
42

. 

Naturally, a strategic alliance will occur when two firms (a dyadic relationship) decide that 

they have a mutual gain by committing to deeper intertwined relationship.  This means that a 

certain amount of idiosyncratic investments have to be deployed by both players. Therefore 

one can deduct that the building of resource ties are a direct necessity for a strategic alliance. 

Usually there is a long series of events leading up to the specific alliance. Both actors must 

perceive this series of events, and if they both decide that they like what they have learned 

about the counterpart, there exists what could be considered an increase in trust. Naturally this 

series of events also includes an increase in activity links, as the trust grows, and the 

possibility arises that one or both of the parts, decides to deal exclusively with the 

counterpart. Also it is logical that actions such as these will allow access (to a degree) to the 

partner's network/connections/relationships and resources
43

, thus allowing a kind a of triadic 

relationship to grow from the dyadic basis, thereby empowering the social network position.
44

 

It is important to keep in mind, that a strategic alliance is often more than a single (dyadic) 

relationship between two firms. It is a multitude of relationships between the two firms, 

spread over several levels of the firms. Management, accounting, production, storage and 

resources are often all areas involved in the relations. Therefore it is often a good idea with a 

relationship manager at each firm to govern and facilitate the given resources in the best 

possible way.  

The chronological way in which a network evolves is usually from an individual relationship 

into a more institutionalized network. It is typically within these institutionalized networks 

that one finds the optimal basis for strategic alliance.
45

 However it is important to keep in 
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mind, that the institutionalized network does not replace the individual network, actually, it 

evolves along a parallel pattern. 

4. Applied theory 
 

In this chapter we will elaborate on the chosen theories and explore these in depth thus 

enabling us to use them on our case firm. 

 

4.1 The Relational View - Determinants of relational rents 
 

This chapter is primarily based upon Dyer & Singh – The relational view: Cooperative 

strategy and sources of interorganizational competitive advantage from 1998. In the following 

section we will discuss and explain the determinants of relational rents by using the 

framework from Dyer & Singh, 1998 as seen in table 1.  

The relational view suggests that in alliances, the competitive advantage will only be 

generated if the relationship moves away from arms-length market attributes, and focuses 

more on the relational rents that a network or pair of firms can generate. On a fundamental 

level, the relational view offers determinants of relational rents. Relational rents are generated 

when alliance partners combine, exchange, or invest in idiosyncratic assets, knowledge, 

resources/capabilities and effective governance
46

. 
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Determinants of relational 

rents 

Sub-processes facilitating relational rents 

Relation-specific assets Duration of safeguards 

Volume of interfirm transactions 

Knowledge-sharing 

routines 

Partner-specific absorptive capacity 

Incentives to encourage transparency and discourage free riding 

Complementary resources 

and capabilities 

Ability to identify and evaluate potential complementarities 

Role of organizational complementarities to access benefits of 

strategic resource complementarity 

Effective Governance Ability to employ self-enforcement rather than third-party 

enforcement governance mechanisms  

Ability to employ informal vs. formal self-enforcement governance 

mechanisms 

Table 1 – Adopted from Dyer & Singh 1998 

 

4.1.1 Relation-specific assets: 

 

For firms to gain a competitive advantage, they must create specialized assets in order to 

produce products that are rare, valuable, difficult to imitate and non-substitutable. If not, it 

would be fairly easy for competitors to imitate and follow. Within alliances the same premise 

is valid. The specialization of assets in order to archive a competitive advantage, are created 

in conjunction with the asset of the alliance partner, which may lower transaction cost and 

gain productivity efficiency in their value stream.   

In interfirm asset specificity, Dyer & Singh point to two sub processes that influence the 

ability to of partners to generate relational rents. First, the duration of the safeguards enforced 

in the alliance. Second, the volume of interfirm transactions. Again, this is also recognized as 

a key factor in Williamson’s TCE, where the frequency of transactions lets firms adopt more 

specialized assets and more effective governance structures. 

The concept of safeguard duration in alliances is based upon the behavioral assumptions made 

in TCE. Bounded rationality and opportunistic behavior, are key drivers for the use of 
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safeguards in order to guarantee partnering firms against each other. The relational view 

proposes that the greater the length of the safeguard is to protect against opportunism, the 

greater is the potential for generating relational rents through relation-specific assets. 

The second sub process is concerned with the volume or frequency of the transactions 

between the partnering firms, since firms who are frequently transacting with each other, are 

more able to substitute special-purpose assets for general-purpose assets, thus increasing their 

overall productivity and efficiency associated with interfirm exchanges.   

One final important aspect of asset specificity is quasi rents. In the relational view, quasi rents 

are the same as relational rents. Quasi rents are rents minus profit that you could earn from 

your next best option. Quasi rents arise from assets specificity and can cause trading firms to 

invest too much effort into enforcing safeguards, in order to control ex-post opportunism.  

 

4.1.2 Knowledge Sharing Routines 

 

The issue of knowledge and the diffusion of knowledge throughout the alliance, is also a 

determinant of relational rent. Therefore, interorganizational learning is critical for 

competitive success for the alliance. This is only achieved by collaboration with each other, 

and by implementing effective knowledge sharing routines. In the following, we will work 

with the definition of knowledge-sharing routines as:  

“A regular pattern of interfirm interactions that permits the transfer, recombination, or 

creation of specialized knowledge"
47

 

There are two types of knowledge: Information and know-how. Information is easy to codify, 

it can be transmitted without loss of integrity once the syntactical rules required for 

deciphering it are known
48

. On the other hand, know-how is tacit, sticky and very hard to 

codify. Since know-how also is harder to imitate and transfer, Dyer & Singh argue that 

alliance partners, who are able to transfer tacit know-how to each-other, are likely to 

outperform those who do not
49

. Therefore, the greater the alliance partners investments in 

interfirm knowledge-sharing routines, the greater the potential for relational rents. One way of 
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doing this, is by creating institutional interfirm processes that are purposely designed to 

facilitate knowledge exchanges between alliance partners.  

Within interfirm knowledge-sharing routines, Dyer & Singh point out two sub-processes; 

partner-specific absorptive capacity and incentives to encourage transparency and discourage 

free-riding.  

Partner-specific absorptive capacity is the ability of a firm to recognize the value of new, 

external information, assimilate it and apply it to commercial ends
50

. This ability is a function 

of two things; first, the extent to which partners have developed overlapping knowledge bases 

and second, the extent to which partners have developed interaction routines that maximize 

the frequency and intensity of socio-technical interactions
51

. For instance, human co-

specialization increases, as alliance partners develop experience working together and 

accumulate information, language, culture and know-how. 

Aligning partners' incentives for transparency is highly influenced by the formal governance 

of the alliance or partnership, but Dyer & Singh argue that in the case of knowledge sharing 

incentives, it must be operational in order to achieve interfirm knowledge sharing. This is 

needed for assuring that there is no possibility for free-riding and/or that the costs for not 

being involved are too high. Equity arrangements and the use of each other’s key personnel 

are a way of ensuring that alliance agreements facilitate knowledge sharing.  

 

4.1.3 Complementary resources and capabilities  

 

When talking about complementary resources, it is useful to draw on the work of Barney. He 

states that firm resources include all assets, capabilities, organizational process, firm 

attributes, information and knowledge controlled by a firm. This enables the firm to conceive 

of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness. These resources are 

heterogeneous in their nature and not perfectly mobile. In relation to a sustained competitive 

advantage, Barney states that abnormal rents can be earned from resources to the extent that 

they are valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and non substitutable.  
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When applying the relational view of resources and spanning the firm boundaries, resources 

that generate relational rents can be defined as; distinctive resources of alliance partners that 

collectively generate greater rents than the sum of those obtained from the individual 

endowments of each partner.   

In other words, the resource cannot be purchased in a secondary market by either firm, 

leaving a strategic alliance as the only option for utilization of complementary resources. So 

when the alliance partners combine different distinctive resources, the outcome is more 

valuable, rare and more difficult to imitate than before it was combined. This increases the 

competitive position of the strategic alliance, compared to the firms operating individually. 

Dyer & Singh note however, that not all resources of a potential partner will have a synergetic 

effect. The assessment of the partner’s potential synergy resources becomes vital for archiving 

a competitive advantage for the alliance.  

The relational view offers three ways for firms to identify and select partnering firms with 

potential synergy resources. 

First, there is the question of experience. Firms with prior experience within alliances and 

partnerships, have an advantage over firms entering this field for the first time. Experience 

within alliances teaches firms to look at the cooperative opportunities that arise and gives 

them the opportunity to develop alliance capabilities and reputation.   

Second, a firm's capability and capacity for partner selection. The process involved in the 

search and evaluation of potential partners, have great influence on the selection of a partner. 

Accumulating knowledge on successful partner combinations, gives the firm an opportunity 

to codify explicit knowledge into useful strategic alliances.  

Thirdly, and in our view most importantly for this section, is the position in the network. By 

position, Dyer & Singh, mean that the greater the ability to occupy an information rich 

position in a social / economic network will lead to better partner selection. This enables a far 

greater window of opportunities to a firm.  

Dyer & Singh point out the difference in complementary resources and complementary 

organizational strategic resources. The difference occurs because of the need for control and 

systematic coordinated action between partnering firms. As there is a potential synergic 

between resources among alliance partners, the relational view recognizes the need for 

compatible operating systems, decision making process and cultures. This is also mentioned 
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respectively as initial complementary (strategic level) and revealed complementary 

(organizational level). Successfully generating relational rents therefore also depend on the 

level of organizational complementary between alliance partners.  

 

4.1.4 Effective governance  

 

Governance of strategic alliance, are in Dyer & Singh´s view one of the most important 

determinants of relational rents. This is because the chosen governance structure of the 

alliance, influences transaction costs as well as alliance partners willingness to engage in 

value-creation initiatives.  

Whereas the previous three determinants of relational rents are key prerequisites for the 

alliance, it is the governance structure that will determine whether or not an alliance will be 

successful. The governance sets the game rules for the three other determinants and their use.  

As stated by Dyer & Singh: 

“Effective governance can generate relational rents by either (1) lowering transaction costs 

or (2) providing incentives for value creation initiatives, such as investing in relation-specific 

assets, sharing knowledge, or combining complementary strategic resources."
52

 

For a successful alliance outcome, there is a need for effective governance mechanisms to 

lower transaction cost and provide incentives for engaging in value creation initiatives. The 

first need is concerned with the partnering firm’s ability to align transactions with governance 

structures in a discriminating way (i.e. transaction cost minimizing and value maximizing). 

The effective governance of the alliance is relying on the alliance partner’s ability to employ 

self enforcing safeguards rather than third party safeguards. The ability to use self enforcing 

safeguards positively relates to relational rents as lower contracting, monitoring, adaption and 

re-contracting costs. Furthermore, by relying on self enforcement rather than third party, also 

enables incentives for value creation, because they have credible assurances that they will be 

rewarded for them.  

Within the discussion of safeguards, the relational view differs between two sets of 

safeguards, namely formal vs. informal. This is highly influenced by trust. As formal 
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safeguards such as swapping stocks or equity ownership is easy to imitate for the competitors, 

the use of informal safeguards is viewed as having the greatest potential for generating 

relational rents. As informal safeguards rely on trust and reputation, they are subject to two 

liabilities. First, there is the issue of time, since informal safeguards require substantial time to 

develop. The other liability is concerned with the paradox of trust, where a lower risk 

perception provides opportunity for abuse through opportunism.  

Mechanisms that preserve relational rents 

Dyer & Singh identify six mechanisms that preserve relational rents. These are: 

1. Causal ambiguity 

2. Time compression diseconomies 

3. Interorganizational asset interconnectedness 

4. Partner scarcity 

5. Resource indivisibility  

6. Institutional environment 

We will in the following section succinctly describe the 6 mechanisms. 

 

4.1.4.1 Causal ambiguity: 

 

The combination of resources and/or capabilities within a strategic alliance can be hard for the 

competing firms to imitate. The development of goodwill for instance, is very difficult to 

codify and imitate, because of the complexity and situation specific context involved. As a 

mechanism for preserving relational rents, this fits well with the previously described 

determinants of relational rents. Causal ambiguity is set as a barrier for competing firms, 

where development is impeded by a lack of understanding about either the nature of the 

resources, or about the process by which they are created
53

. 
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4.1.4.2 Time compression diseconomies  

 

As with causal ambiguity, the time compression diseconomies are seen as an entry barrier for 

competitors. For example, MBA students may not accumulate the same stock of knowledge in 

a one-year program as in a two-year program, even if all inputs other than time are doubled
54

. 

So the simple notion of time and the need for this in knowledge creation, are a simple barrier 

for imitating firms.   

 

4.1.4.3 Interorganizational Asset Interconnectedness 

 

Accumulating increments in an existing stock may depend not just on the level of that stock, 

but also on the level of other stocks
55

. As Dyer & Singh argue, the alliance partners may need 

to make bundles of related relation-specific investments, in order to gain the full advantage of 

that asset. This is also true for the rest of the alliance partners.  

 

4.1.4.4 Partner Scarcity 

 

Searching for partnering firms can be difficult and even if the search firm posseses all the 

needed capabilities and resources, there is no guarantee that potential partners have the 

necessary complementary resources and relational capabilities. In such a scenario, there can 

be a strong first-mover advantage, because searching firms will quickly find each other and 

late movers are restrained from entering the alliance.  

 

4.1.4.5 Resource Indivisibility  

 

Alliance partners may combine resources or jointly develop capabilities in such a way that the 

resulting resources are both idiosyncratic and indivisible. This is illustrated by alliance brand 

names, where none of the partners within the alliance can make use of that brand reputation as 

an individual firm, because the alliance collectively owns the brand. Over time, coevolved 
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capabilities and resources become more and more indivisible and are therefore also 

increasingly difficult for competing as well as individual alliance firms, to imitate or 

substitute.  

 

4.1.4.6 Institutional Environment 

 

The final preserving mechanism in the relational view, takes the institutional environment into 

account. Firms collaborating in an environment, where trust among trading partners are 

fostered, may facilitate the creation of relational rents. In countries like Japan, the institutional 

environment is highly concerned with cooperation among firms in order to archive a 

competitive advantage. Country specific historical events can also be seen as a institutional 

environment that preserve relational rents. For instance, there is a long tradition in Denmark 

for farmers, retailers and other small/medium business to organize themselves in cooperatives 

in order to achieve the same advantages of similar enterprises, but with ownership and 

decision rights still controlled by the individual owners.  

 

4.1.5 Critique of the relational view 

 

Even though the relational view recognizes the socially complex networks of relations in a 

strategic alliance, it offers no real operational approach for further analysis of the impact of 

these relations. This makes it difficult to fully understand the process and implications in 

strategic alliances.  

4.2 IMP outline, and framework 
 

In order to understand IMP theory properly, it is necessary to examine how and why the IMP 

school evolved. Briefly said, IMP is a tool to understand Inter Organizational Systems (IOS) 

in industrial relationships and networks. As we will show later during this section, we feel 

that the IMP school is particularly strong when dealing with dyadic relationships, and it is a 

very thorough theoretical base, which is good for in-depth analyzing.  
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4.2.1 Background 

 

In 1976 a group of researchers from all over Europe formed the IMP group. The corner stone 

of the IMP group, has always been to study interaction between firms, with a particular focus 

on the dyadic relation between company A and company B (or a supplier and a buyer in an 

industrial environment). "A company's relationships must cope with pressure and capitalize 

on opportunities within their larger network"
56

. 

The basis for the IMP group's approach lies in, what they consider outdated train of thoughts. 

They have named three myths that they consider obsolete but which are still widely spread 

and applied. The Myth of Action, the Myth of Independence and the Myth of Completeness 

The first Myth is the Myth of Action
57

. The Myth of Action is based on the classic perception 

of marketing, and how it is conducted. The basis assumption here is the 4P model by Kotler
58

 

and the mixture of the four factors Price, Place, Product and Promotion. The presumption 

made by Kotler is that each mix of the 4Ps are a stand-alone result of the model. The IMP 

group outlines the Myth as follows
59

: 

 The Supplier acts alone and the customer reacts (the supplier is the active player, and 

the consumer is the passive player) 

 Marketing is what the manufacturer does (the manufacturer is the only active party. 

Everyone else responds passively to the manufacturer) 

 The Marketing actions of a supplier, and the purchasing reactions of a customer, can 

be analyzed separately from each other (each purchase is an isolated event) 

The IMP response to the above assumptions takes a basic point of view.  The idea is that the 

customer is a very active player in the relationship that is the action/relation going on between 

the manufacturer and the customer
60

.  
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 Business markets do not consist of a large number of individual, insignificant, 

customers (the portfolio of customers are widely different in their needs, and as such 

cannot be viewed as a whole, but rather as important individuals). 

 Business Markets do not consist of active suppliers and passive customers (more often 

than not, it is the customer that has a problem and is therefore the active party in the 

relationship) 

 Customers are not looking for a product from a manufacturer. Instead they seek a 

solution to their problem from a supplier (Business purchases are problem-driven) 

The different perspectives in this perception, is that one has to regard the greater value chain 

from the first step of production through the various steps, until the product reaches the end 

consumer. It is therefore a complex market of dyadic relations we are dealing with. Therefore 

the IMP group has come up with five points in order to ensure proper relationship 

management
61

 

 Cross department cooperation between both involved parties (marketing, R&D, 

finance etc, meaning you need to pay attention to more than simply the contact 

personnel). 

 Each business sale and purchase is not an isolated event (it is a continuous 

relationship, that needs constant attention). 

 Many business relationships are close, complex and  long term (this means there is the 

foundation for  an intimate relationship with the other party's best interests in mind). 

 Each relationship is part of a network of relationships (this means that each dyadic 

relationship is in essence connected to the next dyadic relationship in the greater value 

chain). 

 There is no single type of relationships that is "right" for either party (what works in 

one case might not work in other cases). 

 

The second myth is the Myth of Independence
62

. This myth takes its basis in the concept of 

strategic planning. The IMP group refers to the definitions by Ansoff (1965), Mintzberg 

(1985), Auaujo and Easton (1996) and Quinn (1996), and decides that these definitions are 

old-fashioned. Common for all the theories mentioned, is that they consider the company as 
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an independent unit capable of acting as an autonomous player on a given market based on its 

given resources, capable of planning for the future. 

The IMP group states that rather than being autonomous, firms interact under limited 

knowledge to the best of their ability. Seven main points are put forward: 

 The management process in any company is interactive, evolutionary and responsive. 

(A firm has a very limited knowledge of how other firms act, and therefore they are 

limited in regards to "perfect planning". As such a firm is forced to interact). 

 Strategizing is not simply concerned with competition
63

. (Strategizing is about coping 

with various relationships and exploiting these throughout the entire value chain. This 

goes for the competition, but also for the suppliers and customers) 

 A company's "position" is based on its total set of relationships. (The construction of 

each business model for each individual company, makes them more or less unique 

compared to any competition, as it is rare that two companies are exact the same) 

 A company's network position changes and develops through interaction with other 

companies in different positions in the network. (The IMP group believes that the 

firm's position is a mixture of the firm's own actions, and the other actors' actions) 

 Interdependence is multi-dimensional
64

. (There are three dimensions to be considered: 

1. The links between the activities of the company and those around it. (Typically 

logistics). 

2. The ties between the resources of the companies. (Collaborations between 

firms on various areas). 

3. The bonds between the individual actors in companies. (Experience, personal 

friendships and trust). 

 Relationships are assets in strategy development. (Relationships are a resource that 

should be exploited as a means to build more relationships, thus improving business 

for the firm) 

 Interdependence means that the management of customer-supplier relationships is 

essentially similar for both companies involved (both parties are interested in a mutual 

beneficial relationship over time as this will result in better products. Therefore it is 
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important that both parties decide how important a given relationship is, and 

determine the willingness to invest resources into the relationship).  

With all of the above pointers in mind then the IMP group believes that it is possible to 

perform simultaneous studies of both involved companies (dyadic cases) in a transaction. 

The last myth is the myth of completeness. The basis is the managerial perception that a 

company is a complete organization in the sense that they take their point of departure in their 

own resources, own skills, own competencies and own shortcomings.  

The IMP group suggests a different approach. Rather than focusing on the complete 

organization (fixed size) then there is no company that has sufficient resources. No matter 

how successful a company is, then it can always use more resources. As a consequence 

hereof, any and all companies are dependent on their suppliers, customers, distributors etc. 

and vice versa. Five focal points
65

 put out by the IMP group: 

 Strategy involves using a company's own resources and those with which it interacts 

and with which it is interdependent. (exploit the greater value chain as much as 

possible) 

 A large part of what a company sells is made up of what it buys. (half fabricated goods 

)  

 Companies are less complete (each company has a special niche they are in particular 

good at, and for each new generation of products, the products tend to become more 

and more complicated, thus involving more and more other companies with special 

core competencies. Thus less independence) 

 Core competencies are based in the network (Buy supplier's niches and apply them in 

one's own products - closely related to the above point) 

 Technologies are developed interactively (there is usually a large degree of input to R 

& D from outside the organization) 
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In short all of the myths can be summed up as follows.  

"The outcome of an individual company's strategy will not just depend on its own actions, or 

even the reactions are-reactions of a counterpart supplier or customer. It will also depend on 

the actions of a specific competitors, co-developers and others that surround it. This means 

that the successful management of intercompany relationships depends on understanding the 

nature of dynamics of the wider network."
66

 

 

4.2.2 The relationship in a network 

 

Porter's Five Forces
67

 do not adequately describe the network the firms operate within The 

focus is simply too limited and narrow. Relationships vary in the way they operate over a 

wide range, and no two are exactly the same. Each relationship has its own problems and will 

often demand a unique solution (even if the difference is small, it still stands out). Naturally, 

some relationships are considered more important than others (and even this is also helps 

define the diversity) due to economic or technological significance to the individual firms.  

Networks are made up  by multiple layers of dyadic relationships crossing all possible 

boundaries, both internally and externally for organizations. Therefore one can consider the 

modern realm of business networks as a quasi-organization.  

Due to the complex form of the networks, then the managers are far from autonomous. They 

are bounded by mutual dependence of various degrees in all of their relationships, and these 

relationships bindings on other relationships. It is the greater inter-related series of 

relationships that forms the arena within which the managers operate.
68

 The network is an 

entity developed over time, and not one manager/firm is able to fully control it. Therefore a 

strategy is really a means to build, manage and exploit relationships with other firms and 

their connected relationships. The strategy is a plan of how you react and re-react to other 

actors on the market's behavior and actions. It is within these relationships that Lundgren 

(1995) claims that technologies are both developed and exploited. So it can be derived that 

open innovations are a result of this quasi-organizational network. Firms can interact with 
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others, and exploit their relationships with other firms, in order to buy, sell, learn, invest and 

acquire technologies. 

Based on the above, the IMP group seeks to address what they consider the three main issues 

or paradoxes faced by the modern organization:
69

  

1. The network simultaneously enables and restricts the company 

2. Relationships are developed and defined by companies, but companies are also 

developed and defined by relationships 

3. Companies try to control networks, but control is destructive (self-destructive in this 

case). 

The first paradox defines the binding situation of a network. A firm or a manager is able to 

make decisions and changes, but they have to consider the reactions of their trade partners 

when doing so. Some decisions are easily taken and executed, where others may result in 

massive issues with  business partners due to the subsequent demands on their business 

models. They may choose to react differently than expected. In many networks, this means 

that the outcome of large decisions are tough to predict, and are often avoided or postponed, 

until it becomes vital for an organization to act. The paradox is in essence the problem of 

foreseeing the trade partner's reactions to your own choices and actions, and your firms 

willingness to play upon this risk factor. At the same time you have to expect that the other 

firms you interact with, and the firms they interact with, are doing the exact same as you, 

from their respective point of view. The more powerful a firm is, in the greater value chain, 

the less significant this paradox becomes. However it is important to notice that most changes 

are, or will be, linked with a firm's relationships. Therefore change is often the result of 

mutual committed agreements between two firms. 

The second paradox is the peculiar situation that companies define their relationships, but at 

the same time the relationships define the companies. This paradox is deducted directly as a 

consequence of the previously defined paradox. How can a manager deal with, and if possible 

exploit a network, where his/her knowledge is limited to the best possible degree with the 

limited given resources? In short this is about limited knowledge and understanding of the 

surroundings and how to act under such conditions. So a manager seeking to understand a 

relationship, will have to seek similarities amongst his relationships and put them in different 

categories, in order to save time and prioritize. Thereby the manager would be able to divide 
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his given resources optimally. It would be very time consuming if he was to fully understand 

each business relationship completely and in minute detail.  

The third paradox is in short formulated as: The more control a firm has over the network it 

operates within, the less innovative and efficient the network will become. The result is often 

that the network and the associates, including one's own company, becomes a static unit, and 

therefore less competitive over time. Perhaps the most important message in the third paradox 

is:  

"There are dangers for a company in network control
70

".  

All companies seek to control their networks for their own gains. However, as described 

above, the real problem is that once a firm manages to take over control, the purpose of 

innovation becomes obsolete. The result is therefore, that the firm will often lose its 

competitive advantage since it also loses its reason to stay ahead of the game. It is therefore 

the managers most delicate task to recognize and assess the risk in total control and keep a 

continued focus on renewal. In some cases they must accept, that it is not always worth total 

domination. 

Common for all the above is that the relationship is in the centre. So just what is a relationship 

and why is it so important for a manager to be aware of this? According to the IMP group 

then the relationship is the very basic necessity required for any firm to operate. The 

relationship is used to define how two actors behave towards each other.  

"We use the term "relationship" to describe the pattern of interactions and the mutual 

conditioning of behaviours over time, between a company and its customer, a supplier or 

another organisation. Time is the defining feature of a relationship. Both the past and the 

future affect current behaviour in a relationship and experiences, expectations and promises 

underlie the interaction within it. The time dimension of a relationship requires managers to 

shift their emphasis away from each single, discrete purchase or sale and towards tracking 

how things unfold in the relationship over time and change these when appropriate
71

."  

In order to describe how the above works in real life, and to avoid leaving out any important 

aspect (and most importantly, in order to avoid limiting the analyst during his/her work), the 
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IMP group has put forward three "aspects" to build the research around (and these are the 

essentials of the theory). 

 Actor bonds 

 Activity links 

 Resource ties 

 

4.2.3 Actor bonds 

 

This term is meant to describe the degree of trust and commitment between two actors in a 

relationship between two firms. Various factors impact on the relationship and the most 

common/important are different distances
72

: 

 Social distance (I.e. How one actor thinks compared to the other actor - similar or 

dissimilar. The easy example is the self-taught mind contra the academic method of 

thinking.). 

 Cultural distance (addresses the norms and the values of the firms compared to each 

other, in order to detect possible sinkholes in the relationship) 

 Technological distance (can the two parties combine their technologies - most often 

this would be the first point to consider before a relationship would be initiated) 

 Time distance (not geographical distance, but rather the time horizon until the 

collaboration begins). 

The only means to cross the distances is to communicate. Both parties have to be willing to 

communicate in order to build the relationship and learn about the counterpart. The better the 

parties get to know each other, the more trust there can exist in the relationship. It is difficult 

to immediately obtain an exact picture of the counterparts motives, therefore time is the 

second-most important factor that is required in order to build actor bonds.  

"Every single relationship will develop a history of how the actors have treated each other 

and the degree of trust and commitment that has been built up
73

". 
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4.2.4 Activity links 

 

A business relationship between two companies has to have a start. This starts with company 

A, who gives an order to company B. Company A has to define the order, and then company 

B has to process the order. If successful, and company A is satisfied with the result, they will 

repeat the action. The result is, that over time the action develops into an activity link between 

the two companies. The link can be any kind of activity spanning from design to legal to 

actual production. Typically, the activity links are not expensive, but they do represent some 

costs such as co-ordination etc. However, activity links in a relationship are typically affected 

by adjustments in the activity structure of the company involved.
74

  So when activities are 

developed between two companies, it means that to some extent there will be created a 

standardization between them. This means that activity links will lead to the establishing of a 

new structure of activities, which influences the productivity, at the individual company. 

Therefore it can be concluded that activity links provide opportunities for an economical gain, 

however this requires that the involved parties are committing and thereby limiting discretion 

for future structural changes
75

. 

When bringing activity links into a broader perspective, we will find similarities to that of 

value chains. Similar to a great value chain, we can then consider activity links as activity 

chains for a product. This comes in handy if you should wish to analyze the interdependencies 

of activities involved in making a product. This means that a series of companies are applying 

niche value adding features to products
76

 (most complex products). A company seeking to 

improve can always use pieces of existing chains. Håkansson and Snehota illustrate this 

through the case of SweFork, a firm that is changing from a self-centered point of view to 

focus on activity- and value chains, thus looking outside the organizational border. The result 

was a reallocation of the activities between the companies involved. New activities grew as a 

result, and several adaptations were made in both camps of the production. In particular, it 

meant that SweFork ended up with a single primary supplier, with whom they built strong and 

complex links
77

.  
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4.2.5 Resource ties 

 

Any given company is bound to have one or more business partners with whom they have a 

relationship. To these relationships, the firm will have to use a combination of technical, 

financial and/or personal resources
78

. Resource ties is when a relationship with another firm is 

being taken to the next level and investments are being committed. The investments will 

always include some sort of learning, and as such it will also take time.
79

 Most of these ties 

are naturally occurring in relationships, but some are relations specific for that particular 

relationship. The relationship specific changes are in IMP terminology called adaptations.
80

 

The adaptations are not always equally committed, and often it's one company's effort to cope 

with the others product. Other relationship specific ties result in the two companies borders 

becoming blurred and practically disappearing.  

A different perspective of resources is suggested. The IMP group considers resource as a 

relative unit. Company A provides resource A, and company B buys the resource A, adds a 

feature or performs a similar action. There then emerges a relation between the two goods 

made by company A and company B.  

"In the light of this argument, business relationships can be viewed as a mechanism that 

permits companies both to access and develop resources. That brings us to the concept of 

resources ties in relationships between companies".
81

  

It is important to keep in mind that a relationship is a kind of asset that is difficult to 

reproduce and emulate, and can be regarded as a critical factor for a company's performance 

and market/network position. Companies have to consider both how they use their given 

resources, while at the same time considering how others use their resources
82

. This brings up 

the concept that companies provide resources for other companies, rather than operate as a 

single unit on a market. This argument is the corner stone for the IMP group's reasoning 

behind resource ties and its connection to relationships
83

. 
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4.2.6 The IMP analytical approach 

 

There are 3 levels of interest using this approach. The Relational Embeddedness, Structural 

embeddedness and positional embeddedness
84

. These three areas will be elaborated 

individually below. 

 

4.2.7 Relational embeddedness (actor bonds) 

 

The basis for any relationship is the dyadic relationship between two actors, and the 

forming/growth of this relation
85

 as seen both from a personal point of view, but also from a 

professional point of view. These can be extremely difficult to keep track of for a manager. 

Often these relationships spring from non-work related relations. This social network is 

naturally dominated by the actors and their social exchanges. The network is made up by 

actors, and the actors' experience from educational periods, previous jobs and general 

friendships. It is these personal networks that are the firms links to the contacts and 

information sources outside the organizational boundaries
86

. Through the movements of these 

social networks, the firm can create direct communication with interesting players, who can 

contribute with information and new opportunities. Based on this, the firms can embed 

themselves as credible and trustworthy potential partners/employers. However for a firm to 

utilize this kind of opportunity, the managers will have to pay a lot of attention to the area, 

with the risk of wasting a lot of effort without any gain. In other words, it is a balancing act. 

 

4.2.8 Structural embeddedness (activity links) 

 

With the above in mind, we are naturally brought to the next step, the structural 

embeddedness or the shift from the dyadic relationship to the triadic relationship
87

. The triadic 

relationship is the phase where the dyadic relationship becomes activated and formally 

becomes part of the firm's network. Often this evolves into a relationship where the close 
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actors, typically managers and coworkers, around the original actor within the organizations, 

are behind the actors. This means that more interests than simply the original actor's are 

incorporated into the game. Often these triadic relationships are evolved separately but are to 

a certain degree tied into the dyadic relationships. These relationships tend to grow more 

formal and directly provide new opportunities for the firms engaged
88

 and thereby differ from 

the original personal dyadic relationship. Sometimes it can be very difficult to separate the 

different types of relationships. However this triadic relationship is vital for the creation of 

goodwill and trust, both in general and within the specific relationship.
89

 The firms can use 

the information exchange to position themselves in previously inaccessible networks as 

credible potential partners. Thereby the firms can obtain advantageous positions for the 

future, which can save possible costs and perhaps create more sale. 

 

4.2.9 Positional embeddedness (resource ties) 

 

The third phase a relationship can develop into, is the overall view on the relationship chain of 

dyadic/triadic relationships, where the firm has established itself within the networks and has 

become an accepted player. This is about positioning, the roles the various firms hold within 

the network in relation to each other, and the informational advantages that follow by being 

central within the network.
90

 It is important to recognize the fact that relationships are built 

over time
91

, in order to gain the required trust/validity. 

Once we have examined these three network perceptions, it is possible to move on and define 

two main categories for strategic alliances based on social network theory
92

. 

 The bureaucratic network  

 The proprietary network/owner based network 

The bureaucratic network is typically seen in the form of licenses and franchises, where the 

owner based network is any variety of joint-venture. Common for both kinds of networks, is 

that they are both highly complex and are built around hierarchical and contractual 

agreements, in order to sort the organizing of the invested parties. 
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Ford describes
93

 the process of development, from no relationship to a full alliance, by using 

four stages: 

1. pre-relationship 

2. exploratory 

3. developing 

4. stable 

Going through the first phase, there will be mutual considerations about strategic and 

financial possibilities. The second phase deals with considerations for the need, and the 

degree of adaptation required. The third phase touches areas such as social, cultural, technical 

and time differences between the involved parties. The process of the three initial phases 

becomes a learning ground where the involved parties learn about the counterparts, and the 

gain of less uncertainty and trust.  

 

4.2.10 Criticism of IMP 

 

However where IMP has some strong points analyzing the network, it also has a few short 

comings. First there is the fact that the IMP group seems to consider the network as a unit of 

two interested parties. All of the examples applied throughout the theory we have read on the 

topic deals with either the dyadic relationship between a supplier and a buyer or a joint-

venture with two owners. We have not been able to found comments nor examples on 

cooperative networks. As such, we naturally find it interesting to deal with this in our case 

study. Second, the IMP group has a tendency to assume that trust is a corner stone in each 

relationship, and that safeguards are a formality without considerable transactional costs. 
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4.2.11 Summary of IMP 

 

In short one can define the actor bonds as the strength/loyalties in the relationships between 

two agents from different organizations. Resource ties is the term defining mutual dependence 

in a relationship (and possibly the relationship between the relationship's relationships and the 

red line from the first firm out through the layers). The activity links describe the practical 

changes and adaptations growing over time as a result of a growing relationship. 

 

4.3 Theoretical use on case 

 

In our case analysis where we will apply our theories we have chosen, we will do so using a 

model  strongly inspired by that of Daniel Prior's "An Alternative View of Relationship-based 

Competitive Advantage"-model
94

 

 

Figure 2 Daniel Prior model 
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The idea is to use the RV as our basis theory, and then elaborate heavily on the social aspect 

using the IMP actor bonds. However since we feel that the aspects covered by RV deals more 

thoroughly with the topics  under IMP activity links and resource ties we have decided that it 

would simply be double the work to do both analysis, and as such we use the RV to enlighten 

that part on. Combining RV and IMP Actor Bonds we believe that we will build a strong case 

to illustrate the competitive advantages of DP/KF, and as such we will bring up suggestions 

along the lines of a Ricardian Advantage (a cost efficient solution) for the organization. 

 

5. Case introduction and background 

 

Danish Skin Breeders Association: 

Traditionally in Denmark, agricultural professions join up in co-operatives within their 

particular branch. This is also the case with the skin-breeders.  The association was founded in 

1930, only two years after the first mink-breeding females came to Denmark. The association 

is primarily concerned with the promotion of mink production and further support to their 

members. The association’s statutes states: 

 

“During the preservation of the greatest possible freedom for the individual provincial skin 

breeders' associations to form a bridge between them and create unity and community 

between Danish skin farmers, and contributing to skin-economic and reproductive 

development at home and carry out skin farming interests of the authorities and to other 

professions.”
95

 

 

This is carried out by several different activities, for example; 

- Spreading the interest for skin 

- Organizing exhibitions and skin awards 

- Providing members with advice and assistance concerning skin farming 

- Implementation of herd books 

- Publication of a member magazine. 

 

The association is divided into four regional chapters, each with its own board of directors. 
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These are: Nordjyllands Pelsdyravlerforening (NP), Midtjyllands Pelsavlerforening (MP), Fyn 

& Sydjyllands Pelsdyravlerforening (FSP) and Sjællands Pelsdyravlerforening (SP). Within 

these regional chapters, there are furthermore several local area chapters. 

 

Each individual farmer is a member of this local region association, where a foreman is 

appointed to promote the local interests. Each farmer can at any given time consult with his 

local foreman in his region, should he have an issue he wishes to have put forward to the top 

board. The local foreman will then bring the issue along to the next general meeting, held at a 

nationwide association meeting, thus ensuring that each farmer can influence the way in 

which the organization is driven. 

 

Naturally there are a series of local informal alliances amongst the farmers, since we are 

dealing with a co-operative of ca.1.700 members. The local alliances have internal discussions 

in order to have their immediate interests advocated, which occasionally results in a slow 

level of decision-making in the organization. This means that some of the ideas and questions 

proposed by the farmers, are not always in the general interest of the farmers association. 

 

The global mink production equals approximately 57.5 million minks, with Denmark being 

the largest producer, accounting for 20 million minks. There are several factors that make 

Denmark ideal for skin breeding: 1. The climate has mild winters and cool summers, 

conditions which are perfect for mink. 2. A long tradition for animal production with fast 

adaption of new production processes. 3. Highly qualified farmers with the support of 

common consultants within the cooperation alliance. 4. Short distribution distance. 5. Access 

to highly nutritious feed at a low cost.   

 

The biggest international markets are Russia and China where most of the tanneries are 

situated. KF expects the further development of the Chinese market to be of crucial 

importance to the industry as a whole.    
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Figure 3 Worldwide mink production. Source: KF 

 

”A full third of the entire Danish agricultural export to China comes from KF’s auctions,”
96

   

 

The industry of skin farming have undergone some structural changes since the mid-eighties. 

The reason for this sudden change is partly because the business of breeding skin, which was 

originally a supplement to normal agricultural farming, has exceeded the capabilities of the 

market. This led to falling prices, which forced many farmers to give up skin breeding. 

 

 

Figure 4 Development in farms and productions in Denmark. Source KF 
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As the above figure 4 shows, the tendency towards bigger and fewer farms is evident and it is 

expected that this development will continue into the future. Even though production output 

has been increasing for the past 10 years (in this figure, we used the number of breeding 

females as a measure for production output), the decline in farms continues to drop. As 

mentioned before, the fall in prices in the mid-eighties and again in the late nineties have a 

part in this, but the handling and production form on the farms has also changed. The 

implementation of IT-solutions in the breeding process, as well as a easier and faster process 

time in overall production, gives the farmer the opportunity to increase his or hers skin 

production without any particular increased costs. 

 

5.1 The KF-network 
 

The KF-network is a complex structure, which has evolved over several decades. The two last 

decades have been particularly interesting. In the following section we will attempt to 

describe what we are dealing with. KF is based on the Danish Skin Breeders Association's 

organization and structure. Simply phrased: "KF is the association's sales organization" 

 

The sorting, handling and packing facilities, are located in the outskirts of Copenhagen 

(Glostrup), where all the auctions are held. The value chain is pull controlled via a deliberate 

quota system dictated by KF, allowing each farmer to sell through KF's auction house 

according to their size. In order to accommodate the system need, KF has evolved a highly 

complex storage facility management system, which is connected to delivery centrals located 

throughout all of Denmark. These delivery centrals are operated by local farmers, but are 

controlled by KF through a very specific set of rules and reward systems. 

 

Furthermore, KF invests in general research into areas such as feeding and animal welfare. 

KF started the "Dansk Pelsdyrs Laboratorium" (The Danish Fur-animal Laboratory), and 

continues funding this laboratory. Also the "Pelsdyrehrvervs forsøg og forskningscenter" (The 

Fur-profession's Research facility) is a KF extension made to strengthen the general research 

into the area, however this second initiative is made in collaboration with the Danish 

government. As a direct consequence of the research, KF has made special feeding centrals, 

distributing special feed exclusive to Danish farmers, in order to improve the general quality 
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of the KF product. 

 

KF is the counterpart in this power struggle of the upstream skin production. With all the 

initiatives instigated, and long range of experience in general handling of processes, KF today 

have a solid and somewhat dominating position in the market. This experience means that KF 

has assumed the position of guarantor for its members and production. Thus they are both the 

facilitator of connections amongst crises struck members, as well as insurance actor for the 

worst cases. However, despite the guarantee from KF, the members have their own internal 

agreements about sharing breeding ready females, in order to have a new production ready in 

the smallest amount of time. 

 

The massive progress the Danish skin-industry has experienced over the past two decades, is 

largely  due to the highly proactive and aggressive approach the latest CEO, Torben Nielsen, 

has initiated since 1993. The solid results mean a good financial return, and that fact has 

guaranteed Torben Nielsen a particularly solid backing from the Skin-breeders Association. It 

also means that the organization KF, is today in a position where they are close to having a 

better understanding of the farms than most farmers do. This raises another interesting point 

regarding the power balance between the principals and the agents, and it also puts up an 

interesting discussion as to who is the principal and who is the agent in this relationship. We 

intend to explore and elaborate thoroughly on both aspects later in this thesis. 

 

 

6. Theoretical analysis 
 

6.1 Applying the Relational View on KF 
 

In this section, we will examine the case through the lens of the relational view.  

Firstly, we will describe, analyze and discuss the most vital determinants of relational rent 

generating and the sub processes that facilitate them, according to the RV theory. We will 

start with interfirm relation specific assets, where 3 types of asset specificity are reviewed. 

Second, we will move on to the subject of knowledge sharing routines within the alliance. 
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Thirdly, relational rent generation through complementary resources and capabilities, and 

finally the whole underlying aspect of governance.  

This section concludes with a short discussion of the mechanisms that preserve relational 

rents in strategic alliance of KF and the sub process that facilitate them.  

 

6.1.1 Interfirm relation-specific assets 

 

The most dominant interfirm asset in this case, is the auction house Kopenhagen Fur itself. 

 The Danish Fur Breeders’ Association bought what was then know as “Kjøbenhavns 

Pelscentral” in 1946 and renamed it “Danish Fur Auctions” and then later to its current name 

Kopenhagen Fur. The breeder’s association decision to buy and control the auction and sale 

itself was mainly boosted by the strong Nordic tradition of cooperation within the agricultural 

sector. The Nordic tradition of cooperation clearly appears in the statutes for KF, which are 

already mentioned under the purpose of the organization in paragraph 2: 

“The society aims: maintaining the greatest possible freedom for the individual provincial fur 

breeders associations to form a bridge between them and create unity and community 

between Danish fur farmers, and contributing to fur-economic and reproductive development 

at home and carry out fur farming interests to the authorities and to other professions.”
97

.  

The strong emphasis on unity and community, while retaining the greatest possible freedom 

for the individual firm or actor, is seen by many of the farmers we talked to, as some of the 

biggest advantages of the Kopenhagen Fur. They all clearly state that the feeling of belonging 

and being part of the auction house, the local and regional activities and networks, are key 

elements of their participation in the co-op.  This again confirms the underlying conception of 

the fur industry in Denmark, where fur breeding is a more lifestyle, than a profession.  

As we have stated before, KF is much more than a simple auction house/marketing asset. In 

the following, we will determine interfirm assets in the strategic alliance of KF compared to 

their asset specificity.  
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6.1.1.1 Site Specificity 

 

In our analysis we have focused on three site-specific assets: the farms, the hand-in centrals 

and the facility in Glostrup. This is based upon our identification of 3 successive production 

stages in the value creating process. The farm is where the mink is bred. The central enables a 

coordinated pull function into the facility at Glostrup. The facility itself sorts and bundles the 

furs based on quality and they are then sold at the auction.  

The 1500 farms within the KF family are spread out all over Denmark. Their fur farming 

activities are typically separated from the farmers other activities such as grain or other 

animal production etc. The separation of activities is mainly based on the need for security in 

fur farming. Animal activists are well known for their intrusion on the farms and farmers seek 

to avoid this, by investing in barbwire, fences and electronic surveillance. The farms 

themselves are relatively similar in their structure and building. One thing in particular we 

noticed was the accessibility to the farms. Large driveways leading close up to the housing 

unit of the minks, enables the use of large trucks to pick up the famers skins. We noticed 

however that not all farms are as easy to access as the ones we visited. As Jesper Lauge 

explains: 

“Some farms are located in inaccessible areas, where the use large trucks is impossible.” 
98

      

Currently, these inaccessible farms deliver their fur to hand-in centrals. Today, KF operates 

with a total of 8 hand-in centrals, 5 located in Jutland and 3 on Zeeland, although it should be 

noted that one of the 3 centrals in Zeeland, is the facility in Glostrup. The location of the 

hand-in centrals is based upon proximity to the farmers and the regional output of fur. 

According to RV, this should enable interfirm cooperation and coordination
99

, because of the 

site specific investments made in these centrals.  

The hand-in centrals are essentially simple warehouses. The immobility of these assets is 

therefore relatively low. The centrals are run and driven by farmers with strong ties to KF in 

Glostrup, and who have all agreed upon a set of rules and obligations for the collection and 

handling of delivered fur. The Management of KF decides the general timeline together with 

the farmers, and after this, it’s up to every farmer to meet that deadline. KF, or the alliance as 

a whole, has no part in this other than the one described, and the process varies and differs 
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from central to central. The fur received at the hand in centrals are processed and roughly 

sorted. Hereafter they are sent to the facility in Glostrup, in accordance with the set deadlines 

based on fur type, shape and colour. The eight centrals are all easy to access for large trucks 

and are typically located fairly near a highway. Besides functioning as a hand-in unit, the 

centrals are also used as storage space, creating a buffer for the management at KF during 

peak times.  

The facility in Glostrup is now able to pull the fur into their production lines. This leads to an 

improved efficiency in the used machinery and lowers the need for storage space but this 

process is subject to improvement. As Jesper Lauge explains:  

“During our peak seasons in December, January and February, our facility is bombarded 

with fur from all parts of the world. The logistical nightmare of making this process efficient 

is one of our main concerns”
100

     

Location and site specificity are important considerations. First, there is the question of 

logistics, as it can be a difficult task to collect fur from 1500 farmers if these centrals are not 

strategically located. Second, there is a regulatory need for placing the centrals. For instance, 

its illegal to mix fur from north Jutland with fur from other parts of the country, because of 

risk of plasmacytose disease, that easily could spread out if not controlled properly.  Thirdly, 

there is a huge cultural dimension to consider. The farmers are very close connected to their 

hand-in central and any changes could be seen as an attack on local values and processes. As 

head of hand-in at Glostrup, Sven Erik Hansen comments on a change in the hand in structure 

a few years ago: 

“I was on my knees, begging for the acceptance of the proposed solution. But changing the 

way thing was done in the past, can be difficult in this business.”
101

  

Later in this project we will propose this as one of the key areas for improvement and 

optimization in order to create a greater workflow and production output. 
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6.1.1.2 Physical asset specificity 

 

The facility in Glostrup has two functions: auction house and fur facility. The fur facility uses 

advanced robotics and x-ray scanning to determine quality score and overall product features 

such as color, shape, length etc. as earlier described. The usage of the advanced systems and 

robotics are highly sensitive and are often calibrated to ensure a standardized bundle of fur 

according to quality, color, etc. The facility itself must be seen as a dedicated plant, but we 

have chosen only to include the asset specificities in relation to the RV theory and not all of 

Williamsons asset specificities (Williamson, 1981). The facility in Glostrup has a high degree 

of physical asset specificity, since these machines, robots and it-systems only can be utilized 

to fur handling. It is however possible to reconfigure these machines and systems to other 

uses, but this would certainly involve great cost. 

In addition to working as the sorting and handling system at KF in Glostrup, there is also the 

auction house itself. This is properly one of the best examples of the strategic alliances 

positive influence on the individual farmers rent generation. As stated before, the true value 

for the customers are in the sorting of fur into various qualities and colors. Other auction 

houses in Europe also use this method, but lacks in the technological equipment needed for 

precise sorting. American and Canadian auction houses sell their lots based on the farmer 

itself, rather than the quality of the fur, which also explains the price difference on 50-80 kr. 

Pr. Fur sold.  

The handling of fur from farmer to the auction house in Glostrup is one of the most discussed 

and worked on projects within the KF family. Everyone in KF regardless of their actual job 

description eventually handles in some way, the boxes and crates used to transport the fur. KF 

has mainly used two kinds of crates to transport the fur: A cardboard box with a capacity of 

approximately 90 male mink furs, and large steel crates which can handle up to 2,500 mink at 

once. KF use the steel crates in their sorting and quality rating machines, which has led to the 

construction of an enormous crate park at their storage facility. The huge amounts of crates 

are necessary in order to make the handling and sorting as easy as possible for KFs system 

and to meet demand from the farmers and centrals. The downside however, is the huge 

investments required to keep the crate and cardboard park at a minimum. 
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6.1.1.3 Human asset specificity 

 

Another aspect of asset specificity concerns the human assets specificity. Human asset 

specificity refers to ”transaction-specific know-how accumulated by transactors through 

longstanding relationships” (Dyer & Singh, 1998).  

Kopenhagen Fur arranges how, when and where farmers deliver their skins to the centrals. 

The farmers and the operators of these centrals then undertake the process and registration 

into KFs IT systems. Although there is some level of human asset specificity in this case, i.e. 

learning to use the technology and process required, the level of know-how needed is not 

assessed as high within this asset, as they could easily resemble other systems and process 

carried out in similar industries. However, one hand-in central manager we interviewed did 

state that he uses the same workers every year during high seasons, because of their prior 

experience with skin handling.  

Kopenhagen Fur also funds and controls the advanced development within breeding itself. 

Differences in color, shape and form can be cultivated by focusing on special parts of the 

animals DNA. Together with a highly concentrated feeding program, this combined 

knowledge helps the farmers who wish it, to archive the largest profits in the market because 

of superior quality in the product. This knowledge is codified into IT systems and is 

distributed to the farmers. Kopenhagen Fur also employs dedicated breeding consultants, who 

offer help to those members who want it.  These consultants are by nature very specialized 

human assets, since their knowledge only applies to fur farming & breeding.   

The relational view offers two sub processes that could influence these assets: Time and 

frequency. In relation to the issue of time, it is important that alliance partners safeguard their 

investment i.e. the specificity of the asset determines the need for safeguarding the 

investment.  According to RV theory safeguarding features and frequency of transactions 

between alliance partners, is also an indicator for the potential rent generation, which the 

alliance can achieve. 

Since the establishment of DP, the membership statutes have traditionally served as 

guidelines rather than regulations. Farmers are not required to enter the alliance by any means 

of pressure i.e. you do not have to be a member in order to produce fur. Farmers can join quite 

easily without surrendering any crucial part of their firm as a deposit. Membership of the 

association, allows farmers to sell their furs on KF held auctions, as long as they respect the 
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given deadlines for delivering. They are also given access to the huge database of breeding 

information, that the alliance has collected and are often invited to meetings regarding 

enhancements on their own farm, overall industry benefits from suppliers within feeding, 

slaughter and handling.  

Disease on a fur farm can destroy everything for a farmer, but also here the alliance provides 

support. They can facilitate regular meetings with consultants and provide medical 

information for their members.  

Members are free to choose where they want to sell their fur. If a farmer feels he or she can 

achieve a better price for fur at another auction house, they are under no obligation to sell in 

Denmark. The requirements for a membership of the alliance, is a small annual fee, which is 

relatively modest considering the benefits available. At every auction there is a commission 

for each fur sold. Kopenhagen Fur charges approximately 8-9 kr. Pr. Sold fur from the farmer. 

This fee is the main source of capital for the alliance and with close to 18 mill furs sold 

annually at the auction in Glostrup, this accumulates to several millions for the members.    

Dyer & Singh emphasize, that because relation specific assets can create appropriable quasi 

rent, there is a need for safeguarding them against ex-post opportunism. The safeguarding of 

that investment can be seen in the statutes of the alliance. These state that any given surplus 

and profit should be divided amongst the members according to their size. So even though 

there are no complex contracts involved, members are safe because of this cooperative 

approach to the distribution of wealth among members. It is recognized that by sharing the 

profits, the greater the potential rent generation.  

The volume of the transactions between firms, are according to Dyer & Singh a crucial factor 

for the degree of asset specificity in interfirm collaboration and alliances. The volume of 

transactions between partnering firms decide whether or not an investment is worthwhile. 

Small numbers barging: A farmer typically delivers around 2000 to 10000 furs each season, 

so even farmers who are considered small in comparison with the big farmers, can harvest the 

benefits from centralized common assets.  
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6.1.2 Knowledge sharing routines 

 

Farming in Denmark has undergone several changes during the last decade. The industry 

relies more and more on technological equipment and improving knowledge regarding 

production. This increases the need for on-going education of the farmers, but more 

importantly, there is a need for distribution of knowledge to all parties. The knowledge 

distribution is facilitated by KF at Glostrup, where recent information regarding breeding, 

farming, price expectations and future assumptions of market conditions are uploaded to the 

member site. The farmers and everyone with association to the alliance, has access to this 

information at all times and are free to use it in their own production.   

KF have invested largely in animal research and feeding programs. The research is facilitated 

through partnerships with universities and focuses on quality, color, animal welfare and other 

influencing factors that contribute to a higher fur price. The logic for investing into this is 

simple, as put by CEO Torben Nielsen: 

“Better living conditions equal a higher quality of fur, which results in higher sale prices for 

the farmers” 

The results from this research is codified by KF and distributed to all members throughout 

various channels. In this way, KF operates as a knowledge bank for all processes associated 

with mink farming. From birth, feeding, animal welfare, handling, processing and killing to 

sorting and bundling. All information is codified into the general knowledge bank called 

“lexen”. All employees at Kopenhagen Fur and all members of DPA have free access to this 

information. This diffusion of knowledge is problematic. Some of the farmers we interviewed 

stated a real concern regarding diffusion of knowledge to farmers outside the KF family. 

Consultants from KF assisting foreign farmers (for additional fees) are one of those concerns.  

Farmer Frank Andersen explains: 

“I´m concerned with the sharing of knowledge with foreign famers. They already compete on 

low wages, so how are we (Danish farmers) going to survive in the future?”
102

  

This conflict of interest between KF and some of its members reflects some current trends in 

the global economy. As country barriers diminish, the spillover effects in a strategic alliance 
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facilitate knowledge transfer, even if this is not intentional. So should one fight against the 

changes or embrace them?  

From the perspective of KFs auction house, improved services attract new suppliers and retain 

existing ones. By adding more knowledge into foreign farmers’ fur production, KF can 

benefit through an increase of a larger supplier base selling through KF. This should also lead 

to an increase in KFs earnings, as they charge a higher fee for foreign farmers compared to 

Danish farmers. However, the farmers are concerned about the transfer of knowledge, because 

of the steady increase in foreign skin farming in recent years. The added available knowledge 

combined with lower wages in foreign countries
103

, gives farmers a reason for concern, as 

they fear that their competitive advantage will disappear. The increase in supply of quality 

skin similar to that what Danish farmers produce, would ceteris paribus, cause lower prices to 

be achieved in KF’s auctions. This concern is discussed later in this paper.  

 In order to achieve the highest possible price on the auctions, farmers submit their estimates 

on number of furs before the auctions. This way the marketing department at Kopenhagen Fur 

can adjust these figures to the current or forthcoming market conditions. This involves market 

research and close ties with customers and lead users, a capability that farmers do not have the 

time, money or education to do themselves.  

As previously mentioned fashion trends also play a big part in the demand for fur. Fashion 

trends differ in color and shape and these shifts in demand influence the farmers’ production. 

Through its own fashion-orientated department: Kopenhagen Studio. The department aim is 

to influence and market the fur product to designers. A good example of this could be seen in 

the latest fashion week in Copenhagen. KF sponsored various designers and showcased their 

use of fur at the fashion week
104

. All materials used by the designers were sponsored by KF, 

which in return would keep all creations and use them for showcasing around the world. 

Kopenhagen Studio enables information from the end-customers to flow more freely to the 

farmers. This gives the farmers an advantage as they now can plan to breed a particular type 

of fur instead of others, and thereby always keep up with current trends and demand.  

The farmers also create informal methods of knowledge distribution. For example, each 

charter of the alliance arranges different events in order to create community cohesion and 

distribute knowledge e.g. a contest of the best-produced fur, where judges vote for the best 
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examples.  During these contests the farmers exchange best practices and other farming 

methods. Many members, although not all, make use of these events to improve their 

production output. 

The sub processes that facilitate relational rent generating in interfirm knowledge sharing 

routines are based upon partner specific absorptive capacity and incentives to encourage 

transparency and avoid freeriding. Building further on the absorptive capacity of the firm
105

 

the relational view refers to the idea that a firm has developed the ability to recognize and 

assimilate valuable knowledge from a particular alliance partner.  This is a function of the 

overlapping knowledge bases between alliance partners and the developed interaction routines 

that maximize the frequency and intensity of sociotechnical interactions
106

.  

Even though there are some product variations within fur farming, the knowledge required by 

the farmers does not vary. All the farmers can codify the information and know-how related 

to care and breeding, although some farmers are better, more systematic and more dedicated 

than others. In other process such as slaughtering, pelting of the fur and quality setting, the 

knowhow required is not easily distributed. This is reflected in the quality processing of the 

mink: Even though KF relies on sophisticated machinery and x-ray to determine quality 

features, the use of human employees to determine quality is still vital. KF educates quality 

sorters in order to meet this level of quality. The education takes 3 years and is evidence of 

KFs high involvement knowledge sharing routines. In other words, KF generates an 

absorptive capacity of knowledge for its members to draw upon.  

As previously mentioned, KF consists of nearly 1500 farmers in Denmark. With so many 

owners and interests involved, the issue of freeriding and mistrust becomes relevant in a 

strategic alliance. KF statues take several precautions. First, the regional chapters have final 

decision on enrolment of new members. If the regional chapter decides that a member harms 

the association’s interests, the member can be denied membership. Farmers without 

membership can still sell their furs at KF auctions, but at a different fee and without any of the 

advantages provided by KF. The statutes stipulate: 
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 “The provincial association may refuse to enroll or may exclude the provincial association's 

fur breeders, if member conduct is causing damage to members or the Association's 

interests.”
107

 

This makes it possible for farmers to sort out freeriding farmers, if they feel that these farmers 

are damaging to their interest.  

Second, KF keeps statistics on every member, showing prices obtained based on animal type, 

color and length. All information is immediately sent to the farmer during the auctions. The 

farmers then take this information and compare it with each other, analyzing price difference 

etc. Combined with the close informal ties through the local communities and regional 

associations, this helps the famers increase transparency.   

 

6.1.3 Resource complementarities and capabilities 

 

Relational rent generation can also be achieved by leveraging the complementary resource 

endowments of an alliance partner. RV states that, “Distinctive resources of alliance partners 

that collectively generate greater rents than the sum of those obtained from the individual 

endowments of each partner
108

.“ 

Most of the resources and capabilities have their origin in the pooled capital resources at 

Kopenhagen Fur. Through their partnership with DP, farmers can access resources and 

capabilities that would not otherwise be possible. Through DP and KF, the logistical 

infrastructure is coordinated and maintained, with high consideration to the farmers, a balance 

act between network efficiency and individual need.  

As mentioned before, the facility in Glostrup uses the latest technology in x-ray processing 

and handling equipment to determine different sets of qualities of the fur. This bundling of fur 

by quality is very important to the end-customers and this is by far the most competitive 

advantage DP/KF has. This capability would be impossible for any farmer to archive 

individually, as the cost of this facility and the maintenance involved would be too expensive.  

Furthermore, the technology used at the facility, however specific it may be, is not unknown 

or specific to KF and can be imitated by competitors it is the innovative in way in which they 
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combine them that is unique.  KF is continually pushes for new innovation throughout the 

entire network in the strategic alliance. The investments required to continue on this track 

could not be gained from a single farmer alone.  

Another view that supports Dyer and Singh’s statement mentioned in the beginning of this 

section is this bundling of fur. Since the end-customers have different needs and wants in 

relation to the fur provided on the auctions, farmers specialize in different types of fur. The 

different characteristics in fur color, length or form, is then bundled with matching fur from 

other farmers to archive the highest possible price together instead of competing against each 

other. So when combined with the resources of the partner, this results in a synergistic effect 

whereby the combined resource endowments are more valuable, rare and difficult to imitate 

than before they were combined.  

The partner specific absorptive capacity relates to several processes. 1) Prior experience. 2) 

Investments in internal search capabilities and 3) ability to occupy an information rich 

position in its social/economic networks.  

The Danish farmers have as earlier mentioned, a tradition for entering cooperatives with 

similar firms, in order to archive control through the value chain and generate relational rents 

greater than those obtained individually. The strategic alliance is not only an organizational 

sale and marketing tool for the farmers to archive higher prices. Fur agents and buyers tend to 

favor big lots of fur and this customer need limits the market for private “door-sale” from the 

individual farmer. This is a concern at KF, where “door-sale” from the farms is viewed as an 

eroding factor in their competitive advantage (by decreasing their supplier base) and their 

position on the market.    

Family experience is another factor influencing the prior experience related to the strategic 

alliance. Individuals involved in farming are typically descendants of previous farmers and 

born into the mink farming business.  

“I joined KF because of their position on the market. Besides that, the decision was probably 

also influenced by the fact, that my father (also a mink farmer) was also been a member of 

KF”
109

  

As such, some of their prior experience with the fur business greatly relies on earlier 

generations success or failure. Some of the other farmers we interviewed, had tried or 
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considered selling their fur at other auction houses, but the ease of handling and the superior 

price generated at KF, induced them to stay.  

The farmers rely heavily on their close informal and formal ties within their local community 

for search and evaluation of opportunities. Every farmer associated with KF is member of a 

local chapter and these chapters act as their primary source of information. Local chapters 

hold events, meetings, lectures and fur contests, thus educating those farmers interested. Of 

course, some farmers are better at utilizing this then others. Particularly in relation to 

knowledge diffusion and creation, farmer Ole Christensen is a good example. In our interview 

with Ole, he stated that he was very involved with development of breeding programs. Ole 

enters contests held by the local chapter, to determine the best fur of the year. This interest is 

not typical for a farmer, but the ones who are interested in this way, are not shy about sharing 

findings and best practice among themselves.  

“ We are not competitors. We are colleagues. Good ideas can be discussed with others, unlike 

other industries”
110

.  

Furthermore, the local ties in the community help keep farmers informed of current trends and 

prices on relevant supporting activities. One of those is the slaughter of the mink. When 

farmers turn over this part of the process to others, the price they achieve correlates directly to 

the way in which the furs are handled during “harvesting”. Past experiences with different 

slaughterhouses are discussed among local members thus enabling them to improve their 

evaluation of opportunities and threats involved. The investment made in terms of time and 

personal effort etc., by the individual farmer, is related to the position they occupy in the local 

network. This aspect will be explored in detail during the IMP analysis. 

 

6.1.4 Effective Governance 

 

The Governance structure in DP / Kopenhagen Fur is based on local membership in the 

appropriate regional association. Members from the 4 regional associations elect a president 

to represent the regions’ interest in conjunction other regions.  The board consists of the 4 

president members from the regional associations: Fyn & Sydjyllands-, Nordjyllands-, 

Midtjyllands- and Sjællands pelsdyravlerforening. Furthermore, 3 members are elected by the 
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general assembly and so the main board of KF consists of 7 members. The board hereafter 

elects the CEO of Kopenhagen Fur.  

Within the regional chapters, delegates are elected to represent the region at the annual 

general assembly. The number of delegates each region can elect is chosen annually by KF, 

and is based upon active members from that region. This way, every region is audited every 

year according to active members and this gives a fair distribution of power in regard to 

members and not size or output. The formal procedures in the election process, gives every 

farmer who may be interested, the ability to get his or her argument heard. 

As discussed in our theoretical section, Dyer & Singh argue that effective governance plays a 

key role in the creation of relational rents. In KFs case, the governance structure draws both 

on informal and formal self-enforcement mechanisms to regulate and control the alliance. The 

following section deals with these mechanisms and how these exist in the governance 

structure of KF.   

The formal safeguards such as KFs statutes, gives the main board, as well as the regional 

chapters, the power to exclude any member who does not contribute to the association. The 

statute is loosely formulated, but may still be understood as a “financial hostage”: exclusion 

from KF would result in higher fees for the farmer, should he or she choose to sell at KF 

auctions. Furthermore, exclusion from KF would cause loss of services within breeding, 

handling and quality advancement. This is one of the most powerful tools against 

opportunism within the alliance. The economic and social consequences of misleading 

behavior are dealt with immediately and thus act as an effective safeguard against 

opportunistic behavior.     

Another instance where the use of formal mechanisms may become evident is when the 

general assembly decides to express mistrust to an elected president of a regional chapter. 

This president must have his or hers mandate proven in the regional chapter in question. The 

formal settings in the statutes grant power to the general assembly, which forces the president 

to act in accordance with the regions members and not with own interests.  

There is also the issue of profit distribution. KFs capital fund must equal the association’s 

material assets, plus 5 % of the total sale average during the last 3 auctions. This ensures the 

alliance’s continuation and enables the management of KF to make investments and push 

further development in fur breeding. After these costs are withdrawn from the generated 
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profits, the board can decide to distribute the rest of the profits among members, in proportion 

to their turnover from the sale of fur at KFs auctions in that year.  

The formal self-enforcing mechanisms are also deeply rooted in the pay out options of 

Kopenhagen Fur. Famers can apply for an advance for expected skin sale and puppy advance, 

with little monitoring costs associated for other members. Kopenhagen Fur is again the 

facilitator and handles all transactions with its members. The advance is however given under 

certain conditions and agreed upon in a contract between the lending farmer and Kopenhagen 

Fur. The transactions are controlled by KF and held within this, so there is no need for a third 

party to monitor the agreements or contracts.  

KF governance structure also draws on informal self-enforcing mechanisms.  Informal 

safeguards are a determinant factor in the election of each regional president. In each regional 

chapter there are a set of local chapters. For example, the regional chapter for Zeeland 

consists of 6 local chapters with more than 150 members in total. The local community 

around the farmers and the individual farmers positions within these local chapters are of 

importance in relation to the power distribution. The farmers we interviewed, all knew their 

local hand in manager personally, and see the relationship as trustworthy and reliable. These 

socio-economic factors are thereby an informal safeguard, because of their influence in the 

power structure i.e. the board composition.  

The use of third party to control and monitor the agreements within KF are limited. There is 

however situations in which KF relies on third party settlement. This is seen in the conditions 

for skin advance, where:  

“12. Any dispute regarding the interpretation or understanding of these guidelines or the 

Supply Agreement shall be settled by the Maritime and Commercial Court in Copenhagen or 

by another relevant Danish court based on Danish law”
111

.  

In cases where farmers disagree with KFs conditions, both parties must therefore draw upon 

lawyers to settle the dispute. In our research, we did not encounter any previous use of this as 

a tool for settling disputes between farmer and KF.  

The conditions for supply agreements with KF can be found in appendix 2.   
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6.1.5 Mechanisms that preserve relational rents 

 

6.1.5.1 Causal ambiguity 

  

One of the best examples of the causal ambiguity related to fur farming was revealed during 

our interview with CEO Torben Nielsen. Some years ago, KF monitored an increase in fur 

farming in China. This of course concerned the management as well as a broad section of the 

members, especially since China is the biggest buyer of skins and furs. The situation did 

however not turn out as feared. The Chinese farmers were able to crate a large production of 

skins and understood the basic principles of fur farming. They did not however, fully 

understand the value creating process of fur farming which exists in KF. Several factors 

contributed to this, but the degree of causal ambiguity in the value creating process within KF 

was too high for the Chinese farmers to apprehend and they could therefore not imitate KF.  

 

6.1.5.2 Time compression diseconomies 

 

In close relation to causal ambiguity, time compression diseconomies played an important 

role in the failure of Chinese fur farming. DP has existed for more than 80 years, maintaining 

relations, and working for their members. In comparison, the Chinese model is built on a 

young association, which has an intensive focus on short-term profit earnings. Due to the fact 

that the development of trust between partners takes time and cannot be bought in a secondary 

market, the Chinese farmers failed at generating relational rent through the value creation 

process i.e. the bundling of fur based on quality.  

 

6.1.5.3 Interorganizational Asset interconnectedness 

 

KF is highly dependent on technology as a key driver for growth and maintaining their 

position as auction house. The use of technology is an aspect in every part of fur bundling. 

This requires several capabilities within x- ray machinery, quality securing and overall 

handling. Furthermore, the resources needed (fur) must come in a certain quantity for quality 

setting to make sense. KF secure themselves these quantities, as members pays a lower fee for 
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partitioning in KFs auctions. The building of this resources, is therefore highly dependent 

other resources and capabilities, which makes this very hard for competitors to imitate
112

.  

 

6.1.5.4 Partner scarcity  

 

There are few entry barriers into fur farming. Farmers are not required further education or 

certification in order to work with minks, but the industry still sees a decline in their 

members. The current trends points to fewer and larger farms with a more professional 

approach to fur farming. The resources and capabilities concerned with fur farming are as a 

result, distributed among a smaller group of firms. This affects KF modestly, as they receive 

the same amount of quality furs as previously. The governance structure can however be 

affected in more a problematic way, since these firm now can position themselves more 

strongly in the alliance.  

 

6.1.5.5 Resource Indivisibility 

 

Kopenhagen Fur has also fostered some indivisible assets through their idiosyncratic 

investment in Kopenhagen Fur. One of them is the bundling of fur according to quality. This 

would not be possible to divide among the farmers. The true value of fur lies in the setting 

and bundling with similar quality furs. Since the facility in Glostrup is the only one that can 

handle this, the resource (the capability that KF posses in relation to bundling) is indivisible, 

since none of the farmers could imitate this process alone.  

Kopenhagen Fur quality stamps their finest fur within labels: Kopenhagen Purple, Platinum, 

Burgundy and Ivory. These labels are transferred to end customers in the retail sector, so 

designers can choose furs on basis of the quality. The labels help with the further marketing of 

furs from KF and enable them to position themselves as a high quality fur provider.  The 

brand value of the labels is also an indivisible resource, however highly dependent on the 

bundling process.  
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6.1.5.6 Institutional environment 

 

One final important aspect of the Danish fur business is it’s institutional environment. 

Denmark has along with other Nordic countries, a long and strong tradition for cooperative 

alliances. The cooperative idea dates at least 100 years back
113

 and particularly the 

agricultural sector has relied on this way of organizing shared efforts, capital and technology. 

For the farmers, it gives them the possibility of pooling their funds into more cost effective 

handling and processing systems, as it became obvious where the benefits of economies of 

scale would set in. This enabled some of the cooperatives to evolve into international 

ventures; the dairy group of ARLA is one prime example of this.   

With the arguments of TCE in mind, the impact of the institutional environment is also 

relevant. Since partnering firms have a predisposed level of trust embedded towards eventual 

partners (although they are often from the same or similar country/environment), the overall 

transaction cost can be lowered. Opportunistic behaviour is seen as less possible, because of 

the institutional environment’s impact on trust and cooperation. 

The socially complex control mechanisms inherently built into the cooperative agreement also 

adds to the alliance’s competitive advantage. It is very difficult to imitate or replicate similar 

model to other countries, where the experience with cooperative agreements are low or non-

existent. In KFs case, their statutes are very simple, but they function because of the trust 

bonds created among the partnering firms. The cooperative mind-set has been deeply rooted 

in Scandinavian countries and is therefore also an important factor in KF. The institutional 

environment in the Scandinavian countries fosters trust among firms, at least when they are 

within same industry rather than other countries.   

  

6.2 IMP analysis 
 

The organization Danish Skin-breeders Association (in Danish "Dansk 

Pelsdyrsavlerforening", in the future referred to as DP) was founded in 1930 based upon local 

historical informal networks amongst the farmers. DP was formed as a growing response to a 

changing international market by a growing local industry. A need for better and stronger 
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sales channels was needed and in 1946 the organization acquired "Kjøbenhavns Pelscentral" 

(later to be renamed KF). This added the obvious competitive factor, enabling the industry to 

operate on global market as a singular unit. As custom was, most of the farmers knew one and 

another from the local regions and they interacted with one and another and helped each other 

out with knowledge and resources and so forth. There was also a common mutual goal that all 

the farmers recognized and understood: The need for improved competitive ability on a global 

market. Therefore, as  seen in other industries like the milk production and the slaughterhouse 

industries, the cooperative idea grew and rooted in the skin-breeders' industry.  

 

6.2.1 Trust basis 

 

The relationships (actor bonds) were already established through local relationships and 

familiarity, friends and family ties, which already existed amongst the actors in the 

association. When DP was founded, the basis for exploring local knowledge and relations 

from other regions was enabled. As such the DP became a forum where the actors could 

exploit their market position through means of their positional roots in the network. Over the 

next couple of years, there was a growing understanding within the DP, that in order to 

control the sales channels (avoid door sales - sales at the farm) and achieve optimal prices for 

the skins, a large scale sales organ was the solution. Therefore the Kjøbenhavns Pelscentral" 

was acquired and later renamed KF.  

 

6.2.2 Network benefits 

 

In general KF has been a success and it has been particularly successful during the reign of 

the current seated managing director Torben Nielsen. Over the last two decades, the evolution 

and changes taking place at KF has exploded. KF has evolved from a simple auction hall, into 

a complex multi functional organization satisfying the owner group's (The Danish Skin-

breeders Association) needs in any way possible. At the same time it has made a serious 

efforts in developing and optimizing existing work processes and routines, thereby offering an 

advanced network of resource ties to its members. Massive efforts in research have helped 

improve the results within breeding. Naturally there are a range of activity links between the 

working parties, in this case KF and the farmers. We have several activities ranging from 
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highly specialized knowhow databases to physical support such as KF consultants. All these 

activities has intertwined the farmers deeply with KF, and created a mutual dependent 

situation. KF needs the superior quality of skins provided by the Danish breeders, while at the 

same time, the breeders need the superior support/sales channels provided by KF. 

 

6.2.3 Power structure and loyalties within the network 

 

Today the Danish farmers are free to choose where they want to auction their skins, but as 

farmer Frank Andersen says, then he became a member of KF, through membership in DP, 

due to their market position and world respected reputation. He points out that it was also a 

choice made on a historical basis since his father also used to be a member
114

 and that he 

believes this is typical for the industry in Denmark. Frank then goes on to elaborate that he is 

very fond of the cooperative concept behind KF: All members have a voice and can use it. All 

are equal - this in particular is seen as valuable by Frank particularly as his own farm is 

relatively small. According to Jesper Lauge this attitude is generally shared by all the 

members within DP, but recently there has been a change in some of the bigger farmers 

attitude. The bigger farmers would perhaps like to see a change in the structure of power, 

which would allow the larger farms to have an increased influence upon the decision-making 

process.
115

 This goes hand in hand with the changes within the industry structure, where we 

see larger and fewer farms with a general higher output of skins.
116

 

In general amongst the farmers within the network, there seems to be a friendly and 

supportive tone. As farmer Ole Christensen puts it  

"We are not competitors. We are all colleagues."
117

  

The bonds are strongest within the local regions, but remain strong at a national level. The 

local societies are all generally protected as they use KF as a facilitator, however not on all 

levels. Therefore the local societies have organized their own form of insurance against 

various disastrous outcomes causing the loss of animals on a farm. An insurance example is:  

"Each farmer has to provide 5% of his own animals should another farmer be unlucky."
118
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In 2002 for example, half of the existing hand-in centrals were to be closed. The local farmers 

in Ringkøbing were particularly supportive and objected viciously towards the shutdown of 

their hand-in center. A crisis atmosphere evolved in the region and the attitude "It is fine with 

these closings, as long as it is not here!"
119

 emerged. This happened to such a degree that KF 

eventually was seen as the big bad wolf trying to meddle with the local ways. This shows the 

way in which the local regions are highly supportive and defensive of their own. 

Much of the positive atmosphere within the industry comes from these strong local bonds. 

Kim from Billund states  

"The help comes from the family and neighbor farms when the need is there"
120

 

The social bonds are strongly cultivated in different areas through activities such as 

competitions which are held at national, regional and local level. These competitions are an 

excellent way for the farmers to meet each other, renew relationships, share gossip and useful 

tips and advice. 

 

6.2.4 Conflict within the network 

 

A particular interesting conflict which we observed through our studies of the farmers and 

KF, is the traditional farmer attitude "if it is not broken, then don't fix it" - with one exception, 

we have met this attitude during all the interviews we have conducted. This attitude is in 

strong contrast to the willingness to act as pioneers on a very dynamic market, where KF 

becomes the enabling factor. However this does not happen without occasional conflict or 

accidents. A recent example of this is Danpels pelting and taning central owned by a Franz 

Strunse located in the northern part of Jutland. Strunse is a very progressive and open-minded 

individual with ambitions. While he has many ideas regarding improvements in pelting and 

taning, he has also has some mishaps over the years.  

"The problem was that he didn't keep a deadline"
121
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When we met with the other farms for our interviews, we had the same reaction from the 

farmers each time we started talking about Danpels. The respondent became defensive and 

cold, which meant that we had to spend time warming them up again.  Responses such as:  

"well, labeling of the skins - and it is a very time consuming task - is something you will wish 

to do yourself due to control and security. It is simply too important to leave that to others"
122

 

Their body language became defensive and the tone of the responses became very serious 

contrasting to the warm and friendly chit-chat tone previously employed during the 

interviews.  

The situation was radically different when we came to the other part of the value chain, and 

discussed the same questions with Jesper and Sven Erik from KF.  

"I actually like Franz Strunze. He has this very driven visionary attitude"
123

 

However Sven Erik had an understanding of the fuzz and reasoned it with:  

"When it all comes down to it, it is all about money when we are dealing with the farmers"
124

 

There exists an understanding at KF for the fact that the farmers have a certain skepticism 

towards new routines. Jesper shares a somewhat similar attitude with Hans Erik towards 

Franz Strunze  

"I like Franz, he represents renewal and is willing to experiment"
125

 

However Jesper also has a bit of a reluctance towards Franz. Sven Erik comes up with an 

example where Franz Stunze created a bit of fuzz.  

"Franz did at some point write in his advert material that he was allowed to submit skins at a 

later date than the general deadline."
126

  

and Sven Erik continues,  

"however that was naturally not true" 
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The situation created a lot of fuss from all the other breeders, wondering why there would be 

one set of limits for some and other rules for others. Essentially Franz is considered a bit of a 

wild card in the network. A small group of around 30 breeders use his services as skinning 

and taning provider, but the general attitude amongst the farmers are somewhat skeptical. As 

Ole Christensen replies to the topic:  

"Under no circumstances would I leave my skins to someone else for the skinning."
127

  

and indicates that it has to do with lack of trust. Jens Wistoft commented:  

"Strunze might not have had the full overview and this resulted in missed deadlines and 

thereby missed profits for some breeders"
128

 

Therefore Franz Strunze still has something to prove to the rest of the farmers during the next 

couple of years in order to gain their trust.  

 

6.2.5 Conflict of interests within the network 

 

Another interesting conflict we have observed, is the December auction deadline. Both 

farmers and KF is address this issue. Both Jens Wistoft and Frank Andersen (farmers) argue 

that it is a difficult deadline to make for several reasons. First and foremost they both point to 

the fact that the animals barely have sufficient time to mature and grow into the proper size 

before they are skinned/tanned for the auction:  

"The minks are simply not ready..."
129

 

At the same time, Sven Erik Hansen from KF points to the fact that it is tough for the hand in-

centrals to handle the strict deadlines dictated by KF, due to the fact that the farmers all aim to 

hand in the skins as close to the deadline as possible. Sven Erik has proposed a seemingly 

valid solution for the auction deadline problem: In his proposal, KF would act as a bank for 

the farmers, while helping the farmers with their funding issues during this period of the 

year.
130

 This would also allow KF to make more money from the farmers by means of the 
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loans. However due to political decisions and general fear of the market, this has not yet been 

attempted.  

Jesper Lauge says in his interview that: 

"It is a political decision"
131

 

made by DP, and Sven Erik backs this up with:  

"KF would like to have the skins in, so they are not sold at other auction houses" 

When addressing the issue of trust, it must be dealt with from different perspectives. To what 

extent do the farmers trust their organization's activities, and in particular KF? The answer is 

that they regard KF as an institution, and that in general trust is fierce and loyalty is high. 

Farmer Ole Christensen states:  

"KF pays attention to our interests when considering something"
132

 

Farmer Jens Wistoft is particularly happy with the consultant function that KF runs and is a 

frequent user of the service:  

"Michael Sønnerup (the consultant) is really skilled"
133

 

He underlines the high level of security that KF operates and emphasizes that it is a big help. 

He even states:  

"Sure we could go to Saga Fur in Finland, but why would I? KF really does everything for us 

if they can"
134

 

Farmer Frank Andersen
135

 is also very loyal to KF and he says that his loyalty is based on 

several areas of interest. 1. Good cooperation with farmers and consultants from KF 2. More 

seminal thinking within the area of skin treatment. 3. Better differentiation and sorting of the 

various farmers' skin. 4. Social values within the organization. 5. Last but not the least: Better 

prices on sales.  
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KF is actively engaged in the relationship with the farmers, they cultivate it and don't expect 

the farmers to engage them on their own. Sven Erik Hansen stays busy keeping in touch with 

all the farmers.
136

 In the interview with Sven Erik, he states that:  

"The breeders wish to get skins off their hands as quickly as possible in order to improve the 

security" and "KF are interested in getting skins in so they don't get sold off elsewhere" 

Sven Erik even elaborates with:  

"I spend a lot of time out at the hand-in centers coordinating with and talking to the farmers" 

and "I have 100% responsibility for the hand-in and it is therefore important that I have 

contact to all of the hand-in centers"  

This all goes to show that Sven Erik is a busy player in the game. He puts a lot of effort in the 

building and maintenance of the bonds that he has to the actors outside of Glostrup. KF seems 

to understand and play the game, but this also makes sense when one considers the basis for 

the entire history of the organization. The complicated structure of ownership enforces this, 

since the farmers simultaneously are owners, suppliers and customers to KF. As such, there 

should and does exist a high degree of "natural trust"
137

 between the actors in the network. 

The natural trust we have found between the actors in this upstream network, is deeply rooted 

in the performance history of KF and the multitude of different roles which the firm is 

manages for the shareholders. 

 

6.2.6 The power balance of the network 

 

The power balance within DP is clearly stated through their laws
138

. It is written that it is DP 

that owns and operates the organization through the name/firm KF. The association intends to 

keep the power structure simple. The ideology applied is "one member, one vote" no matter 

the size of the farm represented, which is in perfect alignment with the cooperative concept. 

The association is split into 3 sections: 
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1. Active members 

2. Other active businesses within the skin industry 

3. Passive members. 

The first section consists of all the actual breeders in Denmark (mainly in Jutland). The 

members of the first section could be anyone, as long as they are active breeders within 

Denmark. Section two is made up by individuals who live off the industry within the branch 

e.g. hand in-centrals not run by a farmer or as an independent person running a 

skinning/tanning central. The third section is for those who are not active within the industry 

but retain an interest in it.  

In this thesis we are most interested in section one, and how those individuals play the game 

of power within DP, namely the farmers. According to the laws of the association then it is 

one vote per member of section one. This also means, that if you are a member of section one, 

you will be able to partake in the network of influence. The farmers have different incentives: 

There are some farmers who are perfectly happy with how things are run today, 
139

 and there 

are farmers who would like to see some changes to the system
140

. Particularly the bigger 

farmers have an interest in how things are operated "The big farmers would like to have more 

influence on the decision-making process, but accept the current situation as a necessary 

evil"
141

. Therefore, if a farmer wishes to have more influence, he/she can run for a post in 

either the local chapter or the national organization and thus in this way promote his/her ideas 

for changes. This means that the levels of power are as follows: 

1. National Association 

2. Regional chapter 

3. Local chapter. 

Step one is the most powerful organ as it is the umbrella which combines all the other 

chapters, and organizations making up DP. The regional is the second most powerful step and 

the local chapters are the least influential levels within the organization.  

In regard to power and in view of the previous section, there is one more informal aspect that 

it is necessary to keep in mind. The regulations clearly state "one man, one vote", but it must 

therefore be assumed that a farmer has a stronger incitement for partaking actively in the 
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political work of the organization, in this type of organization. Thus attempting to influence 

the greater system. 

On the other side of the production line we have KF as a significant player acting for the 

greater good of all the farmers, through the directives issued by DP. A good example hereof is 

the closing of several hand in-centrals back in 2002, where the local chapters fought and lost 

against KF's decision
142

. This was due to the fact that DP in general supported KF, despite the 

differences of opinions within their own ranks. The interesting compromise/conflict is that it 

is clearly defined that DP owns KF, but KF holds alot of special accumulated knowledge, 

which means that they can often offer or suggest changes that would improve the system in 

general as it is today, but often at the expense of one or more farmers
143

. 

Below is a model illustrating the power cycles of the relationships within the industry: 

 

Figure 5 shows the decision making influences within the network. The size of the arrows illustrate the weight of 

decisions. However, big arrows are less frequent than the smaller arrows. In the end the model shows, that it is 
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 Interview with Sven Erik Hansen 
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 as was the case with the reduction of the numbers of hand in-centrals in the 2002 example by Sven Erik 

Hansen - Interview with Sven Erik Hansen. 
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the farmers that hold the control through their cooperative, but in practical effect it is often KF that makes the 

decision, while at the same time acting as a gatekeeper for the industry. 

 

Another example on power balance in the industry was when MinkPapir
144

 attempted to play 

high ball with KF concerning a new chip system for the production system. KF is the only 

entry into the large Danish market and as such serves as a gatekeeper for the employed 

technology. During the initial phases MinkPapir dictated that they would be the sole supplier 

and in charge of maintaining the systems required
145

. This was cut short by KF and since then, 

has not been considered a valid solution by KF. Sven Erik comments the situation: 

"I do not believe that the Rfid-chips are a powerful enough yet. It probably will come, but 

today they are simply not good enough to have an impact on our systems"
146

 

KF continues to monitor the chip solution, but are not seeking to develop it. 

The short version is that KF holds a strong position of power to any outside organization due 

to accumulated knowledge databases and the gatekeeper function for the market segment that 

consists of all the farmers. Internally on the market, KF also holds a strong network position, 

however this time it is a more restricted power. The power is limited by the fact that if the 

farmers gather enough votes within DP, then they can overrule KF's decisions. 
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 MinkPapir is an industry related hardware/software supplier (http://www.minkpapir.com/) 
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 Mail correspondence with Thomas Hedegaard, head of developments at MinkPapir 
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7. Discussion of changes 
 

In this section we will propose two changes to the existing system at KF and debate how the 

changes will influence the organization. We will start with going through the pros and cons of 

implementing a RFID-chip system into the logistic system. We will then move on to debating 

the introduction of a banking concept where farmers will be able to loan money for their 

breeding from KF. 

 

7.1 RFID-system 
 

An RFID-chip is a "Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)". It functions as a an automatic 

identification method that works for storage and remote retrieval of data using devices called 

RFID tags or transponders. An RFID tag is an object, which may be affixed or incorporated 

into a product, animal or a person to later be used for identification using radio waves. Chip-

based RFID tags contain silicon chips and radio antennae. Passive tags require no internal 

power supply, whereas active tags require a power source
147

. The RFID-chip today has a 

range of up to 50 meters
148

. 
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Figur 6 Illustrates the RFID-system 

In our case we would prefer to apply the cheapest solution namely the passive chip, combined 

with a reader that communicates with a database at KF. The practical process would 

assumingly be as follows. 

1. A chip is paired with each individual animal at birth (either by injection into the skin 

or by a label on the cage that could later be attached to the skin) and linked to an 

automatically generated serial number unique to the animal in the data base at KF. 

2. When the animal is put down, the information is send to the database at KF and they 

will facilitate the logistical process of collecting the skin. This also will apply when a 

farmer is not skinning/tanning the skin himself. The only difference will be that the 

farmer will be able to track his skin at the skinning central. 

3. The skin arrives at the hand in-central where it is scanned in the doorway by a reader.  

4. KF hand in management sends a pull order to the various hand in-centrals for specific 

skins, which are easily identified due to the RFID-chip, and prepared for shipping to 

Glostrup. 

5. A transporter collects and scans the skins and delivers these to KF in Glostrup 
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6. The skins are scanned in the doorway at KF and the value creating process of sorting 

and proper bundling of the skins can commence.  

7. The skin is sold in bundles at the auction still maintaining the individual chips, hereby 

enabling the farmers to track the skins through the auction as well as keeping track of 

the earnings. 

Through the entire process there will basically be a scanner in each doorway tracking and 

controlling the skins via the database at KF.  

 

7.1.1 Consequences for KF and its members will be 

 

The RFID-chip will enable the farmer to keep track of the skin through the logistics and 

pinpoint exactly where it is through the entire process. This means that a farmer will be more 

willing to let other handle his skins since it can be easily tracked. As seen previously in the 

case of Franz Strunze and DanPels, there is a great trust issue bound with the hand in process. 

An improved transparency can help the farmer and a possible intermediater control and 

thereby enabling trust through the process. Also then the chip will enable bundling from an 

earlier state in the process (due to the control factor created by the chip). According to the 

IMP actor bond theory this will help remove hurdles in between the actors and enable trust. 

However on a full-scale implementation of the RFID-system to all KF members it would 

require a significant investment in physical assets. The specificity of this asset must be 

regarded as somewhat low, since RFID-systems have a wide range of use in different 

industries and can easily be transferred to purpose with a fairly low cost.  

One could argue that the investment would be more beneficial to the large farms than to the 

smaller farms since the large farm would use the scanner more busily (simply due to the 

amount of animals scanned) than a smaller farm. However it is still a valuable gain for the 

smaller farms due to the increased transparency and overall lowering of logistical costs. In 

regards to the previous mentioned, then the transactional costs would not be affected 

negatively since the bureaucracy needed for control the skin/logistics at present time would be 

simplified into automated data processes. 
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On the social account there is a chance for a certain cost. With the improved efficiency there 

would be less sorting work needed, meaning less jobs. Less jobs means less people attending 

the skinning processes and thereby loss of actor bonds. This is bound in the shared 

community understanding we saw at the various interviews. The farmers are highly protective 

about the social communities and activities as we have previously seen in the case of 2002 

where the number of hand in-centrals was reduced by 8 centrals. The locals fought fiercely to 

avoid the closings and made it a very delicate topic for DP and KF
149

. Also Farmer Ole 

Christensen determines that there is a high degree of social commitment tied to the work and 

takes pride in taking a social responsibility when it comes to the farm
150

. He states: 

"We are not competitors, but colleagues" and continues " If you have a good idea, then you 

talk to your colleagues (other farmers) contrary to other industries"
151

 

Ole considers the social activities as an important means for bonding with and networking 

with his colleagues, and he spends a lot of time doing just so. The same was the case when we 

visited Kim Søndergård. Kim stated with a smile that he enjoys to go out and collect the skins 

himself for his hand in-central since it is a cozy event for him.  

"then one gets a cup of coffee and a bit of chit chat while collecting the skins"
152

 

Kim also informs us that when it is needed he calls upon the family and neighbors for help 

during the high season. The above shows that there is a high degree of social commitment 

with the industry and that they value these ties highly. 

One could imagine that a further reduction in the amount of hand in-centrals would be 

possible, thus creating even more cost savings. However as mentioned above, then this would 

probably cause a certain degree of unrest amongst the farmers involved in the closings and a 

plan to meet this would be advised. The reason for the unrest is obviously that the closing of a 

hand in central has both financial costs and social costs for the involved parties. As such it 

must be expected that there would be strong feelings against the closings. The financial costs 

would be the easiest to address as this is simply a lost job (possibly more jobs) for the 

involved party. The social costs however are a different matter. The hand in periods are 

considered an event by the people doing it. Kim puts it as: 
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"Here on the central it is also quite cozy once we get busy"
153

 

The fact that Kim drives around himself and collects the skins gives him a certain social 

position within the network that he enjoys and takes pride in. The gossiping going on during 

the hand in periods should not be under estimated. The gossip Kim can take from one farm to 

the next contains a certain degree of news for the rest, and it helps elevate Kim to a local 

social power position being able to do so. If he was to lose this position he would most likely 

consider it as an informal demotion within the network, due fact that he would be less contact 

with his fellow farmers than previously. This would most like be the case with any hand in-

central being closed. 

A different social aspect we have to keep in mind is that in general the farmers in Denmark 

are of a high age. This is due to the fact that it is difficult for a young would-be-farmer to 

enter the market due to the high costs of purchasing a farm (we could not get a specific price 

during our interviews, but it was indicated that it would not be cheap at several occasions). 

Therefore we often see the industry moving on in one of two ways. The first being a wealthy 

entrepreneur buying his way into the business aiming for large scale advantages (an example 

hereupon would be a Dutch mega farmer. He has located his giant farm in Poland but sells 

here in Denmark), and the other more frequently occurring kind is the inheriting of a farm. 

Often the farms are being passed on to the next generation of farmer within the family. This 

was the case with Frank Andersen and Jens Wistoft. Many of the older farmers are hoping 

that their children will be taking over and run the farm once they get to old. One has to keep 

in mind that the older a farmer gets the less time he would have left as active farmer, thus 

logically he would be less interested in new investments. So if a farmer is about to retire 

within a relatively short period such as 2 years or so, he would be less prone to invest in new 

systems such as the RFID-chip but rather wish to postpone the investment till the next 

generation.  

Another aspect in the RFID-system implementation is the knowledge involved. By 

implementation of the system there would be created superior means of transferring 

knowledge from one of the chain to the other. The routines would be deeply rooted in the day-

to-day farming activities, and would allow the alliance to generate more value through 

analysis of the new data. This could help improve the research programs already initiated and 
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furthermore help KF adjust to the market conditions through better knowledge of what would 

be offered on the next auction. 

One of the big hurdles KF would be a facing is the need for educating the farmers to the use 

of a new tool, in order to make it function proper. There is still some residue needing to be 

cleared out from the last project (the FarmPilot), which a few farmers still has not 

implemented in the daily use and it took a great effort to reach the state of education reached 

today. 

The major gain by implementation a RFID-chip system for KF would be that they would be 

able to create a strong pull through the value chain, and become a more lean like enterprise. 

The greater pull effect would result in superior use of space, employees and machinery and 

eliminate some bottlenecks. Furthermore it would add to the competitive advantage by giving 

KF more time for its processes thus improving quality. 

 

7.2 Additional financial offerings 
 

The second main change we would propose is the added option of financial services to the 

farmers. 

During our interviews with all the involved parties, we learned that there is  a lot of pressure 

on the farmers to meet the deadlines for submitting  skins at the December auction, causing a 

serious bottle neck situation at Glostrup. This is due to a settlement model currently being 

used by KF. Today the farmers have the option to receive an advance on the expected sale of 

the skins on auctions. This model is called the skin-advance
154

. The skin-advance system is a 

simple model dictating that once KF has received a skin from a farmer, then the farmer can 

claim a skin-advance equal to a fixed percentage of the average skin prices obtained at the 

latest auction. This means that a farmer can realize part of the expected earnings on a skin he 

hands in mid-December even though the skin might not be actually sold until June. Several 

farmers exploit this option since it helps with cash flow for production throughout the year. 
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 An option for an advance payment prior auctions, based opun the expected auction price per skin and the 

amount of skins handed in at the actual auction (http://www.kopenhagenfur.com/farmer/english/economy/skin-

advance.aspx) 
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The second financial model is called  kit-advance
155

. The conditions a farmer operates under 

with a signed contract for kit-advance, are somewhat strict: 

1) The hand-in of skin is regulated as follows; min 20 % of the skins must be delivered to 

KF medio December, minimum 50 % primo February, min. 85 % primo March and 

the rest before last filing deadline which is in September.  

2) Failure to comply with the above conditions results in a fee for missing skins. (DKK 

10 pr mink and DKK 20 pr fox) 

3) The advance bear interest at KFs fixed interest rate.   

4) KF have the right to control the presence of skin in relation to the farmers stated 

number of skins. Furthermore, the question of insurance becomes a factor, since this 

also is a requirement for the kit-advance.  

5) The submitted skin must be equally harvested from both male and female and min. 75 

% must consist of regular skins.  

6) For more, see Appendix 2 with all the conditions listed.    

However despite the strict conditions for kit-advance, many farmers use this option since it is 

a way in which a farmer can receive an even earlier payment than if he uses the skin-advance.  

Currently, many farmers are dependent on the kit-advance for better and more fluent cash 

flows, allowing them a more streamlined economy through the season. This combined with 

the fact that a mink grows very rapidly in the period up to the December auction, means that 

the later you skin the animals, the larger they will grow, which means more money for the 

farmers.  

Another interesting aspect is the pressure applied upon the farmers by KF. 

"KF would like to have the skins in house as quickly as possible so they are not sold at 

another auction house".  

The point is understandable, but also somewhat outdated. KF has proved over and over again 

that they do get the best prices for the skins on their auctions, compared to other auction 

houses throughout the world
156

. Thus according to the IMP actor bond theory, it would then 

be possible for KF to exploit their network position and loosen up on the restrictions for the 

suppliers, since there must be a higher degree of trust between the involved parties today, than 
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there was 20 years ago. The farmers should now be convinced that if they wish to obtain the 

best price, then they should sell using KF and visa versa. This means that it would be possible 

to fiddle with the setup of the financial settlements in order to create improved conditions for 

the owner group. Another argument is that if you are a Danish farmer and wish to sell using 

KF, then you apply for a membership of DP in order to obtain better prices. Once you are a 

member of the organization and thereby the owner group, it should not be appealing to go and 

use other sales channels, since the profits earned by KF are usually divided amongst the 

owner group. This also improves and enhances loyalty to the organization. 

With all of the above in mind, we believe it would be interesting to come up with a third 

option for funding the farmers' production. The purpose of the proposal is ease the financial 

strain on the farms with a healthy economic base.  

The added financial offering should be a type of loan offered by KF to the farmer. In essence 

it would be somewhat similar to that of a kit-advance, but the loan should not be based on 

how many kits the farmer has, nor should there be any restrictions tied to the loan during the 

season other than the seasonal production should be sold at KF. The loan should be offered 

based on a risk assessment based on the farm's economy and seize.  

Naturally there would be some consequences should KF choose to implement such a financial 

initiative, both for the individual farmer, but also for KF (and as such the whole organization). 

This would lead to an increased asset specificity due to the pooling of capital within the 

strategic alliance. The increased asset specificity would be a must since these loans are given 

on a looser base than the alternatives. The safeguarding of such an idea would require a third 

party control (such as a lawyer's assistance with forming the contracts required, and defining 

the bindings needed) along with a need for rating the farmers. Alternatively a strong self 

enforced mechanism could solve this problem e.g. by means such as a mortgage deed. Due to 

opportunism we completely disregard the informal self enforcements for this added financial 

feature. 

However there would be a considerable gain for the farmer (and thereby the owner  group) 

such as a lower transaction costs compared to that of secondary competition (banks etc). The 

greater benefit for owners would be that KF would not be charging significant fees (if any at 

all). This means that the complementary resource gain should be significant for the whole 

organization. Also quasi-rent should be taken into consideration with this feature. In the short 

term some of the farmers might not be happy with the initiative, since it would tie up capital 
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within the organization (capital which could have been shared amongst the owner group), 

however on the long term, the initiative should create increased earnings for the organization. 

A complementary effect would be increased knowledge sharing routines. An example could 

be if KF builds a new financial unit with the purpose of assisting the farmers with financial 

advice. This group would gain intimate knowledge about the farmers, and could use this 

knowledge in the future in order to help the farmers even further. 

We believe that the additional financial option would offer an even stronger base for the 

whole organization, simply by allowing a more dynamical season for the famers. Such a 

proposal would essentially help build stronger ties between the suppliers/owners and KF. The 

stronger ties would act as a catalyst for further improved trust and interdependency between 

the two parties. This kind of loan, would enable the farmers to invest in production equipment 

during the season and as they see fit, rather than within a fixed span during the season. If the 

safeguards become too complex, it is important to consider that there could occur a 

weakening of the bonds, since the safeguard is in essence a protection against opportunism 

and thereby a sign of lack of trust.  

The important thing is how the option is implemented. It is vital that this is not mixed up with 

any kind of general banking involving deposit accounting. This is only an additional financial 

offering for the farmers made within a closed industry setup, and should be limited to farmers 

in the Danish market. As such there should not be any restrictions or rules that would 

complicate matters for the organization
157

. The only thing required for the new option, is a 

proper risk assessment of the loan taker (farmer). This assessment could either be dealt with 

by hiring an expert in-house, or by buying the service from a third party organization. The 

assessment is also important as it would function as a safeguard against the "hvidvask regel" 

(law against laundering of money). 
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8. Conclusion 
 

We have come up with the following conclusions based on our main research problem. A 

change in the structure of a strategic alliance will affect the competitive advantage. If the 

change is properly conducted we believe it should be helpful for the alliance. We have made 

two suggestions to illustrate this. In the following we will conclude on our proposed ideas of 

an RFID-chip and also on a new financial option for the farmers of DP.  

 

8. 1 RFID 

8.1.1 RV and RFID-chip 

 

With the desired implementation of the RFID system, the competitive advantage of KF is 

affected in the following ways.  

First, the implementation of RFID would lead to lower site specificity. The RFID system 

would enable the management at KF to pull fur into their facility, according to the optimal 

usage of their machinery. This should lead to a closure of some of the hand-in centrals. By 

removing some of these centrals, the site-specific investments in these areas are gone. This 

does not however lead to increased inventory or greater transportation costs, as these are 

diminished by the synergistic effect caused by the RFID system.   

Second, there would be an increase in the physical asset specificity of the alliance. The RFID 

system requires substantial investments in the physical assets of the alliance, and should as 

such lower the transactional costs in regard to the frequency. The RFID systems effectively 

tailor the processes to the particular exchange partners within the alliance. The human aspect 

of asset specificity wouldn’t be affected by this implementation, as the current system is very 

similar to the proposed RFID system.  

Third, the knowledge sharing routines of the alliance would be affected. Since RFID systems 

open up for data gathering through every production stage, the alliance could utilize this 

information, to help their members create better products.  The use of RFID also enables more 

transparency, since each fur can now be followed throughout the entire process. This 

increases trust and allows for a more freely and less bureaucratic handling of the fur.  
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Finally, there is the implementation of RFIDs and their effect on governance. With the use of 

RFID, which is relatively similar to the current system, the change in governance structure 

should not be affected.  

These 4 different factors would affect the competitive advantage of KF in a positive way. By 

utilizing RFID in all levels of production, the alliance is able to plan efficiently according to 

expected fur submitted. The issue of bottlenecks at the facility in Glostrup should thereby by 

lowered or even eradicated.  

 

8.1.2 IMP and RFID-chip 

 

RFID-chip would be beneficial for the organization (assuming it is as powerful today as 

MinkPapir claims). The series of beneficial consequences by installing such a system would 

be  

 Improved transparency of the logistical system 

 Shared information amongst interested parties within the network. 

The primary benefit of the RFID-chip from an IMP perspective, is the improved transparency 

of the logistical system, which means that it is easier for the farmers to keep track of valuable 

skins throughout the process of gathering the furs, and bringing them to KF in Glostrup. The 

detailed tracking enabled by the RFID, means that the farmer will know where exactly his 

skins are at any given time, which will help create improved trust between the farmers and 

KF. 

The secondary benefit of the RFID-chip is the ability to build and share unlimited amounts of 

data through the system. The RFID-chip should ideally be applied with a unique ID on each 

animal, thus enabling anyone with the proper system rights (either opened for all members of 

KF or a limited group in KF) to track and follow anything going on with the animals from 

birth, until they are put down. The network benefit would be improved trust, as anything in 

regard to the skins could be tracked through the whole system. 

The negative issues with a RFID-chip system, is the cost of investing in the system, and from 

a social point of view, the improved efficiency leading to fewer jobs. As we have seen 

throughout the project the farmers take the social aspect of their industry very seriously. 
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8.2 The added financial option 

8.2.1 RV and the added financial option 

 

The proposed change in the additional financial offerings towards the farmers, would affect 

KFs competitive advantage in the following ways: 

The new financial option, would lead to an increase in the capital requirements of KF. This 

would create a period of time, where investments in other parts of the organization should be 

put on hold, in order to fulfil the new requirements. As such, the financial option would 

increase the degree of asset specificity, since there would then be more capital bound within 

the alliance, compared to before. This idiosyncratic investment by the owners, would allow 

the possibility for lower transaction costs. All things equal, it should result in a lower interest 

rate as compared to what they can get in the market. This solution also creates an opportunity 

for the alliance to create quasi rents. This aspect of the new financial option would need 

proper safeguarding against opportunism.  

An additional financial option would almost certainly require increased human asset 

specificity. KF posses some of the capabilities needed, since there already exist two financial 

options. The implementation would however, require a further development of these 

capabilities. Risk assessment, control and monitoring encountered with the new option, will 

lie within the alliance, bearing in mind the previous lower transaction costs.      

Furthermore, the new option would add to the alliance’s knowledge sharing routines. By 

having access to the farmers economy, KF could facilitate further advice regarding the 

farmers overall economic state. For KF, this leads to an overall increased transparency 

amongst their members, but it is assessed that the farmers would not see this increased 

transparency in their day-to-day functions. 

As mentioned in our discussion, the need for effective governance increases as investments in 

assets becomes more specific. This is also the case with the new option. KF would in this case 

not be able to rely on informal self-enforcing mechanisms to avoid opportunism. With a new 

option for the farmers, KF must use formal safeguards such as contracts and the use of third 

party safeguards. The contracts are used to insure that the conditions of the loan are upheld 

and would as such require third party involvement in a situation of dispute.  
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In summary, these factors should have a positive effect on KFs competitive advantage. With 

these new options they attract new suppliers and retain existing ones. This is a very powerful 

way of securing suppliers to deliver their fur to KFs auction facility.    

 

8.2.2 IMP and the added financial option 

 

The new suggested financial option seen from an IMP perspective offers freedom in the form 

of a less fixed loan compared to the options that the farmers have available today. This means 

that KF (and the owner group - the farmers) will incur a greater risk, but will also give them 

improved work conditions, thus enabling further improved trust. At the same time it would 

put less pressure on some farmers and thus help easing the bottlenecks discussed in our 

analysis. A more dynamic season for the farmers means better products, and thus improved 

earnings for the entire organization. 

 

8.3 All in all 
 

All in all we believe that if changes are made to the network structure, and they are made in a 

delicate fashion where the changes foster further trust between the actors, then the network as 

a whole will benefit from an improved competitive advantage, compared to the competitive 

ability of those actors outside the network.  

Another important factor is the introduction of technology to as many levels of the 

organizations as possible. This will allow for lowered transaction costs in interfirm relations 

because of the build in control mechanisms and the improved transparency. Thus this leads to 

an increase in assets specificity, and due to the trust they don't need to invest in more 

safeguarding systems. 

  

8.4 Limitations and further research 
 

The chosen theories have separately shown their worth. The merging of the two theories 

however is a somewhat different matter. It is a complicated situation we attempt to shed light 
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upon using this method, and it is a new frontier within strategic management litterateur. The 

recognition of the network aspect as an equal factor into concept of strategic alliances is not 

new, however the degree of in-depth analysis we worked with in this case, is new. We have 

not found any other case studies using a similar approach on such a complicated network. 

Furthermore in order to be able to further generalize on the theoretical basis, expanding the 

case study to other organizations would help shed light on what influences are significant for 

a competitor based strategic alliance. We believe that the combination of the two theoretical 

areas could help clarify the complicated conditions under which relational rents are a source 

of competitive advantages. However, further case studies pioneering into this area would be 

necessary in order to fully explore the merging of the two theories. 

We believe that with this project we have added valuable information to the research area. We 

consider the "A Holistic Model of Competitive Advantage: Integrating the IMP perspective" 

by Daniel Prior to be the first step towards a better understanding of the relationship based 

competitive advantage. 
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10. Appendices 
 

Appendix 1 

 

Love for Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening 

Formål 

§ 1 

Foreningens navn er Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening. Foreningen er en andelsforening med 

begrænset hæftelse. Foreningens hjemsted er Glostrup kommune. 

 

§ 2 

Foreningens formål er: Under bevarelse af størst mulig frihed for de enkelte 

landsdelspelsdyravlerforeninger at danne et bindeled mellem disse og skabe sammenhold og 

fællesskab mellem danske pelsdyravlere, samt bidrage til pelsdyravlens økonomiske og 

avlsmæssige udvikling herhjemme og at varetage pelsdyravlernes interesser overfor 

myndighederne og overfor andre erhverv. 

 

§ 3 

Foreningen virker tillige under binavnene: 

Danske Pels Auktioner (Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening) 

Københavns Pelscentral (Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening) 

Danish Fur Sales (Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening) 

Scandinavian Fur Auction Co. (Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening) 

Danish Fur Auction Co. (Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening) 

Copenhagen Fur Center (Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening) 

Kopenhagen Fur (Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening) 

 

med det formål at afsætte de af medlemmerne producerede eller bearbejdede skind. 

Foreningen kan tillige modtage skind til salg fra andre end Foreningens medlemmer. 

  

Medlemmer  

§ 4 

Medlemskredsen i Foreningen består af: 

 

Afdeling I: Aktive medlemmer 
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Afdeling II: Andre erhvervsudøvere indenfor pelsbranchen 

Afdeling III: Passive medlemmer 

 

AFDELING I: 

Aktive medlemmer er enhver fysisk eller juridisk person, som er pelsdyravlere, og som er 

medlemmer af én af de fire landsdelsforeninger under Foreningen: 

 

1. Sjællands Pelsdyravlerforening (omfattende Sjælland og Lolland Falster med omliggende 

øer samt Bornholm) 

2. Fyn og Sydjyllands Pelsdyravlerforening (omfattende Fyn med omliggende øer og 

Sydjylland) 

3. Midtjyllands Pelsdyravlerforening 

4. Nordjyllands Pelsdyravlerforening 

 

Grænserne mellem landsdelsforeningerne fastsættes af Foreningens bestyrelse. 

 

Sammenslutninger skal anmelde navn og hjemsted samt den person, der repræsenterer 

sammenslutningen, overfor Foreningen. Kun den anmeldte person er valgbar. 

 

Landsdelsforeningernes love, der skal godkendes af Foreningens bestyrelse, skal indeholde 

bestemmelser om: 

 

a. At der som medlem kan optages enhver pelsdyravler indenfor landsdelsforeningens 

område uden hensyn til pelsdyrart. 

 

b. At landsdelsforeningen kan nægte samarbejde med lokale sammenslutninger af 

pelsdyravlere, medmindre samtlige medlemmer af den lokale sammenslutning er medlem af 

en landsdelsforening. 

 

c. At landsdelsforeningen kan nægte at optage i eller kan udelukke af landsdelsforeningen 

pelsdyravlere, hvis færd er sådan, at den skader medlemmernes eller Foreningens 

interesser. 

 

d. At valg af delegerede til Foreningens generalforsamling skal finde sted inden 15. februar. 

 

e. At landsdelsforeningen har samme regnskabsår som Foreningen. 

 

Medlemmer, der ikke længere opfylder betingelserne for at kunne være medlem under 

afdeling I kan overflyttes til afdeling III. 

 

AFDELING II: 
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Som medlemmer kan endvidere med bestyrelsens godkendelse optages enkeltpersoner eller 

sammenslutninger, der driver virksomhed indenfor pelsbranchen. 

 

AFDELING III: 

Som passive medlemmer kan optages enhver interesseret, som er medlem af en 

landsdelsforening, og som ikke opfylder betingelserne for at kunne optages som aktive 

medlemmer. 

 

Landsdelsforeningerne indsender hvert år til Foreningen inden 1. december en pr. 1. 

november udarbejdet fuldstændig fortegnelse over medlemmerne i henholdsvis afdeling I og 

afdeling III. 

 

Ind- og udmeldelser eller overflytninger fra en afdeling til en anden må i øvrigt af 

landsdelsforeningerne straks indberettes til Foreningen. 

 

§ 5 

Som æresmedlem af Foreningen kan - på forslag af bestyrelsen og ved beslutning på en 

generalforsamling - optages danske eller udenlandske personer, der i særlig grad har virket 

for Foreningen eller for pelsdyravlens fremme. 

 

§ 6 

Udtræder et medlem af en landsdelsforening, er dette samtidig at betragte som udmeldelse 

af Foreningen. 

 

Udtrædende medlemmers rettigheder og forpligtelser med hensyn til deltagelse i 

Foreningens overskud eller underskud ophører ved udgangen af det regnskabsår, hvori 

samtlige de af medlemmet indleverede skind er solgt på Foreningens auktioner, jf. dog 

bestemmelserne angående kapitalfondens udbetaling. 

 

§ 7 

Et medlems udelukkelse af Foreningen kan besluttes af bestyrelsen, hvis den måtte finde 

udelukkelsen bedst tjenlig for Foreningen. Udelukkelsen kan dog af det pågældende medlem 

indbringes for førstkommende generalforsamling. 

 

Til ændring af bestyrelsens afgørelse kræves to tredjedeles flertal af de på 

generalforsamlingen mødte stemmeberettigede. 

 

Meddelelse om eksklusion af et medlem tilstilles pågældende landsdelsforening, der 

herefter sletter vedkommende som medlem. 

 

§ 8 
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For medlemmer under § 4, afd. I fastsættes på hver ordinær generalforsamling et årligt 

kontingent. 

 

For medlemmer under § 4, afd. II kan bestyrelsen fastsætte et årligt kontingent. 

 

§ 9 

For Foreningens forpligtelser hæfter alene Foreningens samlede formue. Foreningens 

egenkapital består af kapitalfonden, jf. §§ 22 og 23. 

  

Generalforsamlingen  

§ 10 

 

Til at repræsentere medlemmerne på Foreningens generalforsamlinger vælger hver 

landsdelsforening på en generalforsamling stemmeberettigede delegerede. 

 

Antallet af delegerede udgør i alt 250, dog maksimum 10% af de aktive medlemmer, der 

fordeles mellem landsdelsforeningerne efter antallet af aktive medlemmer (Afdeling I) i 

landsdelsforeningerne. 

 

Kun aktive medlemmer (Afdeling I) kan vælges til delegerede. 

 

Såfremt en delegeret måtte have forfald til en ordinær eller en ekstraordinær 

generalforsamling, kan fuldmagt meddeles til en anden delegeret fra den vedkommende 

landsdelsforening. 

 

Foreningen udsender hvert år inden 1. januar meddelelse til landsdelsforeningerne om 

hvilket antal delegerede, hver Forening kan vælge i forhold til dens medlemstal beregnet på 

det antal aktive medlemmer, der er anmeldt til Foreningen pr. 1. november det foregående 

år. 

 

De valgte delegeredes funktionsperiode løber fra førstkommende 15. februar til 14. februar. 

 

Foreningens ordinære generalforsamling afholdes hvert år mellem 1. marts og 31. marts. 

 

Generalforsamlingen er den øverste myndighed i alle Foreningens anliggender. 

 

Til den ordinære generalforsamling indkalder bestyrelsen de delegerede med mindst 14 

dages varsel enten ved skriftlig meddelelse eller ved bekendtgørelse i Foreningens 

medlemsblad "Dansk Pelsdyravl". Dagsordenen skal indeholdes i indkaldelsen. 
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Forslag, der af medlemmerne ønskes behandlet på den ordinære generalforsamling, skal 

være formanden i hænde senest den 1. marts. 

 

§ 11 

Dagsordenen for den ordinære generalforsamling skal mindst indeholde følgende punkter: 

 

1. Valg af ordstyrer og 4 stemmetællere. 

2. Beretning om Foreningens virksomhed i det forløbne år. 

3. Den reviderede årsrapport og koncernregnskab fremlægges til godkendelse og beslutning 

tages angående anvendelse af overskud eller dækning af underskud. 

4. Fastsættelse af kontingent for aktive medlemmer, jf. § 8, stk. 1. 

5. Fastsættelse af godtgørelse for rejse- og opholdsudgifter, jf. § 18. 

6. Fastsættelse af honorarer og mødegodtgørelse, jf. § 18. 

7. Valg af bestyrelsesmedlem og suppleant. 

8. Valg af revisorer. 

9. Indkomne forslag. 

10. Eventuelt. 

 

§ 12 

Ekstraordinær generalforsamling skal afholdes på det af bestyrelsen valgte sted, når 

bestyrelsen selv ønsker det, eller mindst 35 af de for det pågældende år valgte delegerede 

forlanger det. 

 

Til ekstraordinær generalforsamling indkalder bestyrelsen ved bekendtgørelse i Foreningens 

medlemsblad ''Dansk Pelsdyravl" eller skriftligt til de delegerede - i begge tilfælde med 

angivelse af dagsordenen - med mindst 8 dages varsel og senest en måned efter 

begæringens modtagelse. 

Dagsordenen skal indeholde oplysning om de spørgsmål, der skal behandles. 

 

§ 13 

Adgang til generalforsamlinger har ethvert medlem af Foreningen. Ethvert tilstedeværende 

aktivt medlem kan deltage i generalforsamlingens forhandlinger og stille forslag, dog kun 

personligt eller ved fuldmagt til et andet aktivt medlem. Stemmeret har alene de valgte 

delegerede og Foreningens bestyrelsesmedlemmer. 

 

§ 14 

På en generalforsamling leder ordstyreren forhandlingerne og afgør alle spørgsmål 

vedrørende sagernes behandlingsmåde, stemmeafgivning m.v. 

 

Alle afstemninger sker ved håndsoprækning, medmindre ordstyreren bestemmer det 
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anderledes eller mindst 15 stemmeberettigede forlanger skriftlig afstemning. 

 

§ 15 

De på en generalforsamling drøftede anliggender afgøres ved simpel stemmeflerhed af de 

fremmødte stemmeberettigede. For at opnå valg til bestyrelsen kræves således, at 

vedkommende opnår over 50% af de afgivne stemmer. 

 

Lovændringer kan dog kun vedtages efter forud bekendtgørelse på dagsordenen af én 

generalforsamling med to trediedele af de fremmødte, stemmeberettigede delegeredes 

stemmer eller af to på hinanden følgende generalforsamlinger med simpel stemmeflerhed. 

  

Bestyrelsen 

§ 16 

 

Foreningen ledes af en bestyrelse bestående af formændene for hver af de fire 

landsdelsforeninger og tre af generalforsamlingen valgte aktive medlemmer (afdeling I). 

Som suppleant for en landsdelsforenings formand indtræder den af landsdelsforeningens 

bestyrelse valgte næstformand. 

 

Såfremt generalforsamlingen udtrykker mistillid til en af landsdelsforeningernes formand i 

bestyrelsen, skal denne lade sit mandat bekræfte af vedkommende landsdelsforenings 

generalforsamling, inden to måneder efter den på generalforsamlingen udtrykte mistillid. 

 

Endvidere vælger generalforsamlingen blandt Foreningens aktive medlemmer (Afdeling I) tre 

medlemmer til bestyrelsen for et tidsrum af 3 år og således, at én afgår hvert år, eventuelt 

efter lodtrækning. 

 

For hvert af disse tre bestyrelsesmedlemmer vælger generalforsamlingen en suppleant. 

 

Et bestyrelsesmedlem kan ikke være lønmæssigt beskæftiget i Foreningen. 

 

Udtræder et medlem af bestyrelsen, indtræder den udtrædendes suppleant for den 

resterende del af den udtrædendes valgperiode. 

 

Er et bestyrelsesmedlem forhindret i at deltage i et møde, kan han lade sig repræsentere af 

sin suppleant. 

 

Umiddelbart efter hvert års ordinære generalforsamling vælger bestyrelsen af sin midte en 

formand og næstformand. 
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Såfremt den således valgte formand eller næstformand får forfald af længere varighed, 

vælger bestyrelsen efter tilsvarende regler en stedfortræder til med de samme beføjelser at 

fungere, indtil den pågældendes forfald ophører, dog længst for tiden indtil udløbet af den 

ordinære valgperiode på et år. 

 

Bestyrelsen afholder møde, så ofte formanden eller to bestyrelsesmedlemmer finder det 

påkrævet. 

 

På bestyrelsesmøder træffes beslutning ved stemmeflerhed. I tilfælde af lige stemmetal gør 

formandens stemme udslaget. 

 

Bestyrelsen fastsætter selv sin forretningsorden. 

 

§ 17 

Bestyrelsen kan nedsætte udvalg efter behov til varetagelse af specielle opgaver, hvorom 

der afgives beretning til bestyrelsen. 

 

§ 18 

På den ordinære generalforsamling fastsættes for ét år ad gangen: 

 

1. Honorar og mødegodtgørelse til formand, næstformand, bestyrelsesmedlemmer og valgte 

udvalgsmedlemmer og delegerede. 

 

2. Godtgørelse for rejse- og opholdsudgifter i Foreningens tjeneste. 

 

§ 19 

Bestyrelsen ansætter en direktion bestående af én eller flere direktører, heraf én som 

administrerende direktør. 

  

Tegningsret  

§ 20 

 

Foreningen tegnes af formanden sammen med 2 bestyrelsesmedlemmer og den 

administrerende direktør eller af formanden eller direktøren sammen med tre 

bestyrelsesmedlemmer. 

 

Bestyrelsen kan meddele prokura. 
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Regnskab og overskudsfordeling 

§ 21 

 

Foreningens regnskabsår er perioden 1/11 til 31/10. 

Årsrapporten skal revideres af en af generalforsamlingen - for ét år ad gangen - valgt 

statsautoriseret revisor. 

 

Desuden vælges for et år ad gangen på den ordinære generalforsamling blandt bestyrelsens 

medlemmer 2 kritiske revisorer, hvis opgave det er at påse, at bestyrelsens direktiver følges, 

og at Foreningens midler anvendes i overensstemmelse med Foreningens formål og 

interesser. 

 

Om deres virksomhed aflægger de beretning til bestyrelsen, som herefter tager stilling til de 

rejste spørgsmål. 

 

§ 22 

 

Årsrapporten opgøres i overensstemmelse med de efter årsregnskabsloven for 

virksomheder med begrænset ansvar gældende regler. 

 

Foreningens årlige overskud anvendes først til forrentning af kapitalfonden derved, at 

kapitalfonden tilskrives en rente af saldoen ved regnskabsårets begyndelse med en rente 

svarende til gennemsnittet af den af Nationalbanken noterede diskonto i det pågældende 

regnskabsår. Renten tilskrives kun i de regnskabsår, der er overskud, og kun i det omfang, 

overskuddet rækker til. 

 

Resten af overskuddet fordeles mellem medlemmerne i forhold til medlemmernes 

omsætning ved salg af skind på Foreningens auktioner i det pågældende regnskabsår og 

henlægges til medlemmernes kapitalfondskonti. 

 

Når kapitalfonden incl. tilskrevne renter har nået en størrelse svarende til Foreningens 

materielle anlægsaktiver ultimo regnskabsåret ifølge koncernregnskabet med tillæg af et 

beløb svarende til 5% af gennemsnittet af omsætningen på Foreningens auktioner i de 

seneste 3 regnskabsår, kan bestyrelsen, såfremt den finder det forsvarligt, træffe beslutning 

om, at der skal foretages udbetaling af en procentdel af hvert medlems indestående på 

kapitalfondskontoen, dog må kapitalfonden ikke derved blive mindre end Foreningens 

materielle anlægsaktiver ifølge koncernregnskabet med tillæg af et beløb svarende til 5% af 

gennemsnittet af omsætningen på Foreningens auktioner i de sidste 3 regnskabsår. Ved 

værdiansættelsen af de materielle anlægsaktiver i relation til kapitalfondens størrelse skal de 

faste ejendomme dog mindst ansættes til ejendomsværdien ved den offentlige vurdering pr. 

31/12 1993. 
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Bestyrelsen kan efter ansøgning træffe beslutning om at foretage hel eller delvis udbetaling 

af et medlems kapitalfondsindestående, når der foreligger dokumentation for, at én af 

nedenstående tilstande er indtrådt: 

 

A. Personlige enkeltmedlemmer: 

 

a. Ved et medlems dødsfald. 

b. Ved et medlems fyldte 67. år og samtidig endelig ophør med at drive pelsdyrfarm såvel 

direkte som indirekte. 

 

B. Personlige deltagere i interessentskaber m.v.: 

 

a. Ved en interessents dødsfald. 

 

b. Ved en interessents fyldte 67. år og samtidig udtræden af interessentskabet. 

 

Det er endvidere en betingelse, at den udtrådte interessent samtidig med sin udtræden af 

interessentskabet ophører med direkte eller indirekte at drive pelsdyrfarm. 

 

For såvel a som b gælder, at der kun kan udbetales en andel svarende til den pågældendes 

andel i interessentskabet. 

 

C. Aktieselskaber, anpartsselskaber og andre selskaber med begrænset hæftelse: 

 

a. 10 år efter aktieselskabets ophør (likvidation og/eller konkurs). 

 

b. Når et selskab endeligt har været ophørt med at drive pelsdyrfarm eller drive virksomhed 

med bearbejdning af skind i 10 år. 

 

c. Såfremt selskabets hovedaktionær afgår ved døden eller efter sit fyldte 67. år endeligt 

ophører med at drive pelsdyrfarm såvel direkte som indirekte. Ved endeligt ophør forstås, at 

hverken hovedaktionær eller selskabet driver pelsdyrfarm direkte eller indirekte. Ved 

hovedaktionær forstås en personlig selskabsdeltager, der gennem aktie/anparts-besiddelse 

eller på andet grundlag udøver en bestemmende indflydelse over selskabet og aktivt 

deltager i selskabets drift. 

 

Forinden udbetalinger kan finde sted, må ansøgninger godkendes af bestyrelsen. 

 

Udbetalinger kan dog kun finde sted i det omfang, bestyrelsen finder det økonomisk 

forsvarligt, og medlemmerne har aldrig krav på udbetalinger fra kapitalfonden bortset fra 
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vedtægternes bestemmelse angående Foreningens likvidation. 

 

Såfremt udbetalinger i henhold til foranstående stykker ikke kan imødekommes, har 

behandlingen af sådanne ansøgninger dog fortrinsret for senere indkomne anmodninger om 

udbetaling. 

 

Såfremt et medlem bliver Foreningen noget beløb skyldigt, kan beløbet debiteres 

medlemmets kapitalfondskonto. 

 

Bestyrelsen kan kun træffe beslutning om udbetalinger fra kapitalfonden under 

forudsætning af, at kapitalfonden har en størrelse, der svarer til Foreningens materielle 

anlægsaktiver opgjort som foran anført med tillæg af et beløb svarende til 5% af 

gennemsnittet af omsætningen på Foreningens auktioner i de sidste 3 regnskabsår. 

 

Medlemmerne har aldrig krav på udbetalinger fra kapitalfonden. 

 

§ 23 

Såfremt Foreningens årsrapport måtte udvise underskud, skal dette fordeles mellem 

medlemmerne i forhold til medlemmernes omsætning ved salg af skind på Foreningens 

auktioner i det pågældende regnskabsår og debiteres kapitalfonden. 

 

Medlemmets kapitalfondskonto kan dog aldrig debiteres et større beløb end det, der 

henstår på kontoen, ligesom intet medlem hæfter for Foreningens forpligtelser udover 

indeståendet på medlemmets kapitalfondskonto. 

 

§ 24 

Efter at årsrapporten er godkendt på generalforsamlingen, reguleres medlemmernes 

kapitalfondskonti i overensstemmelse hermed, og der udsendes meddelelse til 

medlemmerne om deres indestående på kontoen. 

 

Såfremt Foreningen i to på hinanden følgende år forgæves har forsøgt meddelelse om 

indestående tilsendt medlemmerne på den opgivne adresse, og meddelelse pr. anbefalet 

brev tredje år ligeledes er forgæves, bortfalder en eventuel ret til andel af indeståendet på 

kapitalfondskontoen, og beløbet tilfalder Foreningen. 

 

§ 25 

Medlemmernes kapitalfondskonti kan ikke overdrages, pantsættes eller gøres til genstand 

for arrest eller udlæg eller nogen anden form for retsforfølgning. 

 

Ved overdragelse af en pelsdyrfarm kan medlemmets rettigheder og forpligtelser med 

bestyrelsens godkendelse overføres til erhververen. 
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Når særlige forhold gør sig gældende, kan bestyrelsen bevilge delvis udbetaling af et 

kapitalfondsindestående. Der kan dog maksimalt bevilges udbetaling til medlemmet af et 

beløb svarende til dennes procentuelle andel af kapitalfonden efter fradrag af værdien af de 

materielle anlægsaktiver opgjort i henhold til § 22. I sådanne tilfælde afkortes beløbet med 

en tredjedel. 

 

Ved udbetaling af kapitalfondsindeståender er Foreningen berettiget til at modregne 

sådanne beløb, som medlemmet måtte skylde Foreningen. 

  

Foreningens opløsning 

§ 26 

 

Foreningen kan kun opløses efter forud bekendtgørelse på dagsordenen, og når det 

vedtages af to trediedele af de på to hinanden følgende generalforsamlinger med mindst 14 

dages mellemrum mødte stemmeberettigede. 

 

Vedtages det at opløse Foreningen, vælges der samtidig likvidatorer. Efter at Foreningens 

aktiver er realiseret, og alle forpligtelser - herunder omkostningerne ved likvidationen - er 

betalt, udloddes restformuen procentuelt på kapitalfondskontiene uden hensyn til 

tidspunktet for henlæggelsen hertil. 

 

Vedtaget på Dansk Pelsdyravlerforenings ordinære generalforsamling den 1. april 2005.  
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Appendix 2 

 

Regler om forskud under leveringskontrakt 

Såfremt der gennem Kopenhagen Fur er noteret transport, vil forskuddet blive anvendt til 

hel eller delvis dækning af denne. 

Kopenhagen Fur forbeholder sig ret til helt eller delvist at afvise udbetaling af forskud eller 

eventuelt at forlange yderligere sikkerhed, såfremt der efter Kopenhagen Furs opfattelse er 

forhold, der taler herfor. 

For farme, der drives som A/S eller ApS, kræves der selvskyldnerkaution fra indehaverne af 

aktiekapitalen/anpartskapitalen. 

Skema vedrørende selvskyldnerkaution skal være udfyldt af ApS eller A/S. 

Leveringskontrakt 

1. Indlevering af skind skal finde sted således, at mindst 20% af skindene skal være 

indleveret til Kopenhagen Fur medio december, mindst 50% primo februar, mindst 85% 

primo marts, og resten ved sidste indleveringsfrist i sæsonen. Kopenhagen Fur forpligter sig 

samtidig til at modtage de skind til salg på de for salg på Kopenhagen Fur gældende 

salgsbetingelser. Opfyldes leveringspligten i henhold til denne leveringsaftale ikke, opkræver 

Kopenhagen Fur et gebyr for det manglende antal skind på kr. 10,00 pr. mink og kr. 20,00 pr. 

ræv + moms. 

2. Der kan anmodes om udbetaling af forskud på salgsprovenuet af skind under disse 

betingelser mod indgåelse af aftale om levering af henholdsvis mink og ræv. Forskudsbeløb 

på salgs-provenu tillægges moms. Levering af skind skal være ligeligt fordelt mellem hanner 

og tæver, og der skal leveres mindst 75% regulære skind. Antal mink og ræv, hvorpå der kan 

ydes forskud mod leveringsaftale, kan højst andrage det anmeldte antal avlsdyr gange 

foreningens senest opgjorte gennemsnitlige hvalperesultat på landsplan. 

3. Forskuddet forrentes med den af Kopenhagen Fur til enhver tid fastsatte rentesats. 

4. Forskuddet med påløbne renter forfalder på anfordring og kan af Kopenhagen Fur 

benyttes til modregning over for ethvert krav, avleren måtte have eller få mod Kopenhagen 

Fur. Forskud med påløbne renter vil normalt blive fratrukket afregningen, således at 20% 

fratrækkes afregningen for 1. auktion, 50% for 2. auktion, 100% for 3. auktion. En eventuel 

saldo kan overføres som skindforskud til efterfølgende auktioner. 

5. Overholdes forpligtelsen til at indlevere det aftalte antal skind til Kopenhagen Fur ikke 

inden for de under pkt. 1 fastsatte leveringsterminer, eller gennemføres der 

kreditorforfølgning i form af udlæg eller udpantning, eller tages farmen til brugeligt pant, 
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anmeldes der betalingsstandsning eller afsiges konkursdekret, eller ændrer forudsætningen 

sig for udbetalingen af forskud i øvrigt væsentligt, er forskuddene med påløbne renter og 

gebyr for manglende levering af det aftalte antal skind straks forfaldne til betaling. 

6. Skind indleveret til salg på Kopenhagen Fur eller Kopenhagen Furs indleveringscentraler 

kan ikke kræves tilbageleveret. Efter indlevering har avleren alene krav på salgsprovenuet af 

skindene. Kopenhagen Fur er berettiget til at modregne udbetalte forskud i salgsprovenuet af 

de indleverede skind. 

7. Ved indlevering af skindene kan udbetales forskud med fradrag af tidligere udbetalte 

forskud efter gældende satser. 

8. Kopenhagen Fur har ret til på farmen at kontrollere tilstedeværelsen af det antal dyr, der 

ønskes forskud på, samt hos pågældende foderleverandør at få oplyst foderleverancerne til 

farmen. Avleren bekræfter at have tegnet forsikring til sikring af farmens driftsinventar og 

driftsmateriel, levende og aflivede pelsdyr, pels-skind samt hvad der i øvrigt hører til farmens 

drift på vilkår, der i hovedtræk svarer til Topdanmarks Farmforsikring. Kopenhagen Fur er 

berettiget til at kræve dokumentation herfor, evt. ved direkte henvendelse til 

forsikringsselskabet. 

9. Avleren bekræfter at være bekendt med Kopenhagen Furs salgsbetingelser, samt at være 

bekendt med nærværende betingelser, der er gældende for udbetaling af forskud. 

10. Såfremt der gennem Kopenhagen Fur er noteret transport, vil forskuddet blive anvendt til 

hel eller delvis dækning af denne. 

11. Kopenhagen Fur forbeholder sig ret til helt eller delvist at afvise udbetaling af forskud 

eller eventuelt at forlange yderligere sikkerhed, såfremt der efter Kopenhagen Furs opfattelse 

er forhold, der taler herfor. 

12. Enhver tvist, der vedrører fortolkningen eller forståelsen af disse retningslinier eller af 

leveringsaftalen, skal afgøres af Sø- og Handelsretten i København eller af en anden relevant 

dansk domstol på grundlag af dansk ret. 

Vær opmærksom på, at hvis avleren har afgivet virksomhedspant til bank (eller andre) 

skal både bank og avler underskrive et særligt transportdokument før en udbetaling 

kan ske.  
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Appendix 3 

 

Letter for new members 

 

«Navn» 

«Vej» 

«By» 

«Postnrby» 

15. February 2011 

SG/nyindnp 

 

 

Velkommen som nyt medlem af Nordjyllands Pelsdyravlerforening og Dansk 

Pelsdyravlerforening  

Det glæder os, at du har valgt at blive medlem af Nordjyllands Pelsdyravlerforening og Dansk 

Pelsdyravlerforening.  

Formålet i Nordjyllands Pelsdyravlerforening er at give dig en kvalificeret rådgivning omkring faglige 

forhold i dit daglige arbejde med din pelsdyrproduktion. 

Du kan som medlem benytte Dansk Landbrugsrådgivning, Landscentret/Pelsdyr, hvis du har brug for 

rådgivning inden for teknik, miljø, bygninger, foder, driftsøkonomi, avl, genetik, produktion samt 

veterinær rådgivning. Landscentret/Pelsdyr har tlf. 87 40 50 00. 

Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening er dannet af de fire landsdelsforeninger: Nordjylland, Midtjylland, Fyn og 

Sydjylland samt Sjælland. Ved indmeldelse i en landsdelsforening bliver du således også automatisk 

medlem af Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening.  

Vort primære mål i Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening/Kopenhagen Fur er at give medlemmerne en 

konkurrencedygtig pris for deres skind. Derudover er det vor målsætning gennem vores politiske 

arbejde at sikre pelsdyrerhvervet de bedst mulige vilkår under hensyn til miljø, velfærd og økonomi. 

Administrationen af medlemskartoteket for såvel landsdelsforeningerne som Dansk 

Pelsdyravlerforening varetages af Leverandørafdelingen i Kopenhagen Fur. 

Du vil efterfølgende blive kontaktet af Dansk Pelsdyrlaboratorium vedrørende testprogram i 

forbindelse med Plasmacytosebekæmpelsen hos mink, ligesom du vil modtage spørgeskema om 

forventet levering af skind og stregkodetaloner til mærkning af skind. I forbindelse med dit 

medlemskab modtager du fremover medlemsbladet Dansk Pelsdyravl hver måned, bortset fra juli 

måned, hvor bladet ikke udkommer. 

Har du spørgsmål i forbindelse med dit medlemskab, er du altid velkommen til at henvende dig til 

Medlemsadministrationen på tlf. 43 26 10 22. 
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Vi har vedlagt indmeldelsesformularerne, som vi beder dig udfylde og returnere til os sammen med dit 

registreringsbevis fra Skat. 

 

 

Med venlig hilsen 

 

 

Søren Gersløv 

Bilag  
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«Navn» 

 

Kontooprettelse - Virksomhedsoplysninger 

 

Virksomhedsform: Sæt kryds Udfyld venligst tydeligt med blokbogstaver 

Enkeltmandsvirksomhe

d 
 Fødselsdato:            _________/_________ 

Interessentskab (I/S):  Fødselsdato: 

           _________/_________ 

(repræsentant over for foreningen) 

Anpartsselskab (ApS):  Fødselsdato: 

           _________/_________ 

(repræsentant over for foreningen) 

Aktieselskab (A/S):  Fødselsdato: 
           _________/_________ 

(repræsentant over for foreningen) 

 

Virksomhedsnavn:   

Indehaver / 

tegningsberettiget: 

Fornavn:  

Efternavn

: 

 

Adresse   

Adresse   

Postnr. :  By  

Telefon:  Mobil:  

Fax:  E-mail: ____________@____________ 

 

Registrering hos Skat 
Registreringsbevis fra Skat SKAL vedlægges 

indmeldelsespapirerne 

CVR-nr./SE-nr. (8 cifre)         

(Hvis virksomheden ikke er registreret hos Skat, anføres dette i ovenstående rubrik.) 

 

Betalingsoplysninger for udbetalinger fra Kopenhagen Fur 
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Pengeinstitut: (navn)  

Reg. nr  Kontonr.:  

Adresse:  

Postnr. :  By  

 

 

 

___________  __________________________________ 

Dato                                            Underskrift 
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«Navn» 

 

Medlemsoplysninger 

Repræsentant over for:  

Nordjyllands Pelsdyravlerforening og Dansk Pelsdyravlerforening 

Fornavn  

Efternavn  

Der skal ifølge vedtægterne altid angives en person som repræsentant over for foreningen. 

Øvrige oplysninger 

Har du tidligere været medlem/haft 

konto hos Kopenhagen Fur: 

 

Ja                     Nej  

 

Hvis ja, oplys kontonr.:                   

Talonbestilling ny konto: Antal:  

 

Bemærkninger: (Hvis du har bemærkninger til din indmeldelse kan de anføres her.) 

  

  

Farmoplysninger 

Har du dyr på mere end én adresse: Ja                     Nej  

Hvis ja, angiv antal: 

_______Farme 

(Udfyld et skema for hver farmadresse, hvor du har 

dine dyr.) 

Alle oplysninger om din farm og antallet af dyr på farmen udfyldes på de næstfølgende sider.  

 

Der er her vedlagt et ekstra skema til brug for farm nr. 2. Har du brug for flere skemaer, så ring 

på 

telf. 43 26 10 22. 

Skal ikke udfyldes (er til internt brug i Kopenhagen Fur) 
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Oprettet:         / 

 

Kontonr: _______________ 

 

Fondskonto: ____________ 

 

Init: _______ 

Åbnet:             / 

 

 

 

Init: ___________ 

Bem: 
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«Navn» 

Farmregistrering 1 

Farmadresse 1 

Farmnavn   

Vej   

By   

Postnr. :  By  

Telefonnr. på farmen  

Kontaktavler på farmen: 

(Hertil sendes materialer og resultater vedrørende plasmacytosetest) 

Fornavn:  

Efternavn  

Vej   

By   

Postnr. :  By  

Telefon:  Mobil:  

Farmnummer:  CHR-nummer:  

Fra hvilken farm kommer dyrene?: 

Farmnummer. :  CHR-nummer.:  

Salgsattestnummer. :  Indsættelsesdato             / 

Har andre personer dyr på farmen?: 

 

Ja                     Nej  

 

Hvis ja, oplys navn og kontonr.:  

Får du foder fra fodercentral?: Ja                     Nej  

Hvis ja, oplys fodercentral og 

kundenummer.: 
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Farmregistrering 1 (fortsat) 

Til brug ved beregning af kontingent, samt for at opnå ret til katastrofehjælp, beder vi dig i forbindelse 

med indmeldelsen angive antallet af avlstæver på farmen.  

Hvis tidspunktet for angivelsen er i perioden fra 1/11 til 1/5 skal nyindkøbte, men endnu ikke 

leverede, avlstæver tælles med. 

Type Antal avlstæver 

Black   

Mahogany  

Brown/Glow   

Pastel  

Pearl  

Silverblue  

Safir  

Hvide  

Alle Cross  

Jaguar  

Violet  

Blue Iris  

Øvrige minktyper  

Blåræve  

Shadow/Hvide ræve  

Sølvræve  

Øvrige rævetyper  

Finnraccoon  

Ilder  

Chinchilla  

Rex kaniner  

I alt  
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Benytter du ovenstående farm som 

nyetableret pelsdyrhold "tidligere 

sommerfarm" i perioden maj til 

pelstid. 

Ja                     Nej  

Hvis ja, skriv antal hvalpe i skemaet 

 

 

_____________ _____________________________ 

Dato                                           Underskrift 
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«Navn» 

Farmregistrering 2 

Dette skema udfyldes, når du har dyrene på mere end én farm. 

Farmadresse 2 

Farmnavn   

Vej   

By   

Postnr. :  By  

Telefonnr. på farmen  

Kontaktavler på farmen: 

(Hertil sendes materialer og resultater vedrørende plasmacytosetest) 

Fornavn:  

Efternavn  

Vej   

By   

Postnr. :  By  

Telefon:  Mobil:  

Farmnummer:  CHR-nummer:  

Fra hvilken farm kommer dyrene?: 

Farmnummer. :  CHR-nummer.:  

Salgsattestnummer. :  Indsættelsesdato             / 

Har andre personer dyr på farmen?: 

 

Ja                     Nej  

 

Hvis ja, oplys navn og kontonr.:  

 

Får du foder fra fodercentral?: Ja                     Nej  

Hvis ja, oplys fodercentral og 

kundenummer.: 
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Farmregistrering 2 (fortsat) 

Til brug ved beregning af kontingent, samt for at opnå ret til katastrofehjælp, beder vi dig i forbindelse 

med indmeldelsen angive antallet af avlstæver på farmen.  

Hvis tidspunktet for angivelsen er i perioden fra 1/11 til 1/5 skal nyindkøbte, men endnu ikke 

leverede, avlstæver tælles med. 

Type Antal avlstæver 

Black   

Mahogany  

Brown/Glow   

Pastel  

Pearl  

Silverblue  

Safir  

Hvide  

Alle Cross  

Jaguar  

Violet  

Blue Iris  

Øvrige minktyper  

Blåræve  

Shadow/Hvide ræve  

Sølvræve  

Øvrige rævetyper  

Finnraccoon  

Ilder  

Chinchilla  

Rex kaniner  

I alt  
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Benytter du ovenstående farm som 

nyetableret pelsdyrhold "tidligere 

sommerfarm" i perioden maj til 

pelstid. 

Ja                     Nej  

Hvis ja, skriv antal hvalpe i skemaet 

 

 

_____________ _____________________________ 

Dato                                           Underskrift 
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Appendix 4 

 

Interview with Ole Christensen 

Contact data: 

 

Bordingvej 31 

7441 Bording 

Tlf.: (+45) 86862459 

Mobile: 40612459 

 

Har arbejdet som elinstallatør frem til 1982. Derfra arbejdet som avler frem til 1987. Tilbage til 

elinstallatør frem til 1997 hvorefter han blev avler på  fuldtid igen. 

Har ca 1.800 avlsdyr. (Alle i høj kvalitet af blandede kul /farver) 

 Højt fokus på kvalitet 

 Føre selv kontrol på sortering inden indlevering (høj kvalitet) 

 Ville gerne kunne følge sine skind bedre når han sender dem til KF 

 Så gerne en bedre system mærkning af skind - bedre stregkoder 

 Ca.  20 % af hans omsætning er avlstæver (Høj kvalitet) 

 Stort fokus på egne statistikker i KF systemet 

 Generelt godt tilfreds med KFs nuværende system 

 "Kopenhagen Fur er gode til at tage vores interesser med i deres overvejelser" 

 Føler at han tager socialt ansvar på sin farm 

 Slår fast at "Vi er ikke konkurrenter. Vi er alle kolegaer." 

 "Har du en god ide, så taler du med kolegaerne om den modsat andre brancher" 

 Høj lokal omrokering hvilket han opfatter som negativt. Foretrækker stabilitet. 

 Så gerne at en af hans børn ville overtage farmen når den tid kommer 

 Vil gerne have nye kassemål. De gamle er 7-8 år gamle og for små. 

 Vil ikke overlade sine skind til et pelseri (mangler simpelthen tillid) 

 Han mente at det måske ville påvirke KFs personale hvis der blev bygget et fjernlager udenfor 

Glostrup negativt. 

 Midtjyllands avlere har deres egen forsikring blandt avlere. Hver avler skal stille 5% af deres 

bestand til rådighed for andre hvis en anden avler skulle være uheldig. Ide pitchet i 

Midtjylland Pelsdyrsavlere 

 afvisende overfor at lade andre pelse sine dyr 

 Tror på at i fremtiden vil der være færre og større avlere, men har svært ved at se minkavl i 

Danmark om 15 til 20 år. 
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 fastslår at 3.000 tæver betyder en fuldtidsansat 

 Havde 14 feriedage sidste år (2009) 

 I fremtiden ville han gerne have bedre muligheder for at spekulere i stamtavler 
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Appendix 5 

 

Interview with Frank Andersen (conducted at KF) 

 

Contact data: 

Mobile: 43261375 

 

1600 tæver hvilket giver 7000 skind om året.  

Han har 1 ansat (sin far), overtog farens gård. Derudover bruger han medhjælpere i højsæsonerne. 

Arbejder derudover også på sorteringscentralen i Glostrup.  

Blev medlem af KF pga af deres position på markedet. Derudover er valget nok også historisk 

betinget – Hans far var også medlem. Yderligere er Frank også meget glad for andelstanken bag KF. 

Alle medlemmer har deres stemme og kan bruge denne. Alle er lige, hvilket er meget værdifuldt set i 

forhold til Franks størrelse (lille farmer).  

Han nævner selv at Saga Furs er da med i tankerne, men priserne hos KF er bare bedre, samtidig med 

at trygheden også spiler ind.  

Frank har minkfarming som sit primære erhverv på gården. (Ved ikke om det er hans primære 

indtjeningskilde?)  

Som farmer mener Frank at man er meget følsom overfor prissvinger og har selv en smertegrænse på 

omkring 180 kr/skind for at det skal løbe rundt.  

Frank mener desuden at 90% af alle danske farmere har valgt denne form pga livsstil og hobby 

interesse.  

Frank peger desuden på deadlinen i Dec som værende meget problematisk pga farmerne ikke kan nå 

denne. Minkene er simpelthen ikke klar til at blive slagtet i tide, hvis deadlinen skal nås. "det er nok 

ca 10% af dyrne der kan nå en klasse op hvis man sætter den dealine bare en uge senere" 

Hvorfor så ikke droppe dec auktion?: Igen er det et spørgsmål om økonomi for den enkelte farmer, 

men generalt skal farmerne bruge kapital i denne periode, for at kunne starte næste års produktion.  

Derudover vil farmerne heller ikke gå glip af en mulig høj gevinst på dec auktion. Mange farmere vil 

gerne dele minkproduktionen udover alle auktioner. "Er der flere auctioner så vil jeg bare sørge for at 

sprede mine skind ud over dem alle og det samme hvis der var færre" 

Franks erfaring er at der er en meget ulige fordeling i indleveringsfasen og farmeren er måske ikke 

helt klar hvilke konsekvenser det har for KF og deres arbejde med at sortere og kvalitetsbedømmelse.  

Mærkningen af mink tager meget lang tid og farmen vil helst selv gøre dette af hensyn til kontrol og 

sikkerhed. Simpelthen for vigtigt til at overlade til andre.  
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Frank kunne godt ønske sig en bedre indikation af kommende pris på skind og minimere 

overraskelser ift pris.  

Frank er meget loyal overfor KF pga; 

- Bedre pris 
- Mere nytænkning indenfor skindbehandling 
- Bedre differentiering af de forskellige farmers skind ift kvalitet, farve etc. 
- Social værdi. Samarbejdet og samværet med ligesindede har stor betydning. Føling af at 

være med i et større fællesskab.  Lokalforeninger og landsdelsforeninger.  
- Samarbejder med andre farmere og konsulenter fra KF.  

MEN: Frank er dog bekymret over den vidensdeling der foregår med udlanske farmere. Ham har ikke 

den store tiltro til at disse farmere vil forbeholde den viden for dem selv, men derimod sprede denne 

viden til andre, hvilket presser de danske farmere.  

Frank peger ligesom andre farmere på presset fra politisk side, som en af de største udfordringer for 

dansk mink avl.  
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Appendix 6 

 

Interview with Franz Strunse 

 

Contact data: 

Aggersundsvej 16 

9600 Aars 

Tlf: (0045) 9865 8900 

Mobile: (+45) 2945 0088 

 

Franz Strunse, Nordjylland 

Ejer af minkfarm og pelseriet Danpels 

Franz er en meget progressiv farmer og han brænder virkelig for at skubbe erhvervet i en 

mere stanardiseret og industrialiseret retning.  

Pelseriet startede i 1999 og var indtil 2008 en del af produktionen på hans egen farm. Efter 

2008 flyttede pelseriet til nye lokaler med forbedrede produktionsmuligheder og 

stordriftsfordele.  

Franz bruger løsarbejdere fra østblok lande i pelseriet, men har dog visse problemer ved den 

nuværende sitaution.  

Pelseriet pelser pt for ca 50 farmere og dette er smertegrænsen for Franz rent 

administrativt. Med det nuværende mærksningssystem bliver der simpelthen for meget 

kaos, hvis flere en 50 farmere indleverer.  

Franz er derfor stor fortaler for elektronisk mærkning, der kan holde gennem hele hans 

pelsningssystem og garantere farmerne deres afregning.  

Denne ide er dog ikke hans egen, men kommer fra hans relationer til den finske 

minkbranche, hvor et pelseri (Fur Fix i Finland) pt tester et elektronisk mmærkningssytem. 

Her er det muligt for pelseriet at holde styr på indleveringer fra 450 farmere (NB; Mindre  

Derudover vil en stigning i produktionen også gøre Franz i stand til at holde på hans 

medarbejdere gennem hele året. Som det er nu, er der kun arbejde til 4-6 måneder af 

gangen, hvilket ikke er nok til at fastholde.  
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Selvom pelseriet er teknologisk foran, afhænger meget stadigvæk af medarbejdernes 

erfaring med mink. Igen et spørgsmål om kvalitets bedømmelse og en korrekt afregning med 

farmerne.  

Franz har som support til sit pelseri også afhentning og aflivning af mink, igen for at 

simplificere processen overfor farmerne.  

En af fordelene ved Franz pelseri er de merværdi som bliver tilført gennem 

tanningsprocessen. Her bliver minken ”strukket” længere og kan opnå priser på helt op til 30 

kr mer pr skind end uden tanningsprocssen. 36 % længere ifølge Franz.  
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Appendix 7 

 

Interview with Jens Wistoft 

 

Contact Data: 

Åbenråvej 22 A St. 

Kiskelund 

6340 Kruså 

Tlf.: (0045) 7471 1434 

Mobile: (+45) 2013 3699 

 

Jens producerer 17-18.000 skind om året med ca 2850 tæver. 

Brune mink hovedsageligt  

Arbejder fuldtid med mink og har gjort det i 10-15 år.  

Farmen blev etableret 1980, jens overtog den i 85-87 og ejede selv hele farmen i 90.  

Farmen bliver drevet af jens, men har bruger flittigt at konsulent ydelser fra KF. Michael 

Sønnerup (konsulent) er rigtig dygtig. 

”KF har mange initiativer til at forbedre produktion og håndtering” 

Jens driver også eget pelseri med ca 55.000 skind pr. År ud over sine egne. Pelseriets kunder 

er hovedsagligt andre farmere i lokalområdet, venner og bekendte samt andre i hans netværk.  

"Man kunne godt gå til Saga Fur i Finland, men hvorfor skulle man? Kopenhagen Fur tager 

sig faktisk af alt hvad de kan i forhold til os" 

I forhold til KF: 

- Tidsfristerne er et problem, da mange farmere ikke kan nå det (december auktion). Så 

gerne denne fjernet eller slået sammen med februar. 

- KF er ret gode til retningslinjer for farmere og deres skind. Klar info til alle. 

- Vil gerne af med sine skind hurtigst muligt, når de er produceret.  

- Så gerne at KF lavede et stort fjernlager til håndtering af skind da dette højst 

sandsynligt ville kunne afhjælpe mange af de små problemer vi har idag. 

- Glad for den store sikkerhed 

- Så gerne at der kom hårdere krav til indleveringscentralerne fra KF omkring frister. 
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I forhold til indleveringscentral: 

- Holder styr på alt 

- Overholder kravene til sikring (Tillid) 

- Temp/fugtighedsproblemer (Måske ikke relevant) 

- Er dog presset når der er indlevering (måske ikke kompetente nok i længden i takt 

med større marked) 

- Så gerne større kasser til indlevering af skind eller helt afskaffet. Så gerne en standard 

kasse der kunne køre hele vejen ind til KF fra farmen (fx i forbindelse med RFID). 

- Har stor tillid til de vognmænd der bruges. 

- Fungerer fra tid til anden som lager for den lokale indleveringscentral 

 

I forhold til uheld: 

- Telefon lister 

- Avler foreningen 

- Informationsafdelingen (KF) 

- Sker der udslip af mink, ageres der hurtigt fra omkringliggende farmere og venner og 

bekendte i netværket.  

- Tætte relationer herigennem, frygt for aktivister o.lign.  

- Man vil gerne være mere åbne, men tør ikke pga aktivister.  

 

Politisk udfordring at bevare minkproduktion som erhverv i DK. ”Den nuværende situation er 

afgørende for branchens overlevelse, der skal slås et slag for minkindustrien ellers dør 

denne”. 

Selv kommer Jens dog styrket ud af både finanskrise og mink skandale.  

I forhold til fødevareregionen: 

”Godt samarbejde med forståelse for hinandens arbejde” 

Før operation X: 5 år gammel bekendtgørelse 

Efter operation X: Medierne skruer en forkert dagsorden sammen med sindsyge krav 

Om fremtiden: 

Instrumenterne i produktionen skal kunne betjenes af alle medlemmer 

Adgang for flere 

Grafiske løsninger til at forbedre brugergrænseflade 

Mere satsning indenfor IT/Netværkstænkning/Innovation  

 

Branchen afhænger af fremtidens farmer 
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- Synes selv at Franz ide om større partier indenfor fx pelsning er en god ide + Kender 

til minkpapirs mulige løsninger. 

 

Jens nævner de fordele han kan se ved forbedret talonløsning (minkpapir RFID) 

- Tillid øges mellem alle parter 

- Avlsarbejdet kan blive endnu mere detaljeret  

- Vidensdeling hurtigere og bedre 

- Større kvalitetssikring i skindsorteringen 

 

MEN, 

Jens har dog visse forbehold overfor dette:  

- Pelsningscentraler ses som en trussel imod den traditionelle måde at gøre tingene på. 

Jens påpeger at det jo beskæftiger en del mennesker om året og mange gør dette af 

hobby/hygge årsager. Det ses som en livsstil for mange at være farmere og den tætte 

kontakt med dyrene vil man nødigt miste.  

- Jens påpegede derudover selv, at strunze måske ikke havde det helt store overblik og 

dette havde resulteret i missede deadlines og dermed profit for visse avlere. Sender et 

dårligt signal og tilliden er på et lavt sted  
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Appendix 8 

 

Interview with Kim Søndergaard 

 

Contact data: 

Annexvej 2 B 

7190 Billund 

Tlf.: (0045) 7533 1296 

Mobile: (+45) 4095 2804 

 

 Kim Søndergård er selv avler (ca. 50.000 mink) og styrer indleveringscentralen i 

sønderjylland.  

 På selve centralen foretages der grov-sortering til pakning i papkasser. 

 Normalt har Kim 8 medhjælpere, men i højsæsonen stiger dette til 24.  

 "hjælpen kommer fra familien og nabogårdene når der er brug for det" 

 Arbejdet med indleveringscentralen ganske ligetil og så længe der bliver holdt styr på 

mink og kontrolleret, er tilliden i højsædet.  

 "det har vi jo efterhånden gjort i mange år på den måde" 

 Kim kører også selv ud og henter aflivede mink hos andre farmere og hygger sig 

generelt det.  

 "så får man lige en snak og en kop kaffe mens man henter deres skind"  

 "her på centralen er det jo også hyggeligt når vi får gang i den" 

 Vogne og papkasser leveres af KF (papkasserne kan ca bruges 4 gange før de udfases 

pga slid og tarv.  

 Derudover står KF for sikkerheden af minkene og forsikringen, så Kim ikke hænger 

på dette ansvar alene.   

 "Det ville jo være en vanskelig situation at stå i hvis det gik galt" 

 Før sæsonstart holdes der en række møder med indleveringsholdet hos KF for at sikre 

en strømlinet indlevering.  

 "På den måde er vi også sikker på at kunne udføre det bedste arbejde" 

 Indleveringsordningen fungerer som supplement til Kims primære indtjening som en 

af DKs største avlere.  

 "Jeg gør det egentlig mest fordi det er en hyggelig ting vi kan være fælles om alle 

sammen." 
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Appendix 9 

 

Interview with Jesper Lauge Christensen 

 

Contact data: 

Kopenhagen Fur 

Langagervej 60 

2600 Glostrup 

Tlf.: (+45) 4326 1000 / (+45) 4326 1376 

 

 Intern logistik halter - menneskedelen. Maskinerne ikke udnyttet 100% idag 

 Pro yderligere præsortering 

 Hurtigere info omkring indlevering i kæden 

 december auction er en politisk beslutning 

 KF definerer arbejdsroutiner og stiller sig som garant for kvalitet af værdikæden 

 KF arbejder med at sammenkæde afdelingerne (LEAN) 

 KF er i gang med at udvikle et kvalitetsstempel for pelserier 

 Skeptisk overfor mere arbejde til indleveringscentralerne (primært grundet manglende 

specialviden) 

 Generelle retningslinier - kvalitets kontrol - krav til slutprodukt 

 Ingen officiel politisk beslutning, men praktisk driftsstyring af de individuelle 

indleverings centraler 

 Færre indelveringscentraler i takt med færre farme 

 "De store farmere vil gerne have mere indflydelse på beslutningerne, men accepterer 

situation som et nødvendigt onde." 

 1 års opsigelse på samarbejde fra begge sider vedr. indleverings centraler 

 KF leverer sikkerhedsudstyr til indleveringscentralerne 

 man kan ikke fuldt automatisere diverse processer da mange af disse er afhængige af 

erfaring 

 Hurtig salgspris for markedet (december auctionen) 

 Bedre tid til at sætte en måske bedre pris hvis man slog december og februar sammen 

 God ide med plastmodul vogne istedet for de metal vogne der findes idag. 

 "Vi ved ofte mere om tingene end avlerene gør i realiteten" (vidensbank) 

 "Avlerne bestemmer i sidste ende" 

 Overvejer et decideret kvalitetsstempel af farmere der gør et godt arbejde 

 KF hjælper gerne en farm, men idag er der ikke noget krav herom 

 balancegang mellem krav/kvalitet og tillid. Går iøvrigt begge veje 
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 Kan ikke uddanne indleveringscentralerne til at sortere bedre da dette tager for lang 

tid. 

 KF vil helst udføre så meget arbejde som muligt inhouse i Glostrup som muligt 

grundet besparelser 

 Pro indleveringscentralerne bliver slået sammen med pelserier 

 Vedr. Strunze i nordjylland så var problemet at han kom til at overskride en deadline 

og dermed kom til at koste nogle farmere en del penge 

 "Jeg kan dog godt lide Franz, han står for fornyelse og er villig til at eksperimentere." 
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Appendix 10 

 

Interview with Sven Erik Hansen 

 

Contact data: 

Kopenhagen Fur 

Langagervej 60 

2600 Glostrup 

Tlf.: (+45) 4326 1000 

 

 "den individuelle arvlers skind mod massernes skind (bundles)" 

 Ansvarlig for både ind og ud af huset  (alt foregår i samme afdeling) 

 70 ansatte i indleveringen 

 20 ekstra i november 

 "December auctionen er lidt et problem for mange avlere da de kan have svært ved at 

nå den" 

 "ville ønske at man kunne lave en finansieringsmodel der fungerer på baggrund af 

farmens størrelse og ikke på baggrund af antal skind. Dette ville simphelthen gøre hele 

processen langt mere dynamisk" 

 "Jeg har faktisk foreslået en form for model man nok ville kunne bruge med rating af 

avlerne i forhold til en bank drevet af Kopenhagen Fur" 

 "Avlere vil af med deres skind hurtigst muligt da det giver bedre sikkerhed for dem" 

 "Kopenhagen Fur vil gerne have skind ind så de ikke bliver solgt hos andre auctions 

huse" 

 I december/januar kommer der 1 million skind ind i huset om ugen. 

 Har stor personlig kontakt med avlerne rundt omkring 

 Hollandsk mega avler baseret i Polen (klarer 1 million skind alene) 

 "Jeg mener ikke at Rfid-chips er kraftige nok endnu. Det kommer nok, men idag er de 

simpelthen ikke gode nok til at have en effekt på vores system" 

 "Vi arbejder naturligvis på at få et system med et unikt ID på hvert enkelt dyr - dette 

kunne man sagtens forestille sig kunne ske med fx Rfid-chips i fremtiden." 

 "Et unikt ID på dyrne istedet for et avler ID ville være med til at skabe 

informationsflow og vi har jo allerede teknikken til det". 

 "Man ville skulle indstallere scannere overalt i logistikken for at det ville kunne virke" 

 Sven Erik er åben for plastbure/kasser istedet for de metalbure der findes idag i 

produktionen 
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 "Jeg synes faktisk det ofte er en fordel hvis en indleveringscentral ikke er bundet 

sammen med en farm. Altså at det er forskellige mennesker der driver de to enheder" 

 "Jeg har 100% ansvar for indleveringen og derfor er det vigtigt at jeg har stor kontakt 

med alle indleveringsafdelingerne" 

 "Jeg tilbringer en del tid på at kordinere med indleveringscentralerne og tale med 

avlerne" 

 "så gerne at der blevet sorteret mere inden det hele kom til Glostrup" 

 "Vi skal stadig være forsigtige med at sprede vores specialarbejdere ud" 

 "Det mere specielle arbejde der udføres skal ske i Glostrup" 

 "Som det er idag så er der faktisk næsten 100% belastning i vores systemer. 

Maskinerne kunne nok godt tage mere, men vores personalle kan ikke yde mere end 

de gør idag. Det er derfor vi investerer i alle de nye roboter der skal hjælpe med at 

fjerne flaskehalse" 

 2002 blev der lukket 8 indleveringscentraler ned.  Her gik det ud over Ringkøbing 

centret hvor der blev oppisket en krisestemning. En speciel avler forsøgte at lægge så 

meget press på Sven Erik at han ville opgive lukningen, dog uden resultat. Stor social 

støtte til den lukningstruede central "det er fint nok med de lukninger...så længe det 

ikke er her!" 

 "Branchen skifter generelt fra at være en hobbybranche til at være en meget 

professionel drevet branche. Dette sker i takt med at farmene bliver større og større." 

 "Jeg ville ønske at der kunne skabes en forbedring/ensretning i den måde avlerne 

pakker deres skind ned på. Dette kunne man eventuelt søge at skabe interesse for ved 

at belønne kontant." 

 "Jeg kan egentlig ret godt lide Franz Strunze. Han har en lidt fanden i voldsk 

indstilling der er meget fremadrettet." 

 "Franz ville elske at kunne skrive Kopenhagen Fur på alle sine ting, fordi dette ville 

virke som en garant overfor hans kunder" 

 "Franz har på et tidspunkt skrevet i sit reklamemateriale at han kunne indlevere på 

senere frister end dem vi oplyser til alle de andre avlere. Dette have naturligvis ikke 

noget på sig, og vi afviste det da også fuldstændigt." 

 "I bund og grund kommer det hele ned til kroner og ører når vi har med farmerne at 

gøre" 

 "Der skal være mindst 400 skind for at KF henter dem gratis" 

 Polakkerne vil gerne have danske avlsdyr 

 Ultra lav fejlmargin:  28.000 tabte taloner. 411 uidentificerede skind ultimo sæson 

 Større viden omkring indlevering ud til avlere. 

 97% af alle skind kommer via indleveringscentralerne. ud af de 97% er de 90% 

allerede grovsorteret. 
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Appendix 11 

 

Mail correspondence with Thomas Hedegaard, MinkPapir 

 

Contact data: 

Hedegaardvej 13 

Borbjerg 

7500 Holstebro 

Tlf: (0045) 9746 1818 

mail: the@minkpapir.dk 

 

 

08/31/2010 

Hej Thomas 

 
Vi skriver til dig fordi vi har hørt at du måske kan hjælpe os med at besvare et par spørgsmål. 
 
Vi er to studerende fra CBS der er igang med at skrive vores kandidatopgave. Opgaven handler om logistik og 
produktion af minkdyr, og optimering af disse processer. I den forbindelse er vi støt på et punkt vi gerne vil 
undersøge. 
 
Som det er det idag leverer Minkpapir papstykker (taloner), med stregkoder på til minkindustrien, som påhæftes 
de flåede skin.  
 
Vi tænkte på om I hos Minkpapir har nogle erfaringer med at gøre dette papstykke mere hårdfør? Umiddelbart 
tænker vi på en form for plastlabel-løsning eller et lamineret form for papstykke.  
 
Årsagen til at vi mener, at det er relevant at se på er, at det ville kunne hjælpe med at udvikle stordriftsfordele for 
fx pelserier da man med en resistent stregkodemærkning vil kunne tåle den hårde process pelset gennemgår i en 
skinning i højere grad end et papstykke. 
 
I givet fald, ville vi gerne vide om det kunne lade sig gøre at lave disse plastmærker med stregkoder til en 
konkurrencedygtig pris. Hvordan opfatter du umiddelbart udviklingsmulighederne for dette område? 
 
På forhånd tak for din tid og hjælp 
 
Med venlig hilsen 
 
Tobias og Jonas 
 
P.S. Du er meget velkommen til at ringe til os hvis du skulle have lyst til at diskutere vores spørgsmål med os på 
(+45) 26 369 369 

 

Hej Tobias og Jonas 
Det lyser som en rigtig spændende problemstilling som i har taget fat på, hvorfor jeg selvfølgelig 

gerne vil bidrage med viden i det omfang det giver mening. Jeg har dog et par spørgsmål som jeg 
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gerne vil have besvaret inden jeg bruger alt for meget tid… Hvem arbejder i sammen med om 

projektet? og hvad er formålet? Arbejder i med logistik inden farm/pelseri, indleveringscentralerne, 

sorteringen, auktionshusene, opkøber eller hele værdikæden? 
Vi i minkpapir leverer ikke pap tallonner, men arbejder til gengæld med en mere robust ”stregkode” 

mærkning. Vores mærkning er med RFID tag som giver em masse logistiske fordele frem for 

stregkoderne som bl.a. benyttes af Copenhagen Fur i dag. Desværre har auktionshusene endnu ikke set 

nødvendigheden af ny teknologi til mærkning af dyrene, men kan i bidrage til at ændre deres syn på 

dette vil det være super. 
Konkret har vi også lidt erfaring med en stregkode-talon i mere robust materiale, men det er ikke en 

som vi leverer. 
Ser frem til at høre lidt mere om hvad der er i gerne vil optimere på i logistikkæden 
  
Venlig hilsen / Best regards 

 

Thomas Hedegaard 
Udviklingschef / 
Development Manager 

 

Dansk Mink Papir A/S 
Hedegaardvej 13 · Borbjerg 

DK-7500 Holstebro 
09/02/2010 

Hej Thomas 
  
Vi udarbejder vores projekt i samarbejde med Kopenhagen Fur.I den forbindelse er det faktisk hele 
logistikproblematikken der er forbundet med upstream værdikæden for KF vi har fat i. Altså processen 
fra skind bliver hentet hos avler, gennem pelseri/indleveringscentral ind i huset hos KF i Glostrup indtil 
skindet når auktionen. 
  
I den forbindelse er et af vores primære fokus punkter netop stregkoderne. Vi mener umiddelbart, at 
der er et stort potentiale i at gennemføre en stregkoderegistrering allerede ude hos avlerne (som 
avleren selv skal sætte på sit skind inden det bliver overladt til KF's logistikafdeling og sendt mod 
Glostrup) grundet muligheden for præcis informationsflow knyttet til det enkelte skind samt reduction 
af svind/snyd i produktion. 
  
Vi har imidlertid fundet ud af at de taloner som der arbejdes med idag ikke er stærke nok til, at kunne 
tåle at blive påsat et skind og sidde fast på skindet gennem en pelsningsprocess. Umiddelbart er vi 
kommet frem til at det er grundet talon-størrelsen der ganske enkelt sætter sig fast div steder i 
pelsningsmaskinerne og derfor bliver revet af. 
  
Vi har hørt om FurFix i Finland hvor de arbejder med en talon der er en anelse stærkere end den vi 
har set hos KF og hos pelserier i Danmark. Ud over, at materiallet er lidt stærkere er de taloner der 
bliver brugt ca ½ størrelse af den vi kender. Denne talon kan tilsyneladende tåle ovennævnte 
procedure uden at falde af i løbet af processen. Det vi så er interesserede i at finde ud af, er om I 
allerede har et tilsvarende produkt, eller om I har et løsningsforslag til noget tilsvarende. Kan det lade 
sig gøre at producere en mindre talon? eller er det for omkostningsfuldt at skulle omstille maskiner, 
anvender andre typer printmodtagelige ruler etc? 
  
Vi har umiddelbart et udgangspunkt der hedder at vi er mest interesserede i at arbejde med 
mulighederne i stregkoder da det er en billig og nem metode at arbejde med. Det alternativ vi har hørt 
om indtil videre er en chip. Ideen er spændende og god, men så længe priserne på chippen er i 
nærheden af 10 kr per styk er det en løsning vi ganske enkelt anser for at være for dyr, medmindre 
der findes gode argumenter som vi kan tage med i vores overvejelser. (ex 15 mio skind i 
produktionenbetyder en omkostning på 150 mio kroner) 
  
Generelt er vi meget interesserede i at høre om hvad I mener kunne gavne processen samt hvordan. 
 
Mvh 
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Tobias og Jonas 

 

09/22/2010 

Hej Tobias og Jonas 
Beklager den lange svartid, der er lidt travlt i organisationen for tiden for som i ved er det snart sæson 

for minkavlerne… Dette skal dog ikke tages som udtryk for manglende interesse i jeres projekt, da 

denne problemstilling er noget vi har arbejdet intenst med gennem flere år. 
  
Vores perspektiv omhandler netop mærkningen af dyrene for at kunne opsamle og følge diverse 

informationer undervejs fra buret, gennem pelseriet, til indleveringscentralerne og videre til 

auktionshuset. Vi har imidlertid baceret vores ”stregkode” på RFID teknologi da denne sammenlignet 

med stregkoden er funktionelt overlegen. Jeg vil komme tilbage til den fysiske udformning senere. 

Undervejs i processerne registrer vi forskelligt info som er til gavn for minkavleren eller pelseriet. Et 

eksempel kunne være, at der på tanemaskinen (den som strækker skindene) registres hvor elastisk det 

givne skind er. Denne information kan via ”stregkoden” kobles sammen med avlssystemet, foderdata 

samt auktionsdata og kan på denne måde indgå som et avlsparameter (nogle dyr et meget elastiske 

hvor andre er meget stive). På samme måde bruger vi en lang række af registreringer både fra farmen 

og pelseriet, til at optimere kvalitet, størrelse, fodereffektivitet, adfærd og meget mere på dyret og vi 

bruger også registreringerne til at forbedre, optimere og overvåge pelserierne således at der laves 

færrest mulige skader på skindene i pelseriet (og derved tab af værdi). Registreringerne bruges 

ydermere til at optimere logistikken helt fra buret til pelseriet, indleveringsvcentralerne og 

auktionshusene. Det har dog endnu ikke været muligt, at overbevise Kopenhagen Fur om at de skulle 

gå 100 % ind i vores projekt (der er sikkert flere grunde hertil). Men vores mål er at samme 

”stregkode” som sættes på dyret ved aflivning, forbliver på dyret indtil det er solgt hos f.eks. 

Kopenhagen fur. 
  
Vedrørende RFID teknologien ved jeg ikke hvor i har spurgt på prisen for en chip, men de chip som vi 

bruger koster 0,75 kr. pr. stk. og falder stødt i pris hvert år efterhånden som detailhandlen bruger flere 

og flere. Butikker som Wall Mart arbejder på at sætte en tilsvarende chip på alle deres varer !! (indtil 

nu bruger de kun chip på palle/kasse niveau). Jeg er dog klar over at prisen på 0,75 ,- stadig er en 

fordyrende omkostning, men ved at bruge den samme chip på farmen og i pelserierne, kan denne 

omkostning sagtens finansieres (uden meromkostning for Kopenhagen Fur). RFID-talon løsningen 

giver desuden en lang række logistiske og praktiske fordele også for Kopenhagen Fur. F.eks. kan 

RFID-talonen multireades, det vil sige, at en vogn med f.eks. 1256 skind kan tælles på 3-5 sekunder 

og samtidig har du information om ejer på skindet, type/farve, køn, ca. længde og meget mere som alt 

sammen er registreret i pelseriet og på farmen. Med denne løsning, mener vi at det vil være muligt, at 

springe indleveringscentralerne over og dermed få en væsentlig omkostningsreduktion for 

Kopenhagen Fur /avleren. Løsningen kræver ikke nogen ændringer i produktionsapparatet hos 

Kopenhagen Fur, da vi stadig vil printe den kendte stregkode med avler id og år på RFID-talonen. På 

denne måde vil du også altid have en visuel mulighed for at identificere ejeren. 
  
Hvis det har interesse, så kører vi et forsøg med RFID-talon i november i sønderjylland, hvor i er 

meget velkomne til at deltage. I er også velkomne til at besøge os her i Holstebro og se lidt mere om 

hvad det er vi arbejder med. 
  
Venlig hilsen / Best regards 

 

Thomas Hedegaard 
Udviklingschef / 
Development Manager 
 

10/05/2010 
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Hej Thomas 

 
Tak for svar 
 
OK det lyder jo spændende. Hver gang vi har drøftet chip-løsninger med Kopenhagen Fur så har de nævnt at den 
koster ca 10 kr per chip og derfor var urealistisk dyr. 
 
Vi har en del spg som vi gerne vil stille dig og håber du har tid/mulighed for at svare på. Der er en del forskellige 
typer spg nedenfor da vores opgave ikke KUN er en KF logistik opgave, men også drejer sig om relationer 
mellem virksomheder. Derfor håber vi at du har lyst til svare på spørgsmålene selvom de ikke kun drejer sig om 
RFID. 
 
Hvordan har I forsøgt at overbevise KF om brug af RFID i deres værdikæde? Hvilken strategi har I forsøgt at 
bruge for at komme i kontakt med KF? har de været afvisende fra starten? eller har det simpelthen bare været 
lukket  landet? eller hvordan? Hvem har du/I talt med omkring dette hos KF (altså kontakt personer/niveauer)? 
 
Hvordan vil en RFID reading fungere i realiteten? Hvor dyr er en RFID reader? hvor lang er reading range på en 
sådanne maskine? Er det kompleks software der hører til? Er det en relativ kompatibel software? 
 
På grund af tidspres forventer vi at vi er færdige med vores projekt inden november, og vil derfor ikke have 
mulighed for at kunne aktivt deltage i det nævnte forsøg selvom det lyder yderst relevant.   
 
Hvem er jeres samarbejdspartner(ere) i jeres forsøg? Hvilke tanker har i gjort jer inden forsøget? Hvor mange 
testere har I? Har I en fast gruppe af testere som I arbejder sammen med når I søger at lave sådanne tests? 
 
Venlig hilsen 
 
Tobias og Jonas  

 

10/05/2010 

 

Hej Jonas, se svar herunder 
  
Venlig hilsen / Best regards 

 

Thomas Hedegaard 
Udviklingschef / 
Development Manager 

 

Dansk Mink Papir A/S 
Hedegaardvej 13 · Borbjerg 

DK-7500 Holstebro 
 

  
Tel. (+45) 9746 1818 · Fax (+45) 9746 1819 · Dir. (+45) 9613 3166 · Mob. (+45) 2337 8988  

mail: the@minkpapir.dk · web: www.minkpapir.dk 
  
  
Fra: Jonas Ankerstjerne [mailto:jonank@gmail.com]  

Sendt: 5. oktober 2010 11:01 
 
Til: Thomas Hedegaard 
Emne: Re: Kandidatprojekt omhandlende minkproduktion i DK 

  

Hej Thomas 

  

Tak for svar 

  

mailto:the@minkpapir.dk
http://www.minkpapir.dk/
mailto:jonank@gmail.com
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OK det lyder jo spændende. Hver gang vi har drøftet chip-løsninger med Kopenhagen Fur så 

har de nævnt at den koster ca 10 kr per chip og derfor var urealistisk dyr. 

  

Vi har en del spg som vi gerne vil stille dig og håber du har tid/mulighed for at svare på. Der 

er en del forskellige typer spg nedenfor da vores opgave ikke KUN er en KF logistik opgave, 

men også drejer sig om relationer mellem virksomheder. Derfor håber vi at du har lyst til 

svare på spørgsmålene selvom de ikke kun drejer sig om RFID. 

  

Hvordan har I forsøgt at overbevise KF om brug af RFID i deres værdikæde? Hvilken strategi 

har I forsøgt at bruge for at komme i kontakt med KF? har de været afvisende fra starten? 

eller har det simpelthen bare været lukket  landet? eller hvordan? Hvem har du/I talt med 

omkring dette hos KF (altså kontakt personer/niveauer)? 
Jeg har desværre ikke været involveret i projektet hele vejen og kender derfor ikke alle detaljer. 

Men… i starten præsenterede vi (Minkpapir) en løsning til KF med RFID integreret med et 

transportbeslag. Idéen var at transportbeslag og RFID skulle bruges som logistik og transport system i 

hele værdikæden. Dette blev velmodtaget af KF (kender ikke navnene på mødedeltagerne, men det var 

topledelsen i KF). Desværre skete der det, at Minkpapir spillede højt spil og ville levere alt udstyret til 

KF. Denne løsning kunne ikke accepteres af KF. Minkpapir blev derfor lagt på is indtil jeg kom med i 

projektet. Så tog vi igen kontakt til KF og denne gang ikke for at levere noget udstyr, men blot for at 

diskutere samarbejde og udveksling af data. Dette var de meget åbne overfor, men introduktion af 

RFID i deres produktion var udelukket på grund af prisen. KF Har tidligere fået lavet en analyse af 

hvad det vil koste at implementere RFID i produktionen og jeg vil tro at prisen på 10 kr. kommer fra 

denne undersøgelse. 
Vores nuværende kontaktpersoner i relation til udveksling af data er Claus Andersen (CIO) samt 

produktionschefen som jeg ikke lige kan huske hvad hedder. 
  

Hvordan vil en RFID reading fungere i realiteten? Hvor dyr er en RFID reader? hvor lang er 

reading range på en sådanne maskine? Er det kompleks software der hører til? Er det en 

relativ kompatibel software? 

Mange spørgsmål i et og endnu flere svar… en reader koster 10-15.000 for en håndterminal. 

Håndterminalen har rækkeevne fra 1 cm til 15 meter afhængigt af frekvens, tag type, størrelse 

og meget andet. Desuden findes der faste readers i alle prisklasser og læseafstande op til 50 

m. Softwaren er relativ simpel (hyldevare hos mange leverandører) som evt. kan levere data 

direkte til webdatabase (den løsning arbejder vi med). Skal vi dybere ind i dette område 

kommer det til at tage nogle timers foredrag… 
  
  
På grund af tidspres forventer vi at vi er færdige med vores projekt inden november, og vil 

derfor ikke have mulighed for at kunne aktivt deltage i det nævnte forsøg selvom det lyder 

yderst relevant.   

  

Hvem er jeres samarbejdspartner(ere) i jeres forsøg? Hvilke tanker har i gjort jer inden 

forsøget? Hvor mange testere har I? Har I en fast gruppe af testere som I arbejder sammen 

med når I søger at lave sådanne tests? 
Vi går generelt ikke så meget efter mange forskellige testere, da det ikke er vores system som sådan 

der skal testes, men mere indsamling af data for at kunne analysere arvelighed og meget andet på de 

dyr kom kommer igennem systemet. Vi skal bruge disse test for at udvikle på avlsprogrammerne. Vi 

samarbejder med Pelsdyrrådgivningen (Michael Sønderrup og genetiker Bente Krogh), Tved 

maskinbyg (Eddy) med foderdata, Claus Andersen amd avlsdata i dette forsøg. Her udover har vi 

samarbejde med Morsø Mink, Twinca og Pamu Tech. 
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I år tester vi på ca. 10.000. dyr med avlsdata, foderdata, pelseri data og auktionsdata. Sidste år testede 

vi på 2500 dyr med avlsdata pelseridata og auktionsdata, samt 220.000 dyr med pelseridata og 

auktionsdata. 
  
Kan man få adgang til jeres afhandling når den er færdig? 
 

 

 


